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Abstract 

One of the major challenges in computer science is to put programming 
on a firmer mathematical basis, in order to improve the correctness of computer 
programs. Automatic program verification is acknowledged to be a very hard 
problem, but current work is reaching the point where at least the foundational 
aspects of the problem can be addressed and it is becoming a part of industrial 
software development. 

This thesis presents a semantic framework for verifying safety proper- 
ties of open sequential programs. The presentation is focused on an Algol-like 
programming language that embodies many of the core ingredients of impera- 
tive and functional languages and incorporates data abstraction in its syntax. 
Game semantics is used to obtain a compositional, incremental way of gener- 
ating accurate models of programs. Model-checking is made possible by giving 
certain kinds of concrete automata-theoretic representations of the model. A 
dat a- abstraction refinement procedure is developed for model-checking safety 
properties of programs with infinite integer types. The procedure starts by 

model-checking the most abstract version of the program. If no counterexam- 
ple, or a genuine one, is found, the procedure terminates. Otherwise, it uses 
a spurious counterexample to refine the abstraction for the next iteration. 
Abstraction refinement, assume-guarantee reasoning and the L* algorithm for 
learning regular languages are combined to yield a procedure for compositional 
verification. Construction of a global model is avoided using assume- guarantee 
reasoning and the L* algorithm, by learning assumptions for arbitrary subpro- 
grams. An implementation based on the FDR model checker for the CSP 

process algebra demonstrates practicality of the methods. 

xiii 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Software verification is one of the most important problems in computer science 

today. There is hardly any aspect of our lives where software systems do 

not play an often silent but yet crucial role. Failure of these systems has 

already caused serious consequences, including fatal accidents, shutdown of 

vital systems, and loss of money. Thus, erroneous software becomes a threat 

for the economy and even for human lives. The increasing dependence on 

software systems has ensured that their correctness is no longer a luxury but 

an urgent necessity. 

Modern software systems are rarely monolithic entities that are single- 

handedly developed at one time. A number of groups of programmers, some- 

times located in different places, work on developing different parts of programs 

(components). Software systems also evolve over time, with different compo- 

nents reaching maturity at different points. Assuring that all components 

will successfully work together is a nontrivial. task. It is thus not surprising 

that verifying components independently, i. e. ensuring that every component 

performs correctly under all circumstances, has become crucial. 

I 
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1.1 Software Verification 

Software verification addresses the problem of checking that programs satisfy 

certain properties. There are two main classes of program properties of in- 

terest: sa ty and hveness. The safety properties demand that the program 

never performs an undesirable operation. For example, it never divides by 

zero. The liveness properties demand that the program eventually performs 

desirable operations. For example, it eventually terminates. In general, both 

problems are undecidable but, in the past decades, significant advances have 

been made by developing methods which show that verification problems are 

becoming increasingly feasible. 

To improve software correctness, testing has traditionally been the main 

debugging technique in industry. Testing [88] is the process of sampling the 

executions of a system according to some criterion, and checking the given 

property for each execution. However, exhaustive testing is usually infeasible 

as the number of possible executions is too large (or even infinite). Thus, 

testing can be used to find errors, but it can not be used to show correctness 

of a software program. 

In order to overcome the problem mentioned above, the scientific com- 

munity has proposed the use of formal methods. This term covers all verifica- 

tion approaches based on mathematical formalisms. Their aim is to establish 

software correctness with mathematical rigour. As opposed to testing, formal 

verification methods trace every possible program execution as they work on 

a symbolic and abstract level. Thus, when a program is found to be correct 

by a formal verification method, it implies that all its executions have been 

explored, and the question of missed executions becomes irrelevant. Most ap- 
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proaches to formal software verification can be classified as belonging to two 

major categories: deductive verification and model checking. 

In deductive verification [45,69], the property to be established is ex- 

pressed as a formula 0 in some suitable logic. The meaning of elementary 

programming-language constructs is expressed by axioms, and that of larger 

constructs by inference rules in some proof system in the same logic as 0. 

Denoting the program to be verified by P, its correctness is shown by con- 

structing a proof that P ý- 0 within this system. This is done using a theorem 

prover. Deductive verification is a comprehensive approach for establishing 

correctness, which can be used to verify programs with infinitely many states 

and with data from infinite domains (such as integers and reals). However, 

the main limitations are that it is highly time consuming and involves a lot of 

manual effort. Furthermore, it yields no diagnostic feedback that can be used 

for debugging if the property is found not to be correct. 

1.2 Model Checking 

In model checking [94,28,32], the program to be verified is represented by 

a model M. The model consists of a description of all possible program exe- 

cutions (behaviours) in a mathematical structure like a finite state transition 

system. The property to be established is a formula 0 in a logic that is inter- 

preted over such structures (e. g. temporal logic). Program correctness is then 

shown by computing that the formula is satisfied by the model, i. e. M ý= 0. 

This check is performed by exhaustively exploring the entire state space of 

the model to ensure that all possible behaviours generated indeed satisfy the 

property. 
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Compared to other approaches, model checking has two important ad- 

vantages. It is fully automatic, and so its application requires no user super- 

vision or expertise in logic and theorem proving. When the model fails to 

satisfy a desired property, it provides useful diagnostic feedback in the form of 

counterexamples, which trace some example program executions that violate 
the property of interest. Owing to these and other factors, the past couple of 
decades have witnessed the emergence of model checking as the eminent for- 

mal verification technique. Starting with relatively small finite state systems, 
by developing techniques like symbolic model checking [831, bounded model 

checking [20], compositional reasoning [29], abstraction [30] and others, it was 

made possible to verify systems with enormous state spaces. 

The initial success of model checking has been mainly in the verifica- 

tion of hardware and communication protocols. The major reason for this is 

that model checking can only be used if a finite model of the system to be 

verified is available, and it is computationally demanding. While the mod- 

elling process is often straightforward for hardware, since hardware designs 

are typically finite state, it is much more involved for software. This is due to 

the complexity of general purpose programming languages (C, Java, ML, etc) 

as compared to hardware description languages (VHDL, Verilog, etc). Also, 

industrial software programs are large and have infinite state spaces. Thus, 

extracting a finite model often involves a process of abstraction as well. 

The traditional approach to building models of software is based on op- 

erational semantics. The notion of a program state is central to this approach. 

The state captures the values of the program variables at a certain moment in 

the execution of the program. The models are then obtained by representing 

the state and the way it changes in the course of execution. By applying pred- 
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icate abstraction [58] on the state, i. e. by using truth assignments for a set 

of chosen predicates to abstractly represent the set of states where the truth 

assignments are satisfied, the models become finite and can be model checked. 

This modelling technique has been applied successfully to verifying re- 

alistic industrial software. At the heart of many such tools, like SLAM [17], 

BLAST [66] and Magic [24], are algorithms based on counterexample gutded 

abstraction refinement [31]. In this approach, the entire verification procedure 
is captured by the following three step loop: 

Abstract A finite set of predicates is chosen, and a finite-state abstract 

model is extracted from the given program using predicate abstraction. 
Since abstractions are conservative over- approximations, additional be- 

haviours, which are absent in the concrete program, are introduced in 

the abstract model (such behaviours are called spurious). 

Verify A model checker is used to verify whether the abstract model satisfies 

the desired property. If the model is error free, then so is the original 

program; otherwise a counterexample is produced which demonstrates 

how the model violates the property. 

Refine It is checked whether the counterexample is an actual behaviour of 

the original program. If so, then a program error has been found; oth- 

erwise, the chosen set of predicates does not contain enough information 

for proving program correctness and new predicates must be added. The 

selection of such predicates is guided by the failure to concretise all pre- 

vious spurious count erexamples. The whole procedure is then repeated. 
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1.3 Game Semantics Approach 

Denotational semantics [61,101] is a syntax-independent approach of mod- 

elling a software program of a given language as a mathematical object in 

a fully compositional manner. The intention is that mathematical methods 
for reasoning about the model can be employed to understand and explain 
how programs behave. In particular, this approach can be used to deduce 

properties of programs, such as that two programs are equivalent, or that a 

program satisfies its specification. It is generally concerned with static prop- 

erties, such as what a given program computes as opposed to exactly how the 

actual computations are performed. 

There are two desirable features of such a denotational model: sound- 

ness and completeness. A model is sound iff all equivalences in the model are 

reflected in the language, so it can be used to prove properties of programs. A 

model is complete iff all equalities in the language are reflected in the model, so 

every observable program property is captured by the model. A model which 

is both sound and complete is called fully abstract. 

The search for a syntax-independent fully abstract model of a very sim- 

ple sequential functional language, PCF [92,85], started in 1970's by the work 

of Scott and Strachey on a domain-theoretic model based on continuous func- 

tions [99,92]. It was followed by Berry's bidomains model based on stable 

functions [18], the Bucciarelli-Ehrand model based on strongly stable func- 

tions [23], and the Berry-Curien model based on sequential algorithms [19]. In 

each case, the model is sound but fails to capture definability: there are ele- 

ments of the model which are not definable in the language. Therefore, there 

are some equalities in the language which are not validated by the model [85], 
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i. e. the model is not complete. The solution of the long-standing full abstrac- 

tion problem for PCF emerged in the past decade, when the game- theorehcal 

model was developed independently by Abramsky, Jagadessan, and Malacaria 

on one hand [1], and by Hyland and Ong [74] (as well as by Nickau [90]) on 

the other hand. The two teams presented each a model of PCF in which types 

are interpreted by games and programs by strategies. The two models are 

now commonly referred to as the AJM and the HO model. Since then, game 

semantics has been employed to construct the first syntax-independent fully 

abstract models for a range of programming languages incorporating many 

other features such as block-allocated variables [3,7], call-by-value evalua- 

tion [4,72], control primitives [76], general references [6], recursive types [82], 

polymorphism [9], non-deterministic [63,64] and probabilistic constructs [35], 

concurrency [52], etc. 

Came theory was founded in the beginning of the past century with 

works by Zermelo [104] and von Neumann [100] on parlour games. Nash 

[89] then created a theory of economics based on parlour games. The game- 

theoretical methods were also used in logic [21], in models of reactive systems 

[84], natural language semantics [68], etc. The use of game theory in the 

semantics of programming languages is based on Lorenzen game models of 

logic [44,47,771. There, a logical formula is interpreted by a two player 

game between a Player trying to prove the formula and an Opponent trying 

to disprove it. This is done inductively on the structure of the given formula. 

The Curry-Howard isomorphism is then used to translate the Lorenzen game 

models of logic to the game models of programming languages, such that 

formulas are considered as types and proofs for a formula A as programs of 

type A. 
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The Idea 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Came semantics is a particular kind of denotational semantics which con- 

structs models of programs by looking at the ways in which a program can 

observably interact with its context (environment). In this approach, a kind of 

game is played by two participants. The first, Player, represents the program 

under consideration, while the second, Opponent, represents the environment 

in which the program is used. The two take turns to make moves, each of 

which is either a question (a demand for information) or an answer (a supply 

of information). Opponent always plays first. What these moves are, and when 

they can be played, is determined by the rules of each particular game. For 

example, in the game for integers, Opponent has a single move, the question 

"What is the number? ", and Player can then respond by playing a number. 

The game involved in modelling a function of type Z --ý Z is formed 

from "two copies of the game for Z", one for input, and one for output. In 

the output copy, Opponent can demand output and Player can provide it. In 

the input copy, the situation is reversed, Player demands input and Opponent 

provides it. A play in this game when Player is playing the successor function 

might look like this: 

Opponent "What is the output? " 

Player "What is the input? " 

Opponent "The input is 5" 

Player "The output is 6" 

So, the successor function becomes a strategy for Player: "When Opponent 

asks for output, Player responds by asking for input; when Opponent provides 

input n, Player supplies n+1 as output" - 
This is the key idea in game 
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semantics. Types are interpreted as games, and programs are interpreted as 

strategtes for Player to respond to the moves Opponent can make. 

The idea of using game semantics to explore the space of programming 
languages is based on the following considerations [5]. PCF is modelled by a 

category of games and highly restricted strategies which correspond to the dis- 

cipline of purely functional programming. These restrictions are determinism, 

innocence, visibility, and bracketing. The relaxation of one of these restric- 

tions on strategies leads to a larger category which can be used to model an 

extension of PCF by some non-functional features, such as state or control. 

For example, relaxing the restriction of innocence allows local state (block- 

allocated variables) to be modelled, relaxing determinism allows nondetermin- 

istic constructs to be modelled, relaxing visibility allows general references to 

be modelled, while relaxing bracketing allows control to be modelled. More- 

over, definability for the model of the extended language can be reduced to 

definability in the restricted language by using a technique of factorization 

theo, rems. That is, every strategy in a larger category can be factored as 

the composition of a restricted strategy and a "generic" unrestricted strategy. 

Thus the original definability result for PCF can be transferred to a much 

richer class of languages. 

Came semantics integrates denotational and operational semantics, re- 

taining good structural properties of denotational semantics while capturing 

aspects of operational semantics. This is similar to the program of the ge- 

ometry of interaction [57] carried out by Girard in the framework of linear 

logic [56], the work on interaction categories [2] giving rise to type systems 

for concurrency, and the Brookes model based on infinite stuttering sequences 

[22] providing full abstraction result for parallel programming languages. 
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In addition to being used to construct accurate semantics for a variety 

of programming languages, game models have also been used in program veri- 
fication. The first steps in this direction were taken by Hankin and Malacaria 

who have applied the game models to program analysis, i. e. for data flow anal- 

ysis [79,80,62] and for certifying secure information flows in programs [81]. 

The first application to model checking was proposed by Ghica and McCusker 

[51]; they show that the game models of second-order finitary Idealized Algol 

(IA) [95] can be represented in a remarkably simple form by regular languages. 

Subsequently, a tool based on these ideas was implemented in [10]. This thesis 

is a further investigation into this area. Specifically, we develop a new more 

efficient verification tool where game models are given concrete representa- 

tion using the CSP process algebra [70,98], and we propose novel algorithms 

for compositional modelling and verification of safety properties of open IA 

programs which can contain infinite integer data types. 

Another interesting direction of research is using game-theoretical ideas 

in compositional design. Interface models [36,37] can support interface com- 

patibility checking and interface refinement checking [26], and therefore com- 

positional design. Many aspects of interface models, such as compatibility 

and refinement checking between interfaces, are properly viewed in a game- 

theoretical setting, where the input and output values of an interface are chosen 

by different players. 

1.3.2 Advantages 

Several features of game semantics make it very promising for software model 

checking. Compared with the traditional state-based approach, game seman- 

tics based model checking has the following important advantages: 
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Modularity There is a model for any open program with free (undefined) 

identifiers in a high-level language with procedures, local variables and 
data types. Since modern software programs are not monolithic enti- 
ties, this approach enables building models of software components and 

compositional reasoning about their properties. 

Correctness The generated model is correct (sound and complete), and it 

is set on a firm theoretical foundation. Thus, two programs have the 

same models if and only if they can not be distinguished with respect 

to operational tests (such as abnormal termination) in any program con- 

text. For example, all sorting algorithms have the same models in this 

setting. Moreover, the model can be adapted relatively easily for a quan- 

titative analysis of programming languages, such as comparing programs 

for efficiency [54]. 

Compositionality Models are constructed inductively on the structure of 

programs, i. e. the model of a program is constructed from the models of 

its subprograms, using a notion of strategy composition. This feature is 

the key for achieving scalability, i. e. the possibility to break up a larger 

program into smaller subprograms which can be modelled and verified 

independently. 

Efficiency Programs are modelled by how they observationally interact with 

their environments, and the details of local-state manipulation are not 

recorded, i. e. they are abstracted, which results in small models with a 

maximum level of abstraction. Moreover, since the model construction 

process is compositional all intermediate models are also observationally 

abstracted, and local reductions can be applied at every step of composi- 
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tion. For example, the program newint x: = 0 in x: -! x + 1; !x' and the 

constant I have the same models. The variable x is not represented in 
the model because it is local and so invisible to the outside world. 

1.3.3 Challenges 

Model checking tools, such as FDR [46], SPIN [71], NuSMV [27], are complex 

programs that have been crafted over many years by experts in the specific 
formalisms employed by the tools. They offer a number of algorithms for 

property specification and efficient verification. A re-implementation of these 

algorithms would likely produce inferior performance. For this reason, the 

focus in software verification tools is on the problem of extracting finite-state 

models and their concrete representation in formalisms which are supported 
by powerful model checkers. For example, the Bandera tool [34,91] extracts 
finite-state models from Java programs for checking with SPIN and NuSMV. 

On the other hand, SLAM-like tools [17,66,24] use a different strategy: they 

use a dedicated model checking engine to process a model which is derived 

on-the-fly from a program. Since in this thesis we focus almost exclusively on 

the problem of model extraction and concrete representation, we choose the 

first strategy as more appropriate to our approach. 

Challenge 1 Game models of finitary open programs of 2nd-order IA are 

regular languages. Can we give concrete representation of these models 

in a convenient formalism which is expressive enough so that the models 

can be readily encoded and supported by a powerful model checker highly 

optimised for verification of compositional models? 

lIX denotes de-referencing 
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As was mentioned earlier, the current state-based tools implement ab- 

straction refinement algorithms for automatic verification of industrial size 

programs. 

Challenge 2 Can we adapt counterexample guided abstraction refinement 

ideas to the setting of game models and thus enable verification of open 

programs with infinite integer data types? 

One of the main problems in software model checking is the state ex- 

plosZon problem: industrial programs are large and the size of state spaces 

grows exponentially with the size of the programs, making model checking 

computationally demanding. Therefore, the tendency is to look for composi- 

tional methods, which attempt to verify different parts of a program separately, 

and then make conclusions about the program as a whole. In compositional 

verification, properties of the program are decomposed into properties of its 

components (subprograms), so that if each component satisfies its respective 

property, then so does the whole program. Compositional verification is thus 

very desirable. 

Challenge 3 Can we utilise the compositional nature of the building of game 

models to achieve compositional verification? 

1.3.4 Methodological Considerations 

We now discuss some important methodological assumptions which will be 

used throughout this thesis. As a main presentation vehicle is considered 

the metalanguage AIA (Abstracted Idealized Algol). AIA is an expressive se- 

quential programming language which combines the fundamental features of 

imperative and higher-order functional languages. We develop a framework 
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for verifying safety properties of open programs of second-order recursion-free 
fragment of AIA with iteration. Safety properties are specified by a desig- 

nated unsafe command abort whose executability in a given program will be 

checked. The game semantics presented in this thesis is known as HO-style 

game semantics (after Hyland-Ong). 

1.4 Contributions 

The material contained in this thesis presents a framework for verifying safety 

properties of sequential open programs of IA with specific emphasis on ad- 
dressing the challenges mentioned above. Challenge I is addressed in Chapter 

4 by showing how game models can be represented compositionally in the 

CSP process algebra. This enables observational safe-equivalence and a range 

of safety properties of open programs to be checked using the FDR model 

checker [46]. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of this approach. 

Then, in Chapter 5, a dat a- abstraction refinement procedure is proposed as a 

solution to Challenge 2. The procedure applies to open programs which can 

contain infinite integer types and is guaranteed to discover an error if it exists. 

Finally, a fully compositional verification procedure is presented in Chapter 6 

to address Challenge 3. It combines counterexample guided abstraction refine- 

ment, assume- guarantee reasoning [75,93] and the P algorithm for learning 

regular languages [14]. Overall model construction of a program is avoided 

using assume- guarantee reasoning and the L* algorithm, by learning assump- 

tions and reasoning about arbitrary subprograms. 

The thesis is organised in the following way: 

Chapter 2 introduces the language considered in this thesis, Abstracted Ide- 
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alized Algol (AIA) which incorporates data-abstraction in its syntax. The 

syntax and operational semantics of the language are presented, as well 

as the notion of observational safety. 

Chapter 3 defines a game semantics model of the language we consider and 

contains a proof of full abstraction for the model. 

Chapter 4 shows how game models of an interesting fragment of AIA can 
be represented by CSP processes. It is then illustrated how, using this 

translation, several classes of verification problems can be decided. 

Chapter 5 presents a data-abstraction refinement procedure for verifying 

safety properties and a tool which implements this procedure. 

Chapter 6 extends the abstraction refinement procedure to allow composi- 

tional verification. 

Chapter 7 contains a retrospective view of the goals and achievements of the 

work presented as well as discusses possible extensions. 

Origin of the chapters. Although the material contained in this thesis has 

been published in the form of articles, it has been restructured and extended. 

Chapter 4 is based on [38,39,42], which are joint work with Ranko Lazic'. 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 contain material from [40,41], which are the result 

of a collaboration with Dan Chica and Ranko LaziC'. Chapter 6 is a revision 

of [43], which is a joint work with Ranko Lazic'. 



Chapter 2 

The Programming Language 

The standard approach in denotational semantics is the utilisation of met- 

alanguages for the description of certain kinds of computational behaviour. 

The semantic model is defined for a metalanguage, and a real programming 

language (C, Java, ML, etc. ) can then be studied by translating it into this 

metalanguage and considering the induced model. This approach allows the 

same metalanguage and the semantic model for it to be used in the study of 

many real languages. Moreover, the same metalanguage can also be used for 

building many different semantic models. 

In this thesis, the focus is on the metalanguage: Idealized Algol with 

active expressions (IA for short) introduced by Reynolds in [95]. IA is similar to 

Core ML [861. It is a compact language which combines imperative and higher- 

order functional programming. The basis of IA is a simply-typed call-by-name 

A-calculus in which the standard constructs of imperative programming and 

locally-scoped variables can be represented. Storage allocation in IA obeys 

a stack discipline (sometimes called block structure), without any form of 

garbage collection. This means that after execution of a command, the values 

16 
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of all variables declared within the command have no further effects on the 

program term. In order to obtain finite semantic models, the main presentation 

vehicle is a particular variant of IA, called Abstracted Idealized Algol (AIA for 

short). The key feature of this language is the use of abstraction schemes 

at the level of data types, which allows the writing of (finitely) abstracted 

programs in a syntax similar to that of concrete programs. In fact, a concrete 

program is a particular abstracted program, in which all the abstractions are 
identities. 

In this chapter, we first introduce the syntax and operational semantics 

of AIA, and then define the notion of observational safety of program terms. 

2.1 Syntax 

The data types of AIA are abstracted integers and booleans, 

D :: = int, I bool 

The abstractions 7r range over computable partitionings of the integers Z. Any 

such partitioning consists of partitions, i. e. sets of integers, which are called 

abstracted integers. To say that m, nEZ are in the same partition of 7r, we 

write m n. In particular, we use the following finitary abstractions: 

[] = fzj [nm] = f<n, fnjjn + 11) ... If 017... ) 
fm- 11, f ml, >mj 

where <n=I n' I n' < nj, and >n=f n' I n' > nj. Instead of I nj, we 

may write just n. A graphical representation of the abstractions is shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

The base types are then 

expD I varD I com 
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H 
z 

[n, m] --d ...... 1 ------ 1 ------------ 1 ------ 1 ------ i IN 
<n n n+I ... m-1 m >M 

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of some integer abstractions 

where expD is the type of expressions which yield values in D, varD is the 

type of assignable variables at which values of D can be stored, and com is the 

type of commands. 

The general phrase types of AIA are defined by 

T:: = BI 

We say that a type is concrete if it contains no abstractions other than 

the identity abstraction K=ffiIIiEZ1. For any type T, we write !ý for 

the concrete type obtained by replacing all abstractions withK. For simplicity, 

we write int, as simply int. 

The tems of the language are inductively defined as follows: 

M:: =x 1 n, 1b1v1 Äx: T. M 1 MM 1 YM 1 MOPDM 

skip I abort I M; MI IfBMthenMelseM I whileMdoM 

lW 1 neWD X: = v in M1 mkvarD MM 

where x ranges over a countable set of variables, Ti, over abstracted integers 

int, b over booleans and v over constants of type D. The standard functional 

constructs are defined for forming and applying functions as well as recur- 

sion (A x: T. M, MM, and YM, respectively). The usual arit hmet ic- logic 
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operations (OPD) are employed. The command constants are the "do noth- 
ing" command which always terminates successfully (skip), and a command 

which causes abnormal termination (abort). The imperative constructs are: 

sequencing conditional VB), iteration (while), assignment (: =), and de- 

referencing Block-allocated local variables are introduced by neWD I := 

v in M, where the local variable x is initialised to v and it is bound in M. Vari- 

ables are considered as pairs of two objects: an acceptor (or write method) 

of type expD --ý corn, which is a function from expressions to commands, i. e. 

it takes a value as input and executes a command to store that value in the 

variable, and a de-referencing operation (or read method) of type expD, which 

returns the current value stored in the variable. The constructor mkvarDthen 

takes an acceptor M and a de-referencing operation N and creates a variable 

mkvarDMN. 

Well-typed terms are given by typing judgements of the form IF F- M: T. 

Here F is a type context consisting of a finite number of typed free identifiers, 

i. e. of the form 

xl: TI) ... )Xk : Tk 

where all identifiers xi are distinct. In the rest of this thesis, typing judgements 

of the form IF ý- M: T are referred to as terms, and identifiers xi : Ti in a 

context F are referred to as free Zdentifiers. The typing rules of the language 

are defined in Table 2.1. 

Note that OPD stands for any arithmetic-logic operator whose concrete 

type is expD, x expD2--> expD. For example, for any abstractions 7r, and 72 

AIA contains an equality operator : --::: bool of type expint,, x expint72 --+ expbool. 

For the cases of arit hmet ic- logic operations, conditional, assignment, 

neWD and mkvarD it is required that their corresponding types of subterms 
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F[-, \ x: T. M: T ---> T' 

11: T1 ). ) Ik : TO-Xi: Tii iE Ili 

r I- n, : expint, r' ý- b: expbool, bEI tt, ff I 

Nff : B2 

rl l'- if BM then Ntt else Nff :B 
IJ1 - 1-12 

IF I- M: expbool IF ý- N: com 

F, x: T ý- M: T' 

1 r- Al " IV :D 

expbool r' ý- Ntt : B, 

IF ý- MN: T' 

_r 
ý- M: T -* T 
r'ý- YM: T 

IF ý- M: expD, IF ý- N: expD2 -- 

]F ý- M OPD N: expD 
D, = D2)OP E 

IF ý- skip : com IF ý- abort : com 

r i- m: com r'ý- N: B 
T'l I 'A f AT 

-nBc 
lexpD, coml 

IF ý- M: varD, 
1 r- Ivl .- ly - uviii 

x: varD ý- M: BF ý- v: expD, - 
r-b D 
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r'ý- while M do N: com 

IF I- N: expD2 -- T-) T) 
- T-1 L- A /r .- AT - --- -L-, 'l - -L-12 

1'ý- neWD Iv in m 

ý- M: expD, com 

M: T -* T' IF ý- N: T 

F F- M: varD 
IF F-! M: expD 

D, IB expD, com 

N: expD2 - 
IF I- mkvarDMN: varD -L, 'l - 1--2 D 

Table 2.1: Typing rules of AIA 
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have equal concretisations, but their abstractions can be different. For exam- 
ple, for any abstractions ir, and72, we can assign expressions of type int7r2 to 

variables of type int, 
1. 

This flexibility enables abstractions within a term to 

be changed independently of each other while preserving well-typed-ness. 
Whenever a term IF ý- M: T is derivable using the typing rules above, 

there is a unique such derivation and the type T is unique with respect to F 

and M. For example, 

x: varint[0,4] ý- X !X +[0,3] 1[0,1] : COM 

means that the operator + was used with type expint[0,4]xexpint[O, j] --+ expint[0,3] - 

Although the syntax of terms is presented with the type annotations, we may 

omit them for succinctness if they are clear from the context or irrelevant. 

Compared with Reynolds' original definition of Idealized Algol [95], in 

the language presented here, commands can be sequenced not only with com- 

mands but also with expressions. This means that evaluation of an expression 

can update a variable, i. e. active expressions or expressions with side effects 

such as 

x: varint ý- x : =! x + 1; !x: expint 

are allowed. So, active expressions can perform assignments to non-local vari- 

ables in F. This is a common feature of most real imperative languages. 

A term is concrete if it contains no abstractions other than the identity 

abstraction r,. For any term r ý- M: T, we write r' F- M: T for the concrete 

term obtained by replacing all abstractions with r,. An abstraction, 7r is finitary 

if it has finitely many partitions. A term is finitely abstracted if it contains 

only finitary abstractions. Finally, we say that a term M of type T is closed 

if ý- M: T is derivable. 
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2.2 Operational Semantics 

Operational semantics is a clear and convenient way to specify a programming 
language, so it is common to use it as a benchmark by which to measure a 
denotational semantics. There are two standard ways of defining operational 

semantics: the small-step or structural operational semantics, and the big-step 

or natural semantics. We present here the latter. 

We proceed by defining a notion of state. Given a context F=x, : 

varD,,. .., xk : varDk where all free identifiers are variables, which is called 

var-context, we define a IF-state s as a function assigning data values to the 

variables I x, ,-. -, xkj. Given a IF-state s, we write (s Ix ý--* v) for the state 
identical to s but that variable x is mapped to v. We use (s Ix ý--* v) both to 

update a r-state and to extend a IF-state to af IF, xj-state where x is initialised 

to v, depending on whether x occurs in IF or not. 
The canonical forms (values) are defined by: 

V:: = xIn, IbI Ax: T. M I skip I mkvarDMN 

The operational semantics is now defined by a big-step reduction rela- 

tion 

I- M) s 

===> IC 

where IF ý- M: T is a term, IF is a var-context, s is a IF-state, and IC is a 

final configuration. The final configuration can be either a pair V, s' with V 

a canonical form and s' a F-state, or a special error configuration S. 

The reduction rules are presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. We extend the 
rI., 

r, -, 7r notation to data types as follows. Let be the identity (i. e. equality) ýbool 

relation, and , j,, t, mean the same as The notation M[Nlx] denotes the 
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capture-free substitution of term N for all free occurrences of x in the term 
M. Note that the A-abstraction is the only binder in our language. 

The reduction rules for AIA have the following characteristics. Firstly, 

whenever an integer n needs to be treated as belonging to a data type int7r, n 
is altered nondeterministically to any n' such that n n'. Note that integers 

are nondeterministically altered to other integers in the same partition only 
in places in the syntax of terms where, instead of equal types, there are types 

which have equal concretisations. Secondly, the abort program with any state 

reduces to E, and a composite program can reduce to S if a subprogram is 

reduced to S. 

If M is a closed term then we abbreviate the relation ý- M, 0 ===> V, 0 

with M ==ý> V. 

2.3 Observational Safety 

Since we are interested in verifying safety properties, we want to define the 

notion of equivalence of programs in terms of an observational safety. The 

property of programs that should be observable in order to define this equiva- 

lence, is the teTyninatzon (convergence) of a program. But in AIA, it is possi- 

ble that a term evaluates to more than one final configuration. For example, 

the constant I [o, o] may evaluate to 1,2,3, ..., i. e. to any integer n such that 

n ? -1.9,01 1. Thus, if F [- M, s ===>. IC then we can only say that M in state s 

may evaluate to final configuration IC. This means that we will be interested 

in defining may-termination equivalence. Note that in this setting, two pro- 

grams are considered equivalent if they can produce the same range of output 

values. However, this notion of equivalence gives no account of the possibility 
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IF ý- P, s ==#, n', s 

F I- vIs 
==: ý V) s (if V :ý n') IF I- abort, s ==:: > 

F ý- mi s ==>, E 
F 1- MN, s ==> S 

F ý- mi s =*, X x: T. M'l si F 1- M'[Nlx], s'=-: S 
F ý- MN, s ==>. E 

F ý- mi s =*A x: T. M'l si F ý- M'[Nlx], s' ==: V, s" 
Fh MN, s ==> V, s" 

F ý- M (YM), s =* E 
r ý- YX 

s 

=#>., E 

F ý- mi s =-==> S 
F ý- M OPD N, s ==: > S' 

F ý- MIS ==4> V, I S, 

I- M (YM), s ===ý, V, S, 
r I- YM) s ===> Vi s/ 

r ý- mIS ==: #> V1, S/ N, sl ==> S 
r ý- M OPD N, s =#> E 

IF N, s 
/ 

===> V2) S 
// 

') ?ýnn7 1- 71 

F ý- M OPD N, s ==> v, s" 

r ý- MIS ===> 9F ý- M, s ==* skip, s' 
F ý- M; N, s ==> 9 IF ý- M; N, s =:: =>. E 

M, s ===> skip, s' IF [- N, s/ =: =>. V, st' 
IF ý- M; N, s =#ý V, s" 

M7 s 

==* .6 
F ý- if BM then Ntt else Nff ,s =* .6 

IF I- M, s ==> b, s' rl- Nb, s' ==> S 

r ý- IfBM then Ntt else Nff, s ==* S 

IF F- M, s ===> b, s/ IF 1-- Nb, s' ==ý> v, s" 

IF l-- *IfexpDM then Ntt else Nff ,s ==> v', s" 

r k- M, s ==ý> b, s/ IF 1-- Nb, s' ==ý> skip, s" 

I com M then Ntt else Nff, s ==> skip, s" r I- if I 
F ý- M, s ==z> b, s' F I- Nb, s' ==ý> V, s" 

r ý- IfvarD M then Ntt else Nff, s ==:: > mkvarD (A 
-1 : expD. V := x)(! V), s" 

L/I wv vz '-D u 

N, sl =*. E 

Table 2.2: Reduction rules for AIA (part 1) 
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r ý- MIS ==z: > E 
IF ý- while M do N, s =#,, E 

IF ý- M) S =#ý tt7 St IF F- N; while M do N, s' 
F ý- while M do N, s ==ý. S 

r k- M) S =: * tt) S/ IF ý- N; while M do N, s' =#,. skip, s" 
r 1-- while M do N, s =* skip, s" 

r ý- M) S =: ý> ff I St 
IF ý- while M do N, s ==> skip, s' 

IF [- N, s ==#, S 
IF ý- M'-- N, s ===> S 

IF ý- N, s ==> v, sl 

IF s ==: >. v, sl M) S/ 
r ý- M -= N, s 

ml sl ==ý> X) sil 
F ý- M: = Nj s ==ý. skip, (s" Ix ý-4 

r F- m, s 
r F! m, s 

Lf -. L)i v 

r ý- MIS X1 SI 
S'(x) =v rH MIS VI SI 

r ý- M, (s Ix ý-ý V') ==: ý> S-VV 

IF ý- neWDx: = v in M, s ===> S 
F- M, (s Ix 

ý--> V') ==ý> 
V, (S' Ix 

ýý V") 

IF ý- neWDx: = v in M, s ==: ý> V, s' 
V 

IF N, s ==>- v, s' r ý- M, sl ==: >. mkvarD LL', s" IF ý- Lv, s" 
r'F- M: = N, s ==: ý> S 

r'ý-N)s==ý>vls' rý-M, s'==>mkvarDLV, s" Lv', s" ===> skip, s 

ýýD V 

Vr rý 

tI 

ýDV 
IF ý- M: = N) s =#>. skip, s... 

F ý- M, s =#> mkvarDNN, s' F I- N11 S/ 
rH M) s 

===> E 

M, s ==: > mkvarDNN, s' IF F- N' I sl ===> vI S/I 
rH ml s =:: > V, Is 

/I VD V" 

Table 2-3: Reduction rules for AIA (part 2) 
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of divergence. Therefore, it is sufficient for reasoning about safety properties, 
but not liveness properties. 

Given a term r k- M: com where IF is a var-context, we say that M may 
terminate in state s if there exists a configuration IC such that IF I- M, s ==: > IC 

where IC =S or IC = skip, s' for some state s'. We say that M is safe if and 

only if it cannot be reduced from any state to S. 

Next, we define a program context C[-] : com with hole to be a term 

with (possibly several occurrences of) a hole in it, such that if IF ý- M: T is 

a term of the same type as the hole then C[M] is a well-typed closed term of 
type com, i. e. F- C[M] : com. Then, we say that a term r ý- M: T is a safe- 

app, rommate of a term r F- N: T, denoted by r ý- M ý-: N, if and only if for 

all program contexts C[-] : com, if C[M] may terminate successfully (resp., 

abnormally) then C[N] may also terminate successfully (resp., abnormally), 

i. e. we have 

r F- M ý-: N iff V C[-] : com. 

if C[M] =: =: ý> skip then C[N] ==ý> skip A if C[M] ==> S then C[N] ===> S 

If two terms safe- approximate each other they are considered safe- 

equWalent, denoted by F I- M N. 

A context is safe if it does not include occurrences of the abort command. 

A term r F- m: T is safe if for any safe context C,,, f, [-], program ý- Qg, [M] : 

com is safe (i. e. it cannot be reduced to S); otherwise the term is unsafe. 



Chapter 3 

Game Semantics 

In this chapter we present the game semantics model for AIA. Introductory 

accounts of game semantics can be found in [74,5,8], and the presentation 

here draws from all of them. 

Game semantics is a denotational semantics which models types as 

games, computation as plays of a game, and programs as strategies for a 

game. Strategies compose, much like CSP-style processes, which makes it 

possible to define denotational models. Games and strategies form a cartesian 

closed category, which represents a (fully abstract) model of AIA. 

AIA can be expressed as syntactic sugar for IA with Erratic choice 

(EIA) [64,63] and exceptions (IAx) [76]. EIA is IA extended with a simple 

erratic choice operator (or), which encompasses nondeterminism in the lan- 

guage. Nondeterminism can be explained intuitively in the following way [64]: 

if, in the course of evaluating some expression, there is a choice between two 

possible continuations, the program picks one at random to decide which way 

to go. lAx is an extension of IA with dynamically bound, locally declared ex- 

ceptions. These languages have been studied separately before, and combining 

27 
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their key features is a straightforward exercise. For the purposes of this thesis 

we work with IA enriched with erratic choice operator and restricted global 

exceptions which can be only raised but they cannot be caught by any handler 

(EIAA for short). 

After a short introductory section containing background information 

on category theory and in particular cartesian closed categories, we begin 

in Section 3.2 by describing how AIA can be translated into EIAA. We then 

proceed by introducing the basic notions of arenas, games and strategies. This 

leads to construction of a cartesian closed category, i. e. a fully abstract model 
for EIAA, which is essentially the model of AIA. This model can be used for 

proving safety of AIA programs. 

3.1 Background: Category Theory 

This section gives a brief introduction to some background material which 

will be used throughout this chapter. The notion of category theory, and 

in particular cartesian closed category, is commonly used in construction of 

denotational semantic models of programming languages. Here we introduce 

the most basic definitions of category theory. The standard references for 

category theory and its applications in denotational. semantics are [78,16]. 

Definition A category C consists of 

oA set of objects. 

9A set of arrows (often called morphtsms). 

Operations assigning to each arrow f an object dom(f), its domain, and 

an object cod(f), its codomain. We write f: A --> B or Afý, B to 
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show that dorn (f )=A and cod (f )=B- We write C (A, B) for the 

collection of all arrows with domain A and codomain B. 

* composition operator assigning to each pair of arrows f and g, with 

cod(f) = dom(g), a composde arrow f -9 g: dom(f) --+ cod(g) satisfying 

the following associative law: 

-9g) 
9- h=f ý9, (g -9 h) for any f: A --+ B, g: B -* C, h: 

e For each object A, an idenhty arrow idA :A -* A satisfying the following 

identity law: 

idA -9f -f-f -9 idB for every f: A 

Definition An object I is called a terminal object in a category C if, for 

every object A, there is a unique arrow from A to 1. 

In categorical terms, an arrow from a terminal object to an object A is called 

a constant of A. 

Definition Let C be a category. A product of a pair of objects A and B is an 

object AxB and two proJection arrows 71 :AxBA and7F2 :AxBB, 

such that for any object C and a pair of arrows fC --+ A and g: CB 

there is a unique arrow (f, g) :C --+ AxB making the following diagram 

c 

.,, 
ý I f 

jf, g) 
9 

y 7rj -A xB 

commute, i. e. (f, g) - 71 =f and (f, 
-q) 

0 72 = 9- 
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If a category C has a product for every pair of objects, we say that C has 

(finite) products. 

In some categories, the collection of arrows from an object A to an 

object B can be reflected as itself an object BA of the category. 

Definition Let C be a category with all products. An exponential of a pair 

of objects A and B is an object BA and an arrow evalA, B : (B Ax A) --ý B, 

such that for any object C and arrow g: (C x A) -* B there is a unique arrow 

A (g) :C --+ BA making the following diagram 

BAA 
evalA, B 

9 A(g)xidA 

CxA 

commute, i. e. (A(g) x idA) -9 evalA, B ý 

If a category C has an exponential for every pair of objects, we say that C 

has exponentiation. 

Definition A cartesZan closed category (CCC) is a category with a terminal 

object, products, and exponentiation. 

A parhal order is a set D equipped with a binary relation < on D that 

is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, i. e. for all x, y, and z in D, we have: 

9x<x (reflexivity) 
- 

if x<y and y<x then x=y (antisymmetry) - 

o if x<y and y<z then x<z (transitivity). 

An upper bound of XCD is an element xED, such that y<x for each 

ycX. A least upper bound of XCD is an upper bound Lj X of X, such 
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that UX<y for any other upper bound y of X. A subset XCD is directed 

if every nonempty finite subset of X has an upper bound. A partial order D 

is complete (or a cpo) if D has a least element I and every directed subset 
XCD has a least upper bound. A function is monotone if x<y implies 

f (x) <f (y). Given cpo's D and E, a monotone function f: D --4 E is said to 

be continuous if f ([j X) =U If (x) IxEXI for any directed X- 

Definition A cartesian closed category is cpo-enriched if: 

9 The collection of arrows C(A, B) between every two objects A and B 

forms a cpo with respect to an ordering <. 

9 Arrow composition is monotone and continuous with respect to the or- 

derings on arrows. 

3.2 Tý-anslating AIA into EIAA 

The data types of EIAA are infinite integers and booleans, and the base types 

are extended with the empty type (0). 

D :: = int I bool 

B :: - 01 expD I varD I com 

T :: = BIT-*T 

The term constructors of EIAA are those of AIA plus constructors for erratic 

choice 'or' and for raising exceptions 'raise': 

MorM I raiseM 

Note that no type annotations are needed now for integer constants, op, if and 

mkvar constructs. The typing rules and operational semantics for EIAA are 
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similar to those of AIA (see Chapter 2) with the differences imposed by using 
infinite rather than abstracted integers. We have already discussed them in 
Section 2.2. The typing rules for 'or' and 'raise' are the following: 

F ý- M: expD IF I- N: expD rý-M: o 
IF ý- M or N: expD 

The reduction relations are given by: 

F ý- m Is ===> IC 
IF I- M or N, s ==* IC 

F ý- 
IF ý- raise M, s ===>ý raise h 

IF I- M or N, s ===ý- IC 

r' ý- raise M: 

F- N, s ==: >. IC 

IF ý- raise M, s ===ý> E 
m Is 

where IC is a final configuration, which can be either a pair V, s' or an exception 
S- raise h for some exception name h. Evaluation takes place in a type context 

F= E7 L, where E= el : 07 ... i 6n :0 is called exi-i-context and L is a var- 

context, and a L-state s. By convention, mention of the exn-context will be 

omitted where possible. 

Finally, the may-termination safe- equivalence is defined as: E, L I- M 22 

N if and only if for all contexts C[-] : com, 

E ý- C[M] =#- skip iff E ý- C[N] ===>- skip 

E ý- C[M] ==>- 9 iff E I- C[N] ===>- S 

For any integer abstraction 7r, let blurexpint, : expint --+ expint denote an 

EIAA term which, given an integer n, returns a nondeterministically chosen 

integer m such that m r-ý, n. Since abstractions are assumed computable, such 

terms are definable in EIAA by iteratively testing all integers M. However, in 

addition to the possibilities to choose any m with m 1-1, n nondeterministically, 

there is the possibility of divergence. Therefore, this approach works only for 

may-termination semantics, which is sufficient here. For all AIA types T, we 
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define EIAA terms blurT : !ý 
--+ 

!ý as follows: 

blurexpint, ýAn: expint. neWb.., b := tt in newint M :=0 in 

while (b) do 

f if (! m ý-O, n) then b: = tt or ff else ski 

if(! m >O)then m : =-! m else m : =-! m+l; I 

;! m 
blurexpbool ýAX: expbool. x blur,,,,, =Ax: com. x 
blurvarD -- Ax: vari). mkvar (A y: expi). x: = blur, xpDY) (blur, 

xpD(! X» 
blurT-T, : 7-- Af: lý 

---> 
-f'. A x: 

lý. blurT, (f(blurTx» 
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For any AIA type T, its translation I-- T--I into EIAA is ! ý. The translation of 

any AIA term into EIAA is defined in Table 3.1, where a context IF = x, : 
T,.... xk : Tk is translated into x, : TI, xk : Tk, abort : 0. 

The semantic model of AIA is therefore essentially a straightforward 

combination of the may-termination models of EIA, which is presented in detail 

in [64], and of IAx presented in [76]. Since we only consider a sublanguage of 

IAx, where exceptions are defined in global scope and they can be only raised 

but they cannot be caught, the additional contingency pointers which track 

the flow of control in the model of IAx are not needed here. So we only use a 

simplified form of the model of IAx. In the next subsections, we give a formal 

presentation of this model. 

First of all, we show a correspondence between operational semantics 

and observational safe-equivalence of AIA and those of EIAA. 

Proposition 3.2.1 Let IF I- M: T be an AIA tenn where F is a var-context, 

r-F ý- M: T' be its translation into EIAA, and s be a F-state. If r' ý- M, s =* 

V, s' then I-F-I ý- '-'M-I, s ==: >. ' V, s', and vice versa. If r ý- M, s ===>. S then 
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x T--l = '-IF-' ý- blurTX T, x is a free identifier 
'T Fk T-1 = '-IF-' F- blurTk T, k is a constant (n, b, skip) 
'T ý- abort : com-' = '-IF-' F- raise abort : com 
'T ý- Ax: T. M: T -+ T'-' = ý- Ax: ! ý. '-'M : T'-' : !ý 

--+ 
M N: T'-' =- 1-171 ý- 

, -F ý- YM: T-, ý- Y, -m 
Ti -* T'-"--N: T27: T' 
T-1: !ý 

TI 

r-rI M OPD N: expD-I = r-F-I blur, xpD(r-M: expDj-I op r-N: expD2-1) : exp. T) 
r-r M; N: B-' = r-r'-' k- r-M com-' - r-N : B-I :h 
71ý ý- if BM then Ntt else Nff : B-I 

r-F-I ý- blurB(if r-M: expbool-I then r-Ntt : BI--' else r-Nff : B2-1) 

r-IF I- while M do N: com-' = I-F-I F- while r-M : expbooll do r-N : com' com 
rT ý- M: = N: com-' = rT7 [- I-M : varD, --': = 

blurexpD, I--N: expD2-' : COM 

'-IF HM: expD-I = r-17 H r-M : varD-I : expD 
neWD I : -v in M: B-1 - 

r-IF-I ý- newb x: - blur, xpDr- V: expD, -'in 'M : B' 
m kva rDMN: varDI - 

r-F-I ý- blur, arD(mkvar r-M : expD, --ý com-' r-N : expD2-1) : varb 

Table 3.1: Translating AIA into EIAA 

r-r-1 [- r-M-1, s ==: ý, S, and vice versa. 

Proof Suppose that F I- M, s =* IC 

derivation of IF F- M, s ===>. IC. 

The proof is by induction on the 

The result is immediate for the command constants: skip and abort. 

Consider the case of any integer constant n,. We have IF ý- n, s =z> 

n/, s for some n' n. 

On the other hand, I-n, -' = 
blurexpint7rn 

- 
blurexpint 

7r n'. Thus, r-r7 ý- r-,,, -I Is ==4> 

n/l, s for any n" n'. 

Consider the case of any arithmetic-logic operator OPD. The first rule 

is 

M) s 

==> E 
rý- M OPD N, s =* S 
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By the inductive hypothesis, we have that r"r-I ý- r'-M-I, s =* S. Then, r-]F-l [- 

r-M OPD N-1, s =: =>- S. The proof for the second rule 

-rý- 
m7s====> V, I sl IF F- N, s' =: =ý> S 

r' ý- M OPD N, s ==* S 

The third rule is 

F I- mIS ==ý> V1, S/ r I- N, s V2 iS 
F ý- M OPD N, s =: * v, s" 

is similar. 

Vl OP V2 'r%., 'ýD 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have IT' ý- 'M, s ==z>. 7v, -1, s' and 'r' I- 

I--N-I, sf ===,, F V2 -I is 
Sol r-r-I [- r-m--I 

)S ===#> VI ,S/ and r-r-I F- r-NI, s/ ==4> V2) S 

Since r-M OPD N' bIur,,, pD(r-M--I OP r-N-1), we have r-r-I I- r-M OPD N--I, s 
'-v-i, s" for any V -D VI OPV2- 

Consider the case of application. The first rule is 

ý- MIS ===>-. E 
M N, s ==: ý. S 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have that '--F-l ý- '-'M-I, s ===ý> S. Then, 1-17 1- 

I- MN --l ,s ==: >. S. 

The second rule is 

M, s =*A x: T. M', s' IF ý- M'[Nlx] , s' =: ý- IC 
IF ý- M N, s =-=> IC 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have ý- '-'M-I, s =#, lAx: T. M'-I, s' 

and ý- '--M'[Nlx]-I, s' ==ý l-'IC-I. Since I-Ax : T. M'-' = Ax : 

'--M'[Nlx]--' = 7M'-1[7N-Ilx], and '-MN--'= '--M-"-'N-I, we have that I-T-1 ý- 

I-M NI, s ===>- '--/C-'. The proofs for the remaining cases are similar. 

The proof for the converse is similar. I 

Proposition 3.2.2 For any AIA terms IF F- M, N: T, 

iff --r i- m-, ý-: -, r ý- 
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Proof Let r' ý- M, N: T be two AIA terms and C[-] : com be a program 
context. Suppose that IT F- M-1 E: lrý- N'. 

Let C [M] may terminate successfully (resp., abnormally). Then by 

Proposition 3.2.1, 'C [M] I may also terminate successfully (resp., abnormally). 
Using the fact that 1-17 ý- M-1 E I-r' ý- N--I and Proposition 3.2.1, we obtain 
that C[N] may terminate successfully (resp., abnormally). Therefore, we have 

IF ý- M ý-: IF [- N. 

For the opposite direction, the proof is analogous. 

3.3 Games and Strategies 

In this section, we construct a cartesian closed category which can be used to 

interpret EIAA. 

3.3.1 Games 

In game semantics, a game is played in an arena which can be thought of as a 

playing area setting out certain basic conditions and rules for the game. The 

game has two participants: Player, which represents the program, and Op- 

ponent, which represents its environment (context). Opponent always moves 

first, and thereafter the two make moves alternately. Each of the moves can 

be either a question (a demand for information) or an answer (a supply of 

information). 

Definition An arena A is a triple (W AA 
I 

ý-A) where 

* MA is a countable set of moves. 

'\A : MA 
--+ JO, Pj x fQ, Aj is a labelling function which indicates 
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whether a move is by Opponent(O) or Player(P), and whether it is a 

question(Q) or an answer(A). We write the set fO, Pj x fQ, Aj as 
OQ, OA, PQ PAI, and use A OP to mean the composite of A with the AA 

left projection, so that Aop(, rn) =0 if A AA 
(M) 

= OQ or AA (M) 
= OA. 

AQA is defined as A followed by the right projection in a similar way. AA 

So we have that A (AOP, A QA). We denote by A the labelling with AAAA 
-OP P(M) 

= P* the O/P part reversed, i. e. AA Orn) =0 'ff AOA 

0 [-A is a binary relation between MA+ f *I (where + is a disjoint union 

and * is a dummy symbol) and MA, called enabling (if M ý-A n we say 

that m enables move n), which satisfies the following conditions: 

ý-A M =: ý' AA(7n) - OQ A for all n, n ý-A M ýý n=* 

M ý-An A AQA (n) A A =* AQA(M) A Q 

M ý-A n Am AOAP(Tn) =ý Aop A (n) 

The enabling relation defines, when a move is played, what moves are enabled 

to be made subsequently. A move enabled by the special enabler * is called 

initial. Condition (i) says that initial moves are Opponent questions, and they 

are not enabled by any other moves besides *. Conditions (ii) and (iii) say 

that answers are enabled by questions, and that two participants always enable 

each other's moves, never their own (i. e. an Opponent move can only enable 

a Player move and vice versa). 

Before proceeding further with the presentation, we introduce some 

notation. If E is an alphabet, then we denote by E* the set of all finite 

sequences over E. If s and t are such sequences, then we write st or s-t 

for their concatenation. We also write sm or s-m for the sequence s with 
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element MEE appended. The empty sequence is written as E, and E: denotes 

the prefix ordering on sequences. We use meta-variables m, n to range over 

moves, mQ over question moves, and mA over answer moves. 

Definition A justified sequence s in arena A is a finite sequence of moves of 
A together with a pointer from each non-initial move n to an earlier move m 

such that 'M I-A n. We say that the move n is (explicitly) justified by m or 
that m justifies n. 

Note that the first move in any justified sequence must be an initial move. 
It is also important to note that justification refers to particular instances of 

moves occurring in a justified sequence. 

Definition A justified sequence s in arena A is a legal play if it satisfies the 

following alternation condition: Opponent and Player moves strictly alternate 

in s, i. e. if s= slmnS2 then AOP(m) =ý AOP(n). We write LA for the set of all 

legal plays in arena A. 

Definition We say that a move n is hereditaHly justified by a move m in a 

legal play s if there is a subsequence of s starting with m and ending in n such 

that every move is justified by the preceding move in it, i. e. 

M 7nk 7n, n 

We write s Fm for the subsequence of s containing all moves hereditarily jus- 

tified by m. We similarly define s FI for a set I of initial moves in s to be the 

subsequence of s consisting of all moves hereditarily justified by a move in I. 

Definition A garne is a structure A= (MA 
iAA I 

ý-A 
i 

PA) where 
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'o (MA 
iAAl 

ý-A) is an arena, and 
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e PA is a non-empty, prefix-closed subset of LA, called the valid plays, such 

that if sE PAand I is a set of initial moves of s then s FI c PA - 

Example The simplest game is the empty game I= (0,0,0, JEJ). The only 

valid play of I is the empty sequence E, because there are no moves. The next 

simplest game has a single Opponent question move aboTt ' and is denoted by 

0. 

The base types are interpreted by the following games. 

ýoj =o= ýMoj A07 ý-Ol PO) 

where 

Mo = labortl, 

A,, (abort) = OQ 

* ý-, abort 

Po = 16, abortl 

ýexpDý =(M[expDý iAlexpD] 7 
ý- ýexpDj i 

PýexpDj) 

where 

MjexpDý =fq, vIvE DI 

AýexpDj (q) = OQ, AýexpDj(v) = PA 

* ý-ýexpDý q7 q ý-JexpDj V 

PýexpDj =fE, q, q-vIvC DI 

'In [76], this move is referred to as raise, but here we call it abort since only one exception can 
be raised. 
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In the game for expressions, there is an initial move q (a question: "What is 

the value of the expression? ") and corresponding to it a value from D (an 

answer to the question). 

ýcomj = (Micoml 
I Aýcomj 

I F-1com, 
I Pýcomý) 

where 

Mýcomý =f run, donel 

Aý, 
Omj 

(run) = OQ Aýc. 
mj 

(done) = PA 

* run, run F-ýcomý done 

Pýcomj =fE, run, run - donel 

In the game for commands, there is an initial move run to initiate a command, 

and an answer move done to signal successful termination of a command. 

ývarDý = 
(MývarDý 

7AývarDj I 
ý-ývarDj) PEvarDj) 

where 

MývarDj ::::: = ý read, v, write(v), ok IvcDI 

AývarDj(readj write(v)) = OQ, AývarDý (V) ok) = PA 

ý-ývarDj read) * ý-ývarDý WrZte(V), read ý-J, 
arDý Vi Write(V) ý-ývarDý ok 

PývarDý '-- I E, read, write(v), read - v, write(v) - ok IvEDI 

In the game for variables, for each v c- D there is an initial move write(v) to 

initiate an assignment, and an answer move ok to signal successful completion 

of the assignment. For de-referencing, there is an initial move read, to which 

Player may respond with any element of D. I 
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Given games A and B, we define new games AxB, A0B, and A -o B 

as follows: 

MAXB MA + MB (disjoint union) 
AAxB [AAIABI, the source tupling 
* I-AxBn ý- An V* I-Bn 

7n ý-AxBn 7n ý- AnVM ý-B n 
PAXB - PA + PB 

MAOB ý MA + MB 

AAOB = ['\A' AB] 

ý-A(gBn ý_A nV* ý-Bn 

M 1-A(DB nM ý_A nVM ý_B n 
PAOB = ýs EE LAOB 18[Ac PA, s[BC PBI 

MA-oB 'ý MA + MB 

AA-oB ::::::::: [AAIABI 

* ý-A-oBn * ý-Bn 

Tn ý-A--oBn 'M ý- AnVM ý-B nV 
(* ý-B M IAý * ý-An), for m 

PA--oB =fsE LA---oB 18[AE PA, s[ BE PBJ 

Here, s[A denotes the subsequence of s consisting of moves from MA; s[B 

is analogous. A valid play of AxB is either a valid play from A or a valid play 

from B. In contrast, each play in PAOB is an interleaving of a valid play from 

A with a valid play from B, and only Opponent can switch between interleaved 

plays. Since initial moves of A are enabled by initial moves of B in A --o B, 

an Opponent (resp., a Player) move of A is considered to be a Player (resp., 

an Opponent) move of A --o B. Hence, valid plays of A ---o B are interleavings 
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of single plays from A and B, and each such play has to begin in B and only 
Player can switch between the interleaved plays. 

Fýom now on, we sometimes omit the justification pointers in the valid 

plays, especially when they are clear from the context. 

Example In the game ýexpDý x ýexpDý, a valid play is either from the left- 

hand or the right-hand component. 

ýexpDj x ýexpDý ýexpDj x ýexpDj 

o, q 
p"'v 

In diagrams such as the above, time flows downwards and every move is aligned 

with the type component in which it occurs. Here, Opponent starts by playing 

q in a component, and at the next step Player answers with a value v in the 

same component. 

In the game ýexpDý 0 ýexpDý, valid plays are shown below. 

ýexpDj 0 ýexpDý 

0 
P 

ýexpDj (D ýexpDj 

In the game ýexpDý --o ýexpDý, Opponent starts in the right-hand 

component, and Player may choose to switch to the left-hand component or 

not. 

[expD] --o TexpDý ýexpDý ---o ýexpDý 

0 

p 

0 

p I 
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Given a game A, the game !A is defined as: 
M, 

.Aý 
MA 

AA 

ý-IA ý 

P! A --` fs (E LIA I for each initial move m, 8 Frn E PA I 
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Valid plays of !A are interleavings of a finite number of plays from PA, and only 

Opponent can switch between the interleaved plays. The following identities 

are easy to show: ! (A x B) =! AO! B and! l = I. 

Finally, the game A =* B is defined as! A -o B. A valid play of A -o B 

can contain a single play of A, and so it is similar to linear implication. On the 

other hand, a valid play of A ==> B (i. e. !A ---o B) can contain a finite number 

of plays of A, and so it is similar to classical implication. 

Definition A game A is well-opened if and only if, for all sm E PA, if m is 

initial then s=E. 

So, in a well-opened game, initial moves can only happen at the first move. 

Note that although !A is not usually well-opened for any game A, the games 

B and !A --o B are well-opened whenever B is. 

3.3.2 Strategies 

Every term of the language can be interpreted by a strategy. 

Definition A strategy a for a game A (written as a: A) is a prefix-closed 

non-empty set of even-length plays in PA. 

A strategy specifies what options Player has at any given point of a play, and it 

does not restrict the Opponent moves. We say that a play in a is complete if it 
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is maximal and either all questions have been answered or the play terminates 

in abort. 

Example The only strategy for the empty game I is the empty strategy 
1= fEl. 

For the game ýexpintý, there is the empty strategy, and one strategy for 

each integer n, namely JE, q- nj. 

A strategy for a successor function succ : expint --+ expint 2 is as follows: 

ýexpintj =: >- ýexpintý 

0q 

q 

n 

n+1 

So, this strategy can be described as: "When Opponent asks for output of 

succ, Player will replay asking for input. When Opponent provides input n 
(which can be any integer since a strategy does not restrict 0 moves), Player 

will give output (n + 1). ') 

A strategy for addition +: expint x expint ---ý expint looks like this: 

ýexpintj x ýexpintý =: ý, ýexpintý 

0 
pq 
0 
P 
0m 

n+mI 

Note that since the empty game I has no moves, strategies for a game 

A and strategies for I ==>. A are the same. 
2 Because strategies are prefix-closed, it suffices to give their sets of complete plays. 
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The identity strategy idA :A =* A for a game A is given by the copy-cat 

strategy: 

IV Sl E: even 
'S. S/ E PA==>A [ A, A, j 

where we use the I and r tags to distinguish between the two occurrences of A, 

and s' F even s means that s' is an even-length prefix of s. So, in any identity 

strategy ZdA, a move by Opponent in either occurrence of A is immediately 

copied by Player to the other occurrence. 

Example The identity strategies idý,,, pDj and id, are as follows. 

ýexpDj ==>- ýexpDý 0=0 

o 

o 
PV 

abort 
abort 

I 

The notion of composition of strategies is central to game semantics: 

just as small programs can be put together to form large ones, so strategies 

can be composed to form new strategies. Strategies compose in a way which 

is reminiscent of the two stage procedure of "parallel composition plus hiding" 

in CSP [70]. 

Given a strategy a: A=: > B, we define its promotzon at :! A --o! B, 

which can play several interleaved copies of a, by: 

ut = Is cz LIA,! B 
I for all initial m, s Fm E al 

Let a: A =: ý> B andT :B =z> C be two strategies. Then the composition 

aoT: A =ý> C is defined as ut ; -r, where ; is linear composition of strategies. 

Given strategies o, :A --o B andT :B --o C, the linear composition 

a; r: C is defined in the following way. For a sequence u of moves 
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from games A, B, C with justification pointers, we define u[B, C to be the 

subsequence of u consisting of all moves from B and C (if a pointer from one 
of these points to a move of A, delete that pointer). Similarly define u[A, B. 
We say that u is an interaction sequence of A, B, C if urA, BG PA-OB and 
urB, CC PB, C. The set of all such sequences is written as int(A, B, C). 

The parallel composition is defined by 

o, 11 -F= tu c int(A, B, C) 1u[A, B Ei o� u[B, C erl 

So a 11 -r consists of interaction sequences generated by playing a and -r in 

parallel, making them synchronise on moves in B. When o, plays a move in 

B) it becomes a stimulus for -r to move, and vice versa. 
Suppose uE int(A, B, C). Define u[A, C to be the subsequence of 

* consisting of all moves from A and C, but where there was a pointer from 

* move MA C MA to an initial move mC IB extend the pointer to the initial 

move in C which was pointed to from m. Thus, we complete the definition of 

composition by hiding the interaction between a and -r in B. 

or; 7= fu [ A, C1uc: or 11 -FI 

The motivation for this definition comes from the geometry of interac- 

tion [57], interaction categories [2], and the CSP process algebra [70]. 

Example The strategy for the term I+4: expint is obtained by composing 

the strategy for addition +: expint X expint -+ expint with the strategy for 

the constant pair (1,4) : expint x expint. The parallel composition makes the 

strategies synchronise on the moves in the type of the arguments, expint x 

expint. 
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I =: ý- ýexpintý x ýexpintj =: ý- ýexpintj 

5 
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Hiding eliminates all the moves from the type of the arguments. Thus, we 

obtain the strategy for I+4: expint, 

I ==>- ýexpintj 

I 
Given o7 

:A ---o B and -r: C -o D, we define uOT : (A 0 C) --o (B 0 

as follows: 

or 0 -r =fsc L(AIDC)--o(B(&D) 18 [A, B Gor As[ C, D C-Fl- 

3.3.3 A Cartesian Closed Category 

We now introduce several restrictions on strategies that are needed for the 

game-semantics model of EIAA. They rely on the following definition of the 

Player vZew of a non-empty valid play. 

Definition The Player view I_s7 of a non-empty valid play sE PA is defined 

by: 

Fsm-1 =: rn ifmis initial (* I-A Tn) 

F.. -I 
= F. -I. if m is aP move 

r-smtn' = r-s7mn if n is a0 move and m justifies n 
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The restrictions we consider are the visibility condition and the brack- 

eting condition. 

Visibility condition A strategy a satisfies Player msibffity iff 

for all smn E a, the justifier of the P-move n occurs in 1--sm--I 

We say that an answer move n answers a question move m in a valid play 
PA iff n is justified by m in s. 

Bracketing condition A strategy u satisfies Player bracketing iff 

for all smn G o, 7 if n is an answer P-move then n answers the pending 

question of 1--sm-1, i. e. the most recently asked but not answered question in 
-I sm 

It is shown in [64, pp. 57-58] that the strategies satisfying the above 

restrictions are closed under composition. Rom now on, we proceed to work 

only with strategies that satisfy both restrictions. 

We can now define a category C of games as follows: 

Objects are well-opened games. 

Arrows a: A --ý B are strategies for A ==> B which satisfy the above two 

conditions. 

For any well-opened game A, the strategy idA :A =* A is the idenhty arrow 

on A, and the composihon of arrows a: A --ý B and T: B -+ C is defined to 

be or -qT = ort; T. 

Proposition 3.3.1 The category C of games is a cartesian closed category. 

Proof 
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def. Terminal object. 1=I where I= (0,0,0, f EJ) is the empty game. 

def. Product. AxB=AxB, with projections7r, :AxB --+ A andT2 : AxB 

B defined by the obvious copy-cat strategies: 
7r, =IV St [: even S. 81 IS E PAxB=ý. A [ A, = s' [ A, j 

72 sE PA xB =ý- BI VS1 Feven 
., 

t r B, = s' r Bj 

A def Exponential. B =* A ==ý> B. Note that the only difference between the 

games AxB =* C and A =* (B ==ý> C) is in the tagging of the moves in 

the appropriate disjoint union, i. e. C(A x B, C) C(A, B C). Given 

a strategy a: AxB ==> C, we define A(a) :A ==> (B C), called 

cunry%ny, as the strategy corresponding to a across this isomorphism. 

Then, the evaluation strategy is defined as: evalA, B= A-'(zdA==>B) 
- 

Further details of the construction of CCC are handled in the same way as in 

the proof in [64, pp. 61-73]. 1 

The set of all strategies for A ==> B which satisfy the above two condi- 

tions forms forms a cpo, where the ordering relation on strategies is defined 

by: 

o, <T iff aC -r for any a, T: A=: ý> 

The least element is 
-L= 

f Ej, and the least upper bound is given by unions, 

i. e. u LJ T= or UT for any or, T: A=: > B. It is easy to check that composition 

of strategies is monotone and continuous [64, pp. 54]. Therefore, the category 

C is also cpo-enriched- 
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3.4 The Model 

In this section we construct the model of EIAA. Since the category C of games 
is cartesian closed, it can be used to model a typed A-calculus. We begin 

by reviewing the interpretation of a typed A-calculus in a cartesian closed 

category and then show how constants and constructs of the language can be 

interpreted. 

A type T will be interpreted as a game (object) ýTj in the category C, 

and a well-typed open term IF F- M: T, where r' = x, : TI,..., xk : Tk, as a 

strategy (arrow) ý]F I- M: Tý for the game: 

ý]F I- Tj = ýTjj x ... x ýTkj =>. ýTj 

If M is a closed term, then it is interpreted by ý ý- M: Tj :I=: >. ý Tý. The 

context IF = x, : Tl,..., xk : Tk is interpreted by ýFý =ýT, ýx... X ýTkj- 

The base types have already been interpreted as games in the Example 

on page 39. The interpretation of other types is defined by induction: ýT ---+ 
ýTj =ý. ýT'ý. 

Fl-ee identifiers are interpreted using projections: 

ýxj : Tl,..., xk : Tk ý- xi: Tjý = 7j: ýTjj x ... x ýTký =* ýTjj, 1< z' <k 

Abstraction is modelled using the currying isomorphism: 

ýF ý-A x: T. M: T ---> Vý = A(ýF, x: T ý- M: VJ): ýFý =: > (ýTý -=> ýVý) 

Application is interpreted using the evaluation strategy: 

i- MN: T'l = qr ý- m: T --+ T], ýr I- N: Tý) 9 evalýTý, ýTlý 

Recursion F ý- YM :T is interpreted in the following way. Given that 

the term IF I- M: T --+ T is modelled by a strategy ý]F ý- M: T --+ Tý, we 
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define a chain of strategies (MiEN for the game ýFý =* ý Tý, such that f,, < f,,, 

whenever n<m, as: 

fo = -L: 
ý]Fý =z> ý Tj 

f,, +, = (idir], f, ) -A-' (ýI' ý- M: T --ý TI) : ý]Fj =z> ý Tý 

Since the category C is cpo-enriched there exists a least upper bound of this 

chain, and it represents the interpretation of recursion, i. e. 

YM: Tý = L]fi 
iEN 

Constants are interpreted as follows. 

ýn : expintl :I=: ý, ýexpintý = 16, q- nj 

Tb : expbooll :I=:;, - Texpboolý = J, -, q- bl 

Tskip : comý :I=: ý> Tcoml =fE, run - donel 

The semantics of arithmetic-logic operations is defined as 

ýr'F- Mop NJ = (ýr'ý- MI, TF ý- NJ) - o,. p: 
TrJ =: ý- jexpDJ 9 

where the strategy u. p : 
ýexpDý x ýexpDj ==> ýexpDý is given by: 

ýexpDj x TexpD] =* TexpDj 

q 

V1 
q 

V2 

VlOPV2 

Sequencing is interpreted by: 

Ir I- M; NJ = (Tr ý- Mý, TIP ý- NJ) 09 07seq : TrJ ==> TB] 

where 07seq iS 
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ýcomý x ýBj 

MIQ 
run 
done 

MIQ 
MA 

MA 

Conditional is interpreted as 

ýr 1-- if M then Ntt else Nff I= (ýr I- Mý, Tr ý- Nttj, ý]F 1-- Nff 1) - aif : 11] =: ý. ýBý 

where the strategy aif : ýexpboolý x ýBý x ýBj =: ý> ýBý is represented by its 

complete plays: 

ýexpboolj x TBý x TBý =--,. ýBj 

MIQ 

q 

tt 

MA 

MA 

ýexpboolj x ýBý x ýBj =* ýBj 

MIQ 

MIQ 

MA 

MA 

Assignment and de-referencing are defined by: 

ýr ý- M: = NJ = 
Qr I- Mý, ýr ý- NJ) -, o7,, ssign: 

ý]Fj =* ýCOMJ 

ýF ý- 1 Mý ýr ý- Mý 09 07deref: ý]Fj =: ý> ýexpDý 

where the strategies 0assign : ývarDý x ýexpDý =: ý> ýcomj and O'deref : ývarDý =: ý 

ýexpDj are: 
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ývarDj x ýexpDj =* ýexpDj 

run 
q 
v 

wrzte(v) 
4,1_ 

m 

done 

ývarDý ==> ýexpDj 

read 41, 
v 

The constructor 'mkvar' is interpreted by: 

ýr' ý- m kva r MNý = (ý]F ý- Mý, ýr ý- Ný) 09 07m kvar : ý]Fý =: ý- ývarDj 

where the transformation strategy ý7rnkvar is 

QexpDý =* ýcomj) x ýexpDý =* TvarDý 

write(v) 
run 

q 

v 
done 

ok 

QexpDý ==> ýcomj) x ýexpDý ==> ývarDý 

read 

v 
v 

53 

The 'new' constructor is interpreted using a "storage cell" strategy cell : 

I 7: ý>! ývarDý, whose plays are of the form 

read - vo - write(vj) - ok - read - v, 

where each read and mrite(-) move is initial, and all other moves are justified 

by the immediately preceding move. So, cell responds to a mrite(v) with ok, 
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and to read with the last value written, if any. If there has been no value 

written yet, an initialised cell cell, O will respond to read with vo. Now, we can 

interpret the new constructor as 

JF I- neWD I :ýv in Mý = (idýý11 0 cell, ) ; ý]F, x: varD 1-- Mý : ýFý =: >. ýBj 

Erratic choice operator is defined by: 

ý]F I- M or NJ - QIF ý- MI, Ir I- NJ) 0 O'choice: ýrj =#, ýexpDJ 

whereO'choice : ýexpDj x ýexpDý =* ýexpDj is the only nondeterministic strategy 

in the model given by: 

ýexpDý x ýexpDj =--,, ýexpDj 

(V 

ýexpDý x ýexpDj ==> ýexpDj 

(V 

V 

The semantics of the raise operator is defined by: 

ý]F ý- raise Mý = ýF ý- Mý 09 graise : ýFj =* ýBj 

where 0raise : ýOj 
=: >. ýBj is the strategy which responds to the initial question 

in ýBý with the unique question in ýOý (= o): 

ýBj 
MIQ 

abort 

Iteration can be represented using recursion: 

while M do N=Y (A c: com. if M then IN; cl else skip) - 
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3.5 Soundness 
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We now show the soundness of this model with respect to safe-equivalence, i. e. 

ýr I- Mý:! ý ýr'ý- Ný =* r I- M ý-: 

First, we show the consistency result that any term which may converge 

has an appropriate play in its semantics. 

Let L= x, : varD,,..., xk : varDk be a var-context and s be a L-state. 

The state s can be modelled by a strategy u, :I ==>! (TvarDjj x ... x ývarDký) 

consisting of a tuple of suitably initialised cell strategies, i. e. a., = cell, (_., ) (9 

cell, (,,, ). We define a strategy jsj : ýEj (TEý x ýLý) as ýsý = idý ... I<Y JEI 0 or s' 

The interpretation of a term E, L ý- M: T in a L-state s is defined by the 

linear composition Tsj ; ýE, L ý- M: Tý : ýEj =: ý- ý TI. We will also consider 

the interaction sequences ýsj 11 ýE, L I- M: fl. For any sequence Zt't E ýsý 11 

ýE, L ý- M: TI, where i is an initial question, t' is an even-length sequence of 

moves in ! ýLý, and t is a sequence of moves, we say that t' leaves state s' if for 

each xi in L, the last write move of t' in varDi sets xi to s'(xi), and if there is 

no write in varDi then s'(xi) = s(xi). 

Proposition 3.5.1 Let E, LM: T be a term and s be a L-state. If E, L I- 

M, s ===>. V, s' then for each itc Ts'ý IIT Vý, there exists some i t' -t (E Tsý II 

TMý such that t' plays solely in TLI and leaves state s'. If E7 L M, s =: =ý> S 

then there emsts some i- t' - abort - abort E Tsý 11 ýMj such that t' Plays solely 

in ýLý. 

Proof Suppose E, L ý- M, s =#- V, s'. Then the proof is by induction on the 

derivation of E, L I- M, s ===,,, V, s, and it is handled in the same way as the 

proof in [64, pp. 90-91]. 
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Suppose E, L ý- M, s =* S. The proof is a straightforward induction on 
the derivation of E, L ý- M, s ==: >. S. We consider the case of any arithmetic- 
logic operator op. The first rule ending in E, L ý- M op N, s ==: ý> 9 is: 

E) L ý- M, s =#. 9 
E, Lk- Mop N, s =* 9 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have q- t' - abort - abort E ýsý 11 TMý, where 
t' is a play in ýLj 

- By the definition of ýM op NJ, we must have a play of the 

following form: 

TEý :: z: > QEý x TLý) =: => (TexpDý x ýexpDj) ==> ýexpDj 

q 
q 

tl 
abort 

abort 

So, we have that q- t' - abort - abort (E ýsj 11 ýM op NJ where t' plays solely in 

ýLý. 

The second rule is: 

El L M, s ====> vi, sl E7 L F- N, sl 
El L I- M op N, s ==: ý> S 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have q- t'- vi E ýsý II ýMý, where t' leaves state 

sl and q- t" - abort - abort E ýs'J 11 ýNJ. Then, by the definition of ýM op NJ, 

there is a play: 

(ýEj x ýLý) =* QexpDý x ýexpDj) ==> TexpDý 

q 
q 

tl 
VI 

q 
t1l 

abort 
abort 
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So, we have q- t' - t" - abort - abort E ýsý 11 ýM op Ný where t' and t" play solely 

in ýLý. The other cases in the inductive proof are similar. I 

Corollary 3.5.2 (Consistency) Let E V- M: com be a term. If E ý- M =#- 

skip then run - done E ýM], and if E ý- M ===> S then run - aboTt E ýM]- 

Next, we prove that the converse of this result is also true, i. e. if a term's 

game semantics contains an appropriate play then the term may converge. 

This result is known as computahonal adequacy. The proof of this result 

makes use of logical relations [92]. 

Let E, L, A ý- M: T be a term where E is a exn-context, L is a var- 

context, and A is arbitrary. We say that E, LIA ý- M: T is a spht term. 

Split terms with empty A are called semi-closed, and we denote them as E, L 

ý- M: T. We now define a predicate of computability on split terms. 

Computability e E, LI ý- M: com is computable iff, for any L-state s, 

if run -t- done G ýsj II ýMý where t leaves s' then E, L F- M, s ==> skip, s', 

and if run -t- abort - abort (E ýsý 11 ýMj then E, L ý- M, s =#ý E. 

*E7LI ý- M: expD is computable iff, for any L-state s, if q. t-vC ýs] II ýMj 

where t leaves s' then E, L I- M, s ==> v, s', and if q-t- abort - abort 

ýsý 11 ýMj then E, L ý- M, s ===>. F. 

Ej L ý- M: 0 is computable iff, for any L-state s, if abort - abort - abort 

ýs] II ýMý then E, L ý- M, s ==: >. . 6. 

EI L ý- M: varD is computable iff, E, LIHM: expD is computable, 

and EILI [- M: =v: com for all vED is computable. 

* E, LI ý- M: T --+ T' is computable iff, E, LI ý- MN: T' is computable 

for all computable E, LI I- N: T. 
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9 Ej LIx, : Tl,..., xk : Tk ý- M: T is computable iff, for all computable 

E7 LI ý- Nj: Ti, E, LIF M[Nllxl,..., NklXkl :T is computable. 

Proposition 3.5.3 All spht terms are computable. 

Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of M. 

The cases when a play corresponds to successful termination of a term 

are handled in the same way as in the proof in [64, pp. 92-93]. 

Suppose a play corresponds to abnormal termination. Consider the case 

of sequencing. Let E, LIA [- M; N: com be a term, and let M' and N' be M 

and N with the free identifiers from A instantiated by semi-closed, computable 

terms. By the inductive hypothesis, M and N are both computable, and so 

are M' and N. If run -t- abort - abort C ýsj II TM'; N'ý then either t= tj t2 

where run - tj - done E ýsj 11 ýM'ý and run - t2 - abort - abort E ýs'ý 11 ýN'J, or 

run -t- abort - abort G ýsj 11 ýM'ý, i. e. we have two plays of the following form: 

TEJ (TEJ x TLJ) =* Qcomý x Tcoml) ==> ýcomj 

run 
run 

tj 
done 

run 
t2 

abort 
abort 

run 
run 

t 

abort 
abort 

In the first case, by the inductive hypothesis, E, L ý- M', s ==: >. skip, s' for the 

S' left by tj and E, L ý- N', s' ==: ý> S. So E, L ý- M' ; N', s ===ý> S. In the second 
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case, E, L k- M', s =* S, and so EIL F- M' ; N', s =:: > S. It follows that 
M'; N' and M; N are computable. The other cases are similar. I 

Corollary 3.5.4 (Adequacy) Let E ý- M: com be a term. If run - done c 

ýMý then E ý- M ==> skip, and if run - abort c: ýMj then E F- M ===> S. 

The consistency and adequacy results give us a soundness theorem. 

Theorem 3.5.5 (Soundness) For any terms I' ý- M, N: T, if ýr' I- MI 

ýr' F- Ný then F I- MEN. 

Proof Let C[-] be any program context and suppose that C[M] may termi- 

nate successfully (resp., abnormally), so that by Corollary 3.5.2, run - done E 

TC[M]J (resp., run - abort c TC[M]). Since Tr [- MI < TIP F NJ, we have 

that TC[M]J < IC[N]J by the compositionality of game semantics (i. e. mono- 

tonicity of composition of strategies), and so run - done E TC[N]J (resp., 

run - abort E TC[Nfl). By Corollary 3.5.4, C[N] may terminate successfully 

(resp., abnormally). Therefore, IF I- M ýý- N. I 

3.6 Definability 

Next, we want to show that every element of this model is the interpretation 

of some term of EIAA. We assume that all strategies mentioned below satisfy 

both the visibility and bracketing conditions. First, let us introduce some 

definitions. 

Definition A strategy a: A is deterministic iff, if smn, smn' Ea then n= n' 

and the justifier of n is the same as that of n'. 
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Definition A deterministic strategy a: A is innocent iff 

smn CaAtCo, A tm E PA A r-trn-1 = r-,. -' =: ý- tmn Ea 

In other words, how a plays depends only on the current Player view. 

Definition For any deterministic, innocent strategy o, : A, we define the view 
funchon of or to be the partial function f from Player views to Player moves 
defined by: 

sm. smn EaA '-sm-' = 

The compact strategies are those with finite view functions. 

The definability proof relies on three things: two factorization theorems, 

which reduce the question of definability for nondeterministic strategies to 

that for innocent strategies, and the innocent definability result, which shows 

that any innocent strategy with finite view function is definable in IAA-new. 

We refer to the sublanguage of EIAA obtained by omitting the or and new 

constructs as IAA-new. 

Proposition 3.6.1 If a: A is a nondeterm%nishc strategy then there exists 

a deterministic strategy det(a) : Texpint] =: ý, A and a strategy oracle :I=:: > 

ýexpintý such that a= oracle -, det(o, ). Furthermore, if a is compact then so is 

det(or). 

Proof The proof is given in [64, pp. 73-76]. 1 

Proposition 3.6.2 If a: A is a determtnzstzc strategy then there extsts an 

znnocent strategy inn(a) : ývarDj ==> A and a strategy cell :I =#>! ývarDj such 

7 is compact then so 's 'nn(or). that a= cell- inn(a). Furthermore, if or -zz 
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Proof The proof is given in [64, pp. 82-84]. 1 

Proposition 3.6.3 Suppose that TI,... 
' 

T, are IAA types interpreted respec- 
tively by games A 1, ..., 

An and let a: (A, x.. -x 
Aj) ==> ((Ai+l =ý> ... =* An ) =* 

B) be a compact, innocent strategy where B is o, ýexpDý, ýcomý, or ývarDj. 

Then there exists an IAA-new teT-rn x, : TI, ..., xi : Tj ý- M: Tj +1 --ý ... --+ 
T such that a= ýMj. 

Proof The proof is by induction on the view function of a. In the base case, 

or =f El so we can set M=Y (A x: T. x). Next, we analyse the answer of o, 
to the initial question in B. 

e The cases when B is ýexpDj, ýcomj, or ývarDj and o, replies with an 

answer move in B are handled as in [64, pp. 94-95]. 

e If B is o and there is no response from a, then M=Y (A x: 0. x). 

Let a responds to the initial question i by playing a question ij in some Aj. 

We uncurry or, obtaining a strategy or' : (A, x ... x A,, ) B. We separate 

out all moves in Aj which will be hereditarily justified by ij into an extra copy 

of Aj, obtaining a strategy a" : (A, x ... x A, x Aj) ==> B, which responds to 

the initial question i with ij in this new copy of Aj. 

Consider the view I-smn-l for some smn (E a". It either contains an 

immediate answer to ij, or no answer to ij at all. In the latter case, 1-8mn-1 

zzjs' in which ij is not answered. Since a satisfies bracketing condition, z is 

not answered either. Therefore the sequence s' consists entirely of moves in 

A,,..., An and the extra copy of Aj. Suppose that Aj is of the form A, ==ý> 

... =* A1=:: > Bj. Then s' in the extra copy Aj is restricted to A 1, ..., A1. So we 

consider s' as a play in (A, x ... x An) =: >. (A 1x... x A, ). The set of all Player 
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views of this form induces an innocent strategy for this game, (UP 
..., a, ). The 

view function of each a' is smaller than that of a, so al = ýMjý for some term 

Mj' by the inductive hypothesis. We analyse the structure of Bj- 

9 The cases when Bj is ýexpDj, ýcomý, or ývarDj are handled as in [64, pp. 

94-95], obtaining a term M such that a' = ýMj. 

9 If Bj is o, then a' - ýra ise xj Ml'. .. Ml' : Bý. 

We obtain the term defining or by A abstracting xi+,, ---, X, - 
I 

Proposition 3.6.4 If a: ýFý =z> ýTj is a compact, deterministic strategy 

satZsfy%ng vtsZbzlzty and brackehng, then a Zs definable M IAA. 

Proof By Proposition 3.6.2, a can be decomposed as the cell strategy com- 

posed with a compact, innocent strategy a' for (ýFý x ývarDj) ==> ýTj, de- 

finable in IAA-new by some F, x: varD I- M: T. Then a is definable by 

IF ý- newD x: = 0 in M. I 

Theorem 3.6.5 (Definability) If a: ýFj =: ý- ý Tj is a compact strategy sat- 

isfyZng visZ 'ty and bracketing, then a is definable in EIAA. 'bili 

Proof By Proposition 3.6.1, a can be decomposed as the oracle strategy com- 

posed with a compact, deterministic strategy a' for (ýFj x Texpintl) =#ý TT17 

definable in IAA by some F, x : expint F- M: T. Then u is definable by 

F ý- Ax: expint. ME), where E) = Y(A y: expint. 0 or 1+ y). I 

3.7 Full Abstraction 

The full abstraction result will in fact hold not in the category C, but in 

the quotient of the game model described so far with respect to the intrinsic 
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preorder --<. 
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Let a: o =* (A =: ý> ýcomj) be tests on strategies for o ==> A. Given a 

strategy a: o=: >. A, we define 

(idol or) -9 A-'(a) :o ==> ýcomý 

strategy or :o ==> A passes the test if or o oz =T 
done 

or aea=T abort where 

T done 
=fE, run - donel and T abort =fE, run - abortl. The intrinsic preorder for 

strategies on o =* A is then defined as follows: 

or ;ý -F iff Voz :0 Z* (A Z* ýcomý) 
- 

if a *a= T done then 7- *a=T 
done A if aea=T abort then -r *a=T abort 

So u; ý 
Tiff r passes every test passed by o,. 

Theorem 3.7.1 [Full abstrachon of EIAA] For any EIAA terms IF F- M, N: 

Tj 

TIP I- MI -< TIP I- Ný iff rý- M E: N 

Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that M and N are terms of 

type T with only one global identifier e: 0. 

Suppose ýMj ;ý ýNý and C[M] may terminate successfully (resp., ab- 

normally) for some context C[-] com where the hole is of type T. This 

context corresponds to some test ao=: ý (ýTý =: ý> Tcomý) such that ýC[P]j = 

ýPj ea for all suitably typed terms e: 0P: T. We have ýC[M]j = 
done (resp., T abort) 

, so since ýMj ýNý, we also have ýC[N]j = ýMj *a =T 
ýNý ea=T done (resp., T abort). But C[N] is computable, by Corollary 3.5.4 

C[N] may terminate successfully (resp., abnormally). 

For the converse, we prove the contrapositive. Suppose ýMj -ý ýNj. 

Then for some a: o=:: > (ýTj =: ý- ýcomj), JMJ 9a=T done (resp., T abort) and 
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ýNj 9a =-L= jej. By Theorem 3.6.5, a= ýe : 0, x: T F- C[x] : comý for some 
term C[x]. We therefore have a context C[-], such that ýC[M]j =T done 

(resp., T abort ) and ýC[Njý =-L. By Corollary 3.5.4, C[M] may terminate 

successfully (resp., abnormally) but not C[N]. Therefore, M ý-L N, as required. 
I 

As a corollary we obtain the full abstraction result for AIA. 

Corollary 3.7.2 (Full abstraction of AIA) For any AIA terms r F- M, N 

Tý 

ý]F ý- Mý ;ý jrý- Ný iff r ý- M ý-: 

Proof It follows from Theorem 3.7.1, Proposition 3.2.1, and Proposition 3.2.2. 

1 

Let us call a play safe if it does not terminate in abort, and a strategy 

safe if it consists only of safe plays. Otherwise, we will call plays and strategies 

unsafe. Rom the full abstraction result, it follows that: 

Corollary 3.7.3 (Safety) An AIA term r ý- M: T is safe iff ýr ý- M 

is safe. 

Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that M is a closed term of 

type T. 

Suppose ýMý is a safe strategy and C,,, f, [-] : com is a safe context. 

This context corresponds to some safe strategy a: ý Tj ýcomý, such that 

Csg, [M] TMI * a. By Corollary 3.5.2, if Qge [M] may terminate abnormally 

then run abort G TQ,, f, ý[Mfl. But or and TMý are safe. Therefore, Qge[M] 

cannot terminate abnormally and F [- M: T is safe. 

The proof for the converse is similar. I 
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This result ensures that model checking a term's strategy for safety is 

equivalent to proving safety of the term. 

3.8 Quotient Game Semantics 

Given a base type expint, or varint, of AIA, we can quotient the arena and 

game for ýexpintj or ývarintj (respectively) in a standard way, by replacing 

any integer n with its partition ým Im ý-I, nj. This extends compositionally 

to any type T of AIA: we can quotient the arena and game for ýfl by the 

abstractions in T. For any play t of the game for ý fl, let 7 denote the 

image play of the quotient game, obtained by replacing each integer in t by 

its partition in the corresponding abstraction in T. 

It is straightforward to check that, for any term IF ý- M: T of AIA, and 

plays t and t' of the game for ýf I- fl, such that i=P, we have 

M: Tý ýý t'c ý]F ý- M: Tj 

Therefore, the quotient of the strategy ýF ý- M: Tj by the abstractions in IF 

and T loses no information. 

Example Consider the term 3 

1- 1 +[0,1] 1: expint[O'll 

Its strategy and the quotient of its strategy are shown in Fig. 3.1 (a) and (b), 

respectively. I 

Moreover, the quotient strategies can be defined compositionally. The 

strategy a -9 T: A =* C is obtained by composing the strategies or :A =* B, 

3 For simplicity, we sometimes write int, as simply 7r. 
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2 

Figure 3.1: Strategies 

and -r : B2 :::: * C, 
where B, and B2 are games for types which have equal 

concret isat ions. Since the abstractions in the types interpreted by B, and 
B2may be different, we need to allow a move which contains a partition c 

to interact with any move obtained by replacing c with some c' such that 

cnc, =ý 0. Hence, even if the quotient strategies for a and T are deterministic, 

the one for a- -r may be nondeterministic. 
In the rest of the thesis, for any term F I- M: T of AIA, ý]F ý- M: Tj 

will denote its quotient game strategy. 

Example Consider the quotient strategy 

ýx : varint[0,4] ý- X : -:: ý !X +[0,3] 1[0,1] : C04 

If the value 3 is read from the variable x, the result of the addition is > 31 

because it belongs to the abstraction [0,3]. When >3 is assigned to x which 

is abstracted by [0,4], it is nondeterministically converted to either 4 or > 4. 

Thus, the following are two possible complete plays: 

run read' 3' write(4)' ok' done, run read' 3' wrZte(> 4)' ok' done I 



Chapter 4 

The CSP Game Semantics 

Model 

We have seen so far that game semantics gives fully abstract models for AIA 

(see Chapter 3). The full abstraction result means that the model validates 

all observable program properties, but unfortunately the model as described 

involves complex technical constructions, and calculating and reasoning within 

it is difficult. However, most of the complexity in the model is used to handle 

arbitrary higher-order functions. If the attention is restricted to the second- 

order recurston-free fragment of AIA, then the game semantics model can be 

significantly simplified. For this language fragment, programs define strategies 

for which justification pointers are uniquely determined by plays, and they can 

be disregarded. Thus, it has been shown in [48,51] that the strategy of any 

second-order recursion-free IA term with finite data types can be represented 

by aregular language. This gives a decision procedure for a range of verification 

problems to be solved algorithmically, such as: program equivalences and 

inequivalences, approximations ( E: ), assertions, invariants and other safety 

67 
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properties. 

In this chapter, we start by describing the second-order recursion-free 
fragment of AIA we are addressing. Then, we review the regular-language rep- 

resentation of the game model for the AIA fragment. We illustrate this model 

with several examples and show how it can be used for automatic verification. 

Next, we describe the representation of the game model using the CSP process 

algebra. For any term, we compositionally define a CSP process whose traces 

are exactly all the plays of the strategy for the term. A range of properties 

can then be decided by checking traces refinements between CSP processes. 

Compared with the representation by regular languages [51,10], the 

CSP representation brings several benefits: 

* CSP operators preserve traces refinement (e. g. [98]), which means that a 

CSP process representing a term can be optimised and abstracted com- 

positionally at the syntactic level (e. g. using process algebraic laws), and 

its set of traces will be preserved or enlarged. 

* The ProBE and FDR tools [46] can be used to explore CSP processes 

visually, to check refinements automatically, and to debug interactively 

when a refinement does not hold. 

Compositional state-space reduction algorithms in FDR [97] enable smaller 

models to be generated before or during refinement checking. 

o Composition of strategies, which is used in game semantics to obtain 

the strategy for a term from strategies for its subterms, is represented in 

CSP by renaming, parallel composition and hiding operators, and FDR 

is highly optimised for verification of such networks of processes. 
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9 FDR has a special debugging feature which allows identification of hidden 

events only in counterexample traces rather than in full models. This 

"uncovering" feature of FDR is essential in efficiently implementing the 

abstraction refinement procedure (see Chapter 5). 

We also present a prototype compiler which, given any term, outputs 

a CSP process representing its game semantics. The effectiveness of this ap- 

proach is evaluated on two examples: a sorting algorithm, and an abstract 

data type implementation. The experimental results show that, for model 

generation, the CSP approach can outperform the approach which uses regu- 

lar languages [10]. 

4.1 The Second-Order Language Fragment 

In the rest of the thesis, we proceed to work with the second-order recursion- 

free fragment of AIA. 

The order of types is defined by: 

ord (B) =0 ord(T --> T') = maxýord(fl + 1, ord(T')l 

We say that a term is of i-th order if in its typing derivation the types of all 

free identifiers are of order less than z and the type of the term is of order at 

most i. The set of all i-th order AIA terms will be denoted by AIAj. Hence, 

the second-order restriction means that the function types are restricted to 

T:: = BI 

We also add a new binding construct let to the language fragment. 

Without this construct, the fragment is only sufficient for reasoning about 
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program fragments, but not whole programs. Namely the fragment contains 

identifiers of function types, but no mechanism to bind them to actual func- 

tions. 

The typing rule for let is: 

N: T r, x: T M: T' 
IF I- let x be N in M T' 

The operational semantics is given by: 
IF I- M[Nlx], s ==: ý, 9 F ý- M [Nlx], s ==: >. V, s' 

r ý- let x be N in M, s=*E I' ý- let x be N in M, s ==> V, s/ 
Programs involving the let construct can be reduced to programs without let 

by beta reduction. For the majority of the rest of this thesis, we will consider 

this construct. But if the use of the let construct causes some additional 

difficulties in the presentation, which cannot be handled in an uniform and 

consistent way, we will restrict ourselves to terms in O-normal form, i. e. to the 

let-free fragment. 

In addition to the AIA2 fragment, we will also consider IA2with bounded 

integers (or finitary IA2) . 
The reason we consider this variant of IA is that 

the regular-language representation [51] was originally developed for it and 

subsequently a model-checking tool using finite-state machines [10] was im- 

plemented for it. So, by working with terms of this language fragment we 

can compare the efficiency of tools based on CSP and regular-languages (see 

Section 4.3-5). 

The finitary IA2has bounded integers and booleans as basic data types, 

D :: = int,, I bool 

where int, = 10,..., n-11. In order to implement arithmetic- logic operations, 

we use congruence arithmetic modulo n. For example, the expression 1+2 eval- 

uates to 3 if its type is int4, or to 0 for int3. All integer free identifiers and local 
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variables in a term are annotated by an abstraction, and the type annotations 

of every arithmetic operation and constant are inferred using the following 

rules. An integer constant n is implicitly of type intn+1 
. 

An operation be- 

tween values of types intn, and intn2 produces a value of type intmaxini, n2j" The 

operation is performed modulo maxýnj, n2j. This dat a- abstraction scheme 

is very informal and the obtained abstracted programs are not always con- 

servative over- approximations of their concrete counterparts, i. e. safety of an 

abstracted program does not imply safety of the concrete program. However, 

the abstractions can be useful in detecting many errors. 

Actually, AIA can be considered as an extension of IA with bounded 

integers. In Chapter 5, we show that dat a-abstract ions used in AIA are con- 

servative over- approximations and safety of any finitely abstracted program 

implies safety of the corresponding concrete program. 

4.1.1 Syntactic Sugar 

Arrays of length k>0 can be introduced in the language by using the existing 

term formers. They do not contribute semantically, being only what is called 

syntactic sugar. They can be expressed by the following abbreviations: 

neWD x[k] :=v in M 

neWD X[Ol :=v in 

neWD x[k - 1] :=v in 

x [E] = 

if E=0 then x[O] else 

if E=k-1 then x[k - 1] else abort 
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The command abort is executed whenever an array out-of-bounds error occurs, 
i. e. there is an attempt to access elements out of the bounds of an array. 

4.2 Regular- language Representation 

We now give an overview of the regular-language representation of the game 

semantics model for recursion-free AIA2- More technical details of the repre- 

sentation can be found in [48,51]. 

In this setting, types are represented as alphabets of moves, plays of 

a game as words (sequences) over an alphabet, and strategies as regular- 
languages over an alphabet. The languages, denoted by L(R), are specified 

using extended regular expressZons R. They are defined inductively over finite 

alphabets A using the following operations: 

0 
Ea R-R' R* R+R' RnR' 

RIA, R[R'lw] R(a) R'-. 13 R Rx R' 

where R, R' ranges over extended regular expressions, A, B over finite alpha- 

bets, a Ez- A, A' CA and wc A*. 

Constants 0, E and a denote the languages 0, ýEj and I al, respectively. 

Concatenation R-R, Kleene star R*, union R+ R' and intersection RnR, 

are the standard operations. Restriction R JA, removes all symbols in A' from 

all sequences in the language of R. Substitution R[R'lw] is the language of R 

where all occurrences of the subword w have been replaced by the sequences 

of R'. Given two symbols a, bEA, b (a) is a new symbol obtained by tagging 

the latter with the former. If a symbol is tagged more than once, we write: 

(b (al) ) (a2) 
=b 

(aj, a2). We define the alphabet A(a) 
= fb (a) IbE Al and the 

regular expression R (a) 
as the language obtained by tagging of all symbols in 
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the sequences of R with a. Composition R'-13 R is defined as follows: 

R'-9 L3R = 
f w[sla - b] Iw (E RI if a s. bE R' 

f w[s - abort/Wý: al 
IwE RI if a-s- aboTtE R' 
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where R' is a set of words of form a-s-b or a-s- aboTt, a, bEB, s does 

not contain symbols from B, and w>a is the suffix of w starting from and 

including a. The shuffle operation of two regular languages is defined as 

L (R) mL (R') :::: -- U 
wjEC(R), W2EL(R') 

W1 >1 W27 where wme=Emw =w and 

a-w, x b. w2= a- (wix b-")+b- (a wlmw2). The effective alphabet 

A of a regular expression R is the set of all symbols appearing in the language 

denoted by that regular expression, i. e. LR] =IaEA IaEw for some wE 

L(R)J. Then, the broadening operation Jý shuffles the regular expression R 

with all sequences not in its effective alphabet, i. e. jý 
=Rx (A\ [R])*. It 

is a standard result that any extended regular expression obtained from the 

operations above denotes a regular language [51, pp. 11-12], which can be 

recognised by a finite automaton [73]. 

Each type T is interpreted by an alphabet AýTj of moves. For each type 

we also define alphabets of questions QjTj and answers Aq, Tj for each qE QjTj- 

Aýint[n, 
mll = f< n, n, n+1.... 10) 1 M- I) M, > ml 

QýexpDý =ý qj 

Qýcomj = frunj 

Aqý AýDj 
[expD] 

Arun =f donel lcom] 

Aýboolý 
-::: 

ý tt) ff I 

ývarDj read, write(a) Iac AýDý Aread ý= AJDý A wite(a) _I okl jvarD ývarDý 
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QjBi x ... 
X Bk-B] : -": QW ýBjý U QýBj 

1<i<k 

ýBi X ... XBk--BJ = (AýBij) 
,qG QýBi]i 1<i<k 

q-Aq, 
qE QýBý ýBj X ... XBk-Bj - JBý 

AJTJ QýTj UUAq ý T] 

qEQ[T] 

We use meta-variables q to range over symbols which are questions and a over 

symbols which are answers. 

Each term is interpreted using an evaluation function ý-ý R mapping a 
term F ý- M: T and an environment u into a regular language defined over 
the alphabet: 

AýD-Tj A(x') )+ AýTj+ I 
abortj ITJ 

xi: Ti E IF 

The environment u maps free identifiers x: TCr to the copy-cat regular 

languages K' defined as: T 

KA q- q(x) .(Z Rx" *-Z a(x) -a 1X---XBk'B 

Z 
Bi) 

qeQ[BI 1<i<k aEEA q 
JBI 

where R"" =q (x, ') -q (') -q a(') -a (x, '). B 
EqEQIB] EaEA 

JBI 

In Table 4.1 AIA2 terms are interpreted by regular expressions describ- 

ing their sets of complete plays. All other plays are even-length prefixes of 

the complete ones. The representation of language constructs V is given in 

Table 4.2. 

Functions OPD1 x D2-. D which implement arithmetic-logic operations, and 

the functionC, 3StB', B, which converts a value of type B' into type B, are given 

in Section 4.3, which describes CSP representation for AIA2- Since they are 

equivalent in both representations, we do not reproduce them here. 
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v: expDIRU =q-v 
skip : COMIRU = run - done 

JIF abort COMýRU == run - abort 
ýr c(Mi, Mk) :B /ýRU = J]F [- M, : B(1)1 R 

IU OA(1) 

(k)IRU 
o 

B1 
(k) R k- Mk : Bk 

9A(k) ýc : Bj(1) x ... 
Bk B'ý u JBk] 

ý]F I- MN TýRU = ý]F ý- N: BIRU 0 ý]F ý- M: B --4 
TIRU 9A[B] 

ý]F, x: Tx: TýRU = U(X) 

ýneWD Xv in M: BýRU n ý]F, x: varD ý- MýR(U Ix 
ý-* Kv x arD))IA(x) [varDI 

eyx = (read(x) - v(x))* write(a)(') - ok(x) - (read(x) - a(x))*)* v 
aEA[D] 

ýF F- let x be N in M: T' JRU = ýF, x: T I- M: T /ý R (U I 
xý]F ý- N: TIRU) 

Table 4.1: Regular-language representation 

In [51, pp. 28-32], it was shown the correctness of regular-language 

representation for finitary IA2- We now prove a similar result for AIA2 by 

showing that the regular-language representation is isomorphic to the game 

semantics model (see Chapter 3). 

We start by using the fact that for the types considered in a second-order 

language fragment, the justification pointers in the game models can be ignored 

[5 1, pp. 27-28]. Then, for any term x, : T1, ..., xk : Tk F- M: B, xxB, --+ B 

of AIA2, we define an isomorphism p as: 

the tagging of all moves in the game model of Tj with (xj) and the tagging 

with (xj, i) of all moves in Bj, i where Tj - Bj, l x ... x Bj, kj ---+ Bj. 

41 the tagging with (1) of all moves in Bj. 

We now show that the regular-language representation of a term is p-isomorphic 

to the strategy for that term where all justification pointers are deleted. 
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ýOPD : expD(l) x expD 
(2) 

-* expDIRU 12 
(1) 

.q 
(2) (2) 

q. q(l) - a, aý a 
alCAID, I, a2EAID2] 
a=OPD, XD2. D(al, a2) 

com(l) xB 
(2) 

--+ 
BýRU 

I: q- run(') - done(') -q 
(2) 

a 
(2) 

a 
qEQIB], aEA[B] 

ýif 
B: expbool(l) xB 

(2) 
xB 

(3) 

--+ 
BýRU 

12 

q- q(l) - tt(l) - q(2) - a(2) b 
qEQIBI, aEA q 

[Bli 
bEcaStB,, B(a) 

+ 1: q- q(l) ff (1) 
- q(3) -a 

(3) 

-b 
qEQIBI, aEA q 

JB21 
bEcaStB2, B (a) 

Twhile : expbool(l) X COM(2) __ý COMIRU 

run - (q(l) - tt(1) - run 
(2) 

- done 
(2) 

q(l) ff M done 

varD(l) x expD 
(2) 

__ý COMIRU 2 

run -q 
(2) 

.a 
(2) 

. write(b) 
(2) 

ok 
(2) 

done 
aEAID2] 

bEcaStexpD2, e, xpD, 
(a) 

varD(l) -* expM 
RU= 

q- read(') a(') -a 
aEA[D] 

Table 4.2: Representation of language constructs 

Lemma 4.2.1 For any AIA2 terln 

JRU) P 

closure(ýr' ý- M: T =ýrý-M: Tj 

where u zs an environment mapping all free identifiers x: T' C IF to copy- 

cat re ular languages K1,, closure(R) denotes the regular language containin 9T9 

even-length prefixes of all sequences in R, and ýF I- M: Tj denotes the set 

of all plays %n the strategy for M obtained as in Chapter 3 where justification 

poZnters are deleted. 

Proof The proof is by induction on the derivation of F ý- M: T and it is a 
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straightforward extension of the similar proof for finitary IA2 [51, pp. 28-32]. 

For language constants and constructs, their sets of complete plays axe 

finite so we can check by inspection that their regular-language and games 

interpretations are p-isomorphic. The correctness of all other term formers 

was proved in [511. 

So, the proof follows by inductive hypothesis and the correctness of the 

definition of composition. I 

This Lemma shows that the regular-language semantics is a correct represen- 

tation of the game semantics, and as a corollary we obtain the full abstraction 

theorem for this representation. 

Theorem 4.2.2 For any two terms of AIA2 

M L-', 2 N iff closure(ý]F ý- M: TýRU) = closure(ý]F F- N: TIRU) 

Since equality of regular languages is decidable, it follows from Lemma 4.2.1 

and Theorem 4.2.2 that: 

Corollary 4.2.3 (Decidability) Observational safe- equivalence of finitely ab- 

stracted tenns of AIA2 is dectdable by equahty checks of regular languages. 

Example Consider the term 

com x com -> com ý- newint[0,1] x: - 0 in 

(X :: --! X +[0,21 li if (! X >bool 1) then abort) 

in which f is a non-local procedure. 

The strategy for this term represented as a finite automaton is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The dashed edges indicate moves of the Opponent and solid edges 

moves of the Player. They serve only as a visual aid to the reader. Accepting 
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abort 
run 

f, 2 

f', runfl 
done 

. 100 
f, l done 0f run ruq... 0 f, 2 

rUn run 
run 2 

--00 ..... 0. . _.. unf, 
2 f, 1 ff1 

U, 

done 
Q 

f done' done 
done f f, 2 done 

done 

Figure 4.1: A strategy as a finite automaton 

states are designated by an interior circle. The states whose interior circles are 

filled in, correspond to complete plays in the strategy. Justification pointers are 

ignored since they can be uniquely determined by plays. The model illustrates 

only the possible behaviors of this term: if the non-local procedure f calls its 

first argument, two or more times, and afterwards its second argument then 

the term terminates abnormally; otherwise the term terminates successfully. 

The model does not assume that f uses its arguments, or how many times or 

in what order. Notice that no references to the variable x appear in the model 

because it is locally defined and so not visible from the outside of the term. 

I 

4.3 CSP Representation 

The main contribution of this chapter is presented here. We show how the 

game semantics model of AIA2 can be represented using the CSP process 

algebra. The section starts by giving a brief introduction to CSP. 
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4.3.1 Background: CSP 
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CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [70] is a language for modelling 

interacting components. Each component is specified through its behaviour 

which is given as a process. Here we introduce only the CSP notation and the 

ideas used in this thesis. For a fuller introduction to the language the reader 

is referred to [98]. 

CSP processes are defined in terms of the events that they can perform. 

The choice of alphabets, i. e. sets of events that processes might use, is one of 

the most important modelling decision that is made when representing a real 

system in CSP. The set of all possible events is denoted E. Events may be 

atomic in structure, such as c and run, or may consist of a channel name plus 

a finite number of 'data' components, such as c. q and wrZte. 1, and are of the 

form 

C. Xl- --- -Xn 

where c is an identifier (channel name), T1, ..., 
T,, is a finite sequence of types, 

and xi C Tj for each I<Z<n. We can define the set of all events that can 

arise on any set of channels and partially defined events as follows. If c is a 

channel with type T1. .... 
Tn, 0<k<n and ai E Tj for I<Z<k, then 

fIc. al. .-- ak 11 =fc. al. --- 
ak. bk+l- 

... bn I bk+l c Tk+,, ..., 
bn EE Tn I 

is the set of events which can be formed as extensions of c. a,. - .. -ak . 

Then, we can define the set of all events that can arise on channels 

Cl, ---, Ck as: 
11 Ci 

.... I Ci 11 = fl cl 11 u ... ufI cl 11 

We will also use the following notation: c. Ti. .... 
T,, =ýIcII 
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The following collection of process operators will be used: 

P :: = pI STOP I SKIP I RUNA I ? x: A --* P(x) 

t, P-PIP, El P2 I if b then P, else P2 I P, 11 P2 

A 

P\A I P[alb] I Pj-P2 9 

where ACE represents a set of events, Pa process expression and p is a 

process name (or identifier). 

The simplest process is STOP which performs no events. SKIP is a 

process that successfully terminates causing the special event V/ ('tick'). The 

event v/ is not a member of E, emphasising that it is special. EV/ will denote 

the extended alphabet EUf v/ I-R UNAcan always perform any event from A. 

If for each xGA, there exists a process P(x), then the prefix choice process, 
?x: A --+ P(x), can perform any event a from the set A and then behaves as 

the appropriate P(a). For example, ?x: ýj -* P(x) is equivalent to STOP. 

We can write ?x: f al ---ý P(x) as a --+ P(a). 

To define a process recursively by p-P, where P is any CSP process 

involving p, we write pp. P. We consider only guarded recursions, where 

each recursive call p is prefixed by an event in P. For example, R UNA and 

it p.? x :A --ý p are equivalent. The external choice operator defines a process 

P, El P2 which can behave either as P, or as P2. Conditional if b then P, else P2, 

where b is a boolean test, behaves as P, if b is true, or as P2 if b is false. 

A parallel composition P, 11 P2 runs P, and P2 in parallel, making them 
A 

synchronise on events in A and allowing interleaving of all other events. It 

terminates successfully if and only if both component processes do so. A 

process P\A behaves as P except that all events from A become hidden, i. e. 

they are transformed into invisible or internal eventsT ('tau'). The event T is 

also a special event and it is not in E. To rename an event or channel b to a in 
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a process P, we write P[alb]. A sequential composition P, - P2 runs P1, and 9 

if it terminates successfully, runs P2. For example, for all P, SKIP -P=P 9 
but STOP -P= STOP. 9 

CSP processes can be given denotational semantics by their sets of 

traces. A trace is a finite sequence of events. A sequence t is a trace of a 

process P if there is some execution of P in which exactly that sequence of 

events is performed. Invisible events -Fare not recorded in traces. For a process 

P, we define traces(P) to be the set of all its traces. The rules for calculating 

the traces sets of all CSP constructs are given below. 

traces(STOP) 

traces(SKIP) 

traces(? x A -* P(x)) 

traces(p p P) 

traces(P, 0 P2) 

traces(if b then P, else P2) 

V/ 
El UIa-sIaEA, sE traces(P(a)) 

I Itraces(Fi), for Fo = STOP, Fj+j = P[Filp] 
iEN 

traces(Pl) U traces(P2) 

traces(pl) if b evaluates to tt; 

and traces (P2) if b evaluates to 

traces(Pi 11 P2) 
A 

traces(P\A) 

traces(P, 09 P2) 

Uf s 11 tIsG traces(Pi), tC traces(P2)1 
A 

Is [ (E\A) IsG traces(P)l 

= (traces(PI) n E*) 

s-tIs- v/ c traces(PI), tc traces(P2)1 

where the notation P[Filp] means the substitution of the process Fj for all 

free occurrences of the process identifier p in P. For a, a' EA and b, VC E\A, 
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we define a set of traces s 11 t for all s, tE E* as follows: 
A 

s 11 tt 11 8s 11 t- V/ ýu uE8 11 tj 
AAA 

fj E 11 E= fEj a= fj E 11 b= fbj 
AAA 

s 11 b-tb-uIuEas 11 tj a-s Ila -ta-uIuEs 11 tj 
AAAA 

a-s a' -t if a :ý a' 
A 

s 11 V-t= lb -uIuEs 11 Y- tj UfY-uIu (z- b-s 11 tj 
AAA 

Note that for any process P, traces(P) is a non-empty and prefix-closed set. 
Let traceSe, (P) be the set of all even-length traces of P: 

traces"(P) =ftI even-length(t) and tc traces(P)l 

A process P2 is a traces refinement of P, if and only if any trace of P2 

is also a trace of Pj: 

Pl E--T P2 4=> traces(P2) C traces(PI) 

Example Consider the process 

pp. (a ----> p) F-I (b --+ SKIP) 

Its traces set is traces(P) = ýa', a'b, a'bv/ InE N1. Then, we have that 

R UNfý, b} 
E- 

TP, where R UN" =pp- SKIP 0 (? x :A A 

CSP processes can also be given operational semantics using labelled 

transffion systems (LTS) 
- 
The LTS of a process is a directed graph whose nodes 

represent process states and whose edges are labelled by events representing 

what happens when the given event is performed. LTSs have a distinguished 

start state, and any edge whose label is v/ leads to a special terminated state 

Q. 
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Figure 4-2: A labelled transition system 

Example The LTS of the process P from the previous example is shown in 

Figure 4.2.1 

The FDR (stands for Failures/ Divergences Refinement) tool [46] is a 

refinement checker for CSP processes. It supports hierarchical compression 

and contains several procedures for compositional state-space reduction. FDR 

builds up a system gradually, at each stage compressing the subsystems to 

find an equivalent process with many fewer states. The main result which 

enables this technique is that the traces (denotational) semantics of CSP is a 

congruence with respect to the operational semantics [98, Chapter 9]. Hence, 

before generating a LTS for a context C[PI, P2,..., Pn], LTSs of its compo- 

nent processes Pi can be reduced, while preserving semantics of the complete 

context [97]. 

FDR is also highly optimised for checking refinements by processes 

which consist of a number of component processes composed by operators 

such as renaming, parallel composition and hiding. Namely, FDR uses a two- 

level approach to calculate LTSs of processes. The low-level is fully general 

but relatively inefficient, while the high-level is restricted but much more ef- 

ficient. Low-level processes are fully evaluated using the low-level compiler, 

which turns them into explicit LTSs (i. e. a list of states and transitions). 

High-level processes, which are combinations of low-level component processes 

using 'high-level' operators (renaming, parallel composition and hiding), are 

compiled into implicit (symbolic) LTSs, which consist of efficient rules for com- 
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puting the initial transitions (events) and next states of any combination of 

states of low-level components that might arise. Thus a process, which is a 

combination of low-level components using high-level operators, will be ex- 

plored much more efficiently by FDR than an equivalent one entirely compiled 

at the low-level. 

4.3.2 Representation 

With each type T, we associate a set of possible events: an alphabet AjTj 
- 

It 

contains events qE QýTj called questions, which are appended to a channel 

with name Q, and for each question q, there is a set of events aE Aqj 
Tj called 

answers, which are appended to a channel with name A. 

1, m, > ml 

f qj Aq= AýDý 
ýexpDj jexpDj 

QI runj Aru' ,=I donel [com 
QjvarDj read, writex IvG AJDJ A read A [varDl ýDj 

QýBjx 
... xBk--+Bý 

U Ji. q IqC QýBjýj U QýBj 
1<i<k 

Ajboolý ýI tt 
i 
ff I 

urri t e. v= fokl ývarDj 

i. q aAqqE QjBili < ýBj x ... xBk, BI ýB 

q-AqqE QJBI ýBj x ... xBk--+Bý - ýB]l 

AIT] : --- Q-QjTj U A. U Aqý 
Tj 

qEQITI 

We shall define, for any term r ý- M: T and environment u for IF, a 

CSP process which represents the game semantics of IF F- M: T with respect 

to u. This process is denoted ý1' ý- M: Tý CSP u, and it is over the alphabet 
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Kx Q. q ---+ x. Q. q --ý x. A? a :Aq --+ A. a --+ SKIP expD ý:: ý lexpD] 

K, ' m=Q- run ---ý x. Q. run --+ x. A? a : 
Aran A. a --+ SKIP ýComý 

K,, X,, 
rD =(Q. read ----> x-Q- read --+ x. A? a : 

Aread A. a --+ SKIP) ývarDj 

El (Q. wrtte? v : 
AýDj 

--+ x. Q. write. v --+ x. A? a: Awritem 
--+ A. a --+ SKIP) IvarDl 

K'r --+ x. Q. q Bi x ... xBk-B =Q? q QýBj 

pL SKIP EJ El k1 (x. Q. QjBjj 
--ý Q. A. AqBj 

j= jBjj 

q x. Aj. ai --ý SKIP) o,, L9x. A? a :AA. a --+ SKIP 39 
JBI 

Table 4.3: Copy-cat processes for free identifiers 

AýFý- 
Tj defined as follows: 

AIX: T] " X--4ýTý Aýrý 
-: -- 

AIX: 1 

AýD-Tý ý AýIFJ U AýTý UI abortl 

The standard game semantics of r ý- M: T is obtained by using the 

environment u which is a mapping such that, for any x: TE IF, u(x) is 

the copy-cat process Kx, T defined in Table 4.3. The process K' T represents 

the copy-cat strategy of game semantics, and it describes the "most general" 

behaviour of a sequential procedure. 

Apart from defining a process ý]F ý- M: Tj 'u for any term r ý- M: TI 

we also define a process ýr' ý- M: Tj*CSPu which can repeat the strategy of 

r ý- M: T arbitrarily many times. This is done as follows: 

(i) for each language construct V, we define a process for its strategy P, 

(ii) for each process P, we define a process P, * which performs the strategy 

of 'c' arbitrarily many times: 

SKIP 13 (P, -9P, *) - 
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for each composite term c (Ml, 
.. -, M, ) consisting of a language construct 

V and subterms Ml,..., M., we define ýc(Mj,..., M,, )ý*Cspu from the 
process P, * and processes ýMjý*CsPu, using only renaming, parallel com- 

position and hiding. 

(iv) each process ýc(M,,.. 
., M,, )ýCs'u is defined as Tc(Ml, 

---, M,, )ý*Cspu, 

except that the process P, is used instead of P, *, and for some immediate 

subterms, ýMJCS'u can be used instead of ýMjý*Cspu. 

For any term r ý- M: T, we could have defined ýr ý- M: fl*CSpu as 

ý1'1- M: Tý*C`u = pp. SKIP El Qr ý- M: T]CsPu - p) 

Indeed, these processes have the same finite traces. However, our definitions 

of ý]F ý- M: Týcs'u and ý]F [- M: Tj*CSPu use the CSP operators of hiding, 

parallel composition and renaming outside any uses of recursion and prefixing. 
This means that an FDR debugging feature is applicable, which enables us, 
for any tE traces(ýr i- M: TýCspu), to identify all its hidden events without 

further model checking. This property will simplify the implementation of the 

abstraction refinement procedure (see Chapter 5). 

Expressions The representation of expressions is given in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 

ý]F ý- v: expDý 
Cs' 

u=Q-q --+ A. v --+ SKIP, vc AýD] 

ý]F ý- El OPDE2 : expDý 
CSP 

u= ýr ý- El : expDjj 
Csp 

u[Q, / Q, A1 /A] II 
IlQl, Alll 

(ý]F ý- E2 : expD21 csp U[Q2/Q7A2/A] 
11 Q2 

I, I 

A21} 

Pop: D, xD2-D \ýI Q2, A2 11) \ fl Qj, Aj 11 

Table 4.4: Processes for expressions 
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2, b= Q POP: b- -q--+ Qj-q 
1X5 

Aj? aj :A jexpT)jj 

Q2. q --+ A2? a2 A A. aj op a2 ----> 
SKIP 

"lexpD2] 

for D, D, and D2= L12and D=D 
Pop: D, XD2-D =Q. q Q, -q -* Aj? aj : A[[expD, ] --+ 

Q2. q --+ A2? a2 AýexpD21 
---->(let S :: - OPD, xD2-*D(al, a2) within 

if (I S 1= 1) then (A? v :S --+ SKIP) else (if (a, is not singleton) then 
(A? v :S --+ nd. al --ý SKIP) else (A? v :S ---> nd. a2--+SKIP))) 

for D, -=ý 
B-1 

or D2 --ý 
j5 -2or D --ý 

b 

Table 4-5: Processes for op construct 

The CSP process for an integer or boolean constant replies to the ques- 

tion q by the value of that constant, and then terminates. For an operator 

application El OPD E2, we compose the processes for El and E2, and a process 

for op. As with all processes which represent strategies here, the composition is 

performed by the CSP operators of renaming, parallel and hiding. The process 

for op asks for values of the arguments, and after obtaining them responds by 

performing the operation. For each operation of type expD, x expD2 --ý expD 

which contains some abstractions, there exists a function OPDlXD2--. D imple- 

menting it. If the function of an operation returns more than one result for the 

operands, then a special marker move nd. a is performed. In such an instance, 

the operation necessarily has at least one abstracted integer operand which is 

not a singleton, i. e. which abstracts more than one integer. The process for the 

operation then performs the marker move nd. a, where a is such an operand. 

This move is neither Opponent nor Player, but only marks that nondeter- 

minism has occurred. It is used for implementing efficiently the abstraction 

refinement procedure (see Chapter 5). In Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are shown the 

functions implementing the equality and addition operation. The other op- 

erations are implemented similarly and the CSP script containing functions 
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=int[, 
I, ml] Xint In2, M21 -bool(Vli V2) := 

if (vi = Z) or (v2= Z) then f tt, ff I else 
if (vi => mi) then 

if (v2 =ý > m2) and (V2 
:5 mi) then 

else f tt, ff I else 
if (vi =< ni) then 

if (v2 
=,, ý< n2) and (v2 > ni) then ff 

else f tt, ff I else 
If (V2 => Tn2) then 

if (vi =ý > mi) and (vi < m2) then 
else f tt, ff I else 

if (v2 -< n2) then 
if (vi =ý < ni) and (vi > n2) then 

else f tt, ff I else 
V1 = V2) 

Table 4.6: An implementation of the equality operation 

which correspond to all operations is given in Appendix A. 

Commands Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show processes for the commands. For se- 

quential composition, conditional and iteration, processes for the components 

are composed with a process for the construct itself, similarly to how the pro- 

cess for El OPD E2was defined above. However, in the case of the conditional, 

one of the processes for Mtt and Mff will not be run, so SKIP is used for 

such empty termination. For iteration, the processes for E and C may be 

run arbitrarily many times, so we use the corresponding ý-J*Csp processes. 

The function caStB', B converts a value a of type B' into type B such that if 

more than one value of type B is obtained the special marker move nd. a is 

performed. If B' =: B, then caStB', B is the identity function, otherwise its 
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+int[nl,,,, 
]X int[n2,7n2l -i nt [n,,,, ] 

( V1 
7 

V2 )= 

if (vi 
= Z) or (v2= Z) then ýZj else 

if (vi => mi) then 
if (v2 > m2) and (m, + m2 ý: m) then f> ml else 
if (v2 < n2) and (v2+ m, +I> n) then f v2 + mi + M, > MI 

else < n, n,. m, > ml else 
if (vi =< ni) then 

if (v2 
n2) and (n, + rt2 :5 n) then j< nj else 

if (v2 > m, 2) and (v2+ n, -I< m) then j< n, n,... v2+ n, - 
else j< n, n,... , m) > ml else 

if (v2 
=> m2) then 

if (vi > mi) and (m, + m2 ý! m) then f> ml else 
if (vi =ýA < ni) and (vi + m2+ I> n) then f v, + m12 + M, > MI 

else f<n, n, ... ) m, > ml else 
if (v2= < n2)then 

if (vi < ni) and (n, + rt2< n) then j< nj else 
if (v, =ý > mi) and (vi + n2 - 1< m)thenf<n, n,..., vl+n2 - 11 

else j< n, n,... , m, > ml else 
if (v, + v2> m) then I> ml else 
if (vi + v2< n) then f< nj else 
f V1 + V2) 

Table 4.7: An implementation of the addition operation 

implementation is given below. 

I .= C aStexpint[n/,,,, /]7expint[,,,, m](V 
). 

if ([n, m] =[ ]) then f ZI else 

if (v' = Z) then f<n, n.... , m, > ml else 

if (v' => m') then 

if (m' > m) then f> ml else f m' +I.... I m, > ml else 

if (v' =< n') then 

if (n' < n) then j< nj else f<n, n.... , n' - 11 else 

if (v' > m) thenj> rnj else 

if (v' < n) thenf < nj else 

f V/1 
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TF ý- skip: comý CSP u=Q. run -+ A. done SKIP 
TIP F- a bort : comý 'u=Q- run --+ abort STOP 
Ir F- C; M BjcSPu = 

TIP I- C comý Cspu[Q, /Q, A, /A] 
IlQl, Alll 

(ýr 1-- M: BICSPU[Q21Q, A2/A] 
JJQ2 A211 

P;: B\ fI Q2, A2 11) \ fl Qj, Aj 11 
TIP l'- if BE then Mtt else Mff : BI CSP 

u= 
TIP 1-- E: expbooljcSPu[Qo/Q, Ao/A] 

IlQo, Aol} 
((Tr F- Mtt BiýCsPu[Q11Q, A11A] EJ SKIP) 

JJQJ All} 

((TIP l-- mff B21 CSPU[Q2/Q, A2/A] 0 SKIP) 
JJQ2 

I 

A211 

Pif: 
expbool x Bi x B2-*B \ 11 Q2) A2 Q1i Al Qo, Ao 

TIP 1-- while E do C: coml 
CSPu 

= 
TE: expbooQ*cSPu[Qj/Q, Aj/A] 

flQI, Alll 
(TC: COMý*Csp U[Q2/Q, A2/A] 

JJQ2 

I, I 

A21} 

Pwhilexom \fI Q2 
i 

A2 11) \ fi Q11A, 11 

Table 4-8: Processes for commands 

Variables The processes for assignment and de-referencing are straightfor- 

ward. In the definition for local-variable declarations, a ccell' process UD(x, v) 

is used for remembering the initial or the most-recently written value into the 

variable x. It is composed with the process for the scope of the declaration, 

ensuring 'good variable' behaviour. Tables 4.10 and 4.11 contain the details. 

Functionals Table 4.12 contains the remaining process definitions: for free 

identifier, function application and function declaration terms. In each case, 

environments are used to access or record processes associated with free iden- 

tifiers. For function application, the processes for the arguments may be run 

arbitrarily many times. 
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P;: B - Q? q: QJBJ ---ý Q1. run -* Aj? aj : 
Arun 

Q2. q --+ A2? a :Aq --+ A. a SKIP 
[COMI 

ýBj 
Pif: 

expboolxB, xB2-B : --Q. q : QJBý Qo. q --ý Ao? ao :Aq lexpbooll 

if (ao) then Qj-q --ý Aj? aj :Aq (let S= caStB,, B(al) within jBj] 

if (I S 1= 1) then (A? v :S --+ SKIP) else(A? v :S --ý nd. al -* SKIP))) 

else Q2. q ---ý A2? a2 :Aq --ý (let S= caStB2, B(a2)within [B21 

if (I S 1= 1) then (A? v :S --+ SKIP) else (A? v :S --+ nd. a2 --+SKIP))) 
Pwhile: com = Q. run ---+ pp. Qj-q ---ý Aj? aj :Aq ýexpboolj 

if (a, ) then (Q2. run --+ A2? a2 :A run 
----> p) else (A. done --+ SKIP) [COM] 

Table 4.9: Processes for command constructs 

4.3.3 Correctness and Property Verification 

For any term from AIA2 the set of all even-length traces of its CSP interpre- 

tation is isomorphic to its regular language interpretation T-ý R, as defined in 

Section 4.2. 

Theorem 4.3.1 For any terrn IF I- M: T, we have: 

-! 
L ýRUI) traces"ffF I- M: TýCspu) = closure(ýr'ý- M: T (4.1) 

where u and u' are the environments that map free identifiers of the term to 

copy-cat processes and regular languages respechvely, and 0 Zs an isomorphism 

defined by: 

O(Q. a) =a 
O(Q. Z. a) = a(') 

0 (xj. Q. a) =a ('j) 
0 (xj. Q. Z. a) =a ýxj, ') 

O(A. a) a 

O(A. i. a) a(') 

O(xj. A. a) a('j) 
0 (xj. A. i. a) = 

if aE AýBý 

if aC AlBil 11 

if aG Aý, ý; j, 1<j :ýk 

if aE Apjj, I<<k, I<i< Ij Iz- 
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V: = M: COMICSPU = 
M: expD2ýcspu[Qj/Q, A, /A] 

IIQ,, Alll 
V: varD, Icspu[Q2/Q, A2/A] 11 

IIQ2, A21} 

=: varDi x expD2--+com 
Q2, A2 Qj, A, 

HV expD11 
CSP 

u= 
ýr V: varDý Cspu[Ql/ Q, A, /A] 11 Pl: 

varD-expD 
\I IQ,, A, 11 

IlQl, All} 
neWD I : =- v in C coml "u = 
ýr', x: va rD ý- C COMý CSP (U IX F-+ Kvxa 

rD) [QIIQI A, /A] 
IIQI, Al, xll 

Pnew: D (X 
7 V) \f IQ,, A, 11 

Table 4.10: Processes for variables 

Q. run -* Qj-q --+ Aj? aj : A' P-=: 
varDlxexpD2'COM = ýexpD2ý 

let S= caStexpDj, expD(aj) within if (I S 1= 1) 
then (Q2-WTtte? V S A2-ok --+ A. done SKIP) 

else (Q2-wrzte? v S A2- ok -* A. done nd. al -* SKIP) 
P!: 

varD-expD 
Q-q --+ Q1. read --+ Aj? a : Aread A. a --+ SKIP jvarDý 

Pnew: D (X 
i V) Q- rUn -* Q1 

- rUn --+ UD (X, V) 
UD(x, v) = (x. Q- read --+ x. A. v UD(x, v)) 

El (x. Q. wr%te? v': AýDj x. A. ok --+ 
UD (x, v) 

D (A,. done --+ A. done --+ SKIP) 

Table 4.11: Processes for variable constructs 

and 0(abort) = abort for IF = x, : Ti, ..., xk : Tk, Tj = Bj, 1x... x Bj, ij -+ Bj' 

and T-B, x ... x B1 --ý B. 

Proof The proof is by a routine induction on the typing rules, by showing that 

the definitions of CSP processes in Section 4.3 correspond to the definitions of 

regular languages in Section 4.2. 

Language constants and constructs. For any constant v, 

traces(ý]F ý- v: expDj"u) = fE, Q-q, Q. q. A. v, Q. q. A. v- v/1 
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ý]F ý- x: Tjcspu = u(x) 
ýr ý- x(MI ... 

Mk) : BýCspu 
ýr ý- Mi: Bll*cspu[Q. I/Q, A-I/A] 

IIQ. 1, A. 111 

(ýr 
ý- Mk : Bký*cspu[Q. k1Q, A. k1A] 

IIQ. k 

I, IA. 

kjj 

ýr ý- x: B, x... Bk-* BýCspu Q. k, A. k 11) Q. 1, A. 1 11 
ýr I- let x be N in M T] Cspu = 

ýr, x: T ý- M T'ý Csp (u Ix ý--* ýr I- N: Tj Csp 
u) 

Table 4.12: Processes for functionals 

Sevqr trace vý Cspu) =fE, Q. q-A. vj f E, q- vj = closure(JIF ý- vl'u') 

The proofs for the other constants and constructs are similar. 

Arithmetic- logic operations. By inductive hypothesis, we have that ýr ý- 

El I CSP 
u and ý]F l- El ýR Ul' ýr ý- E2jCSPu and Tr F- E21 R U/' andPop: D, x D2-*D 

and ýOPD jRu' are 0-isomorphic. Then, by the isomorphism between two 
A definitions of composition, we have that tracesl'(ýF ý- El OPDE21 

CSP U) = 

closurej ý- Ei OPDE2 ýR UI). 

Free identifiers. It can be verified by inspection that copy-cat processes and 

copy-cat regular- languages are (ý-isomorphic. 

Local variables. The semantics of a local variable is achieved by imposing 

the good variable behavior on the local variable and removing all moves 

involving the variable. The first condition is imposed by intersection of 

regular languages and parallel composition of processes, while the second 

condition is imposed by restriction and hiding in the regular- language and 

CSP representation, respectively. Hence, the isomorphism between two 
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representations follows from traces"(UD(-T, V)) closure(-y'). The latter 
v 

can be seen by inspection. 

Representations of function application and function declaration are iso- 

morphic by inductive hypothesis and the isomorphism between two definitions 

of composition. I 

As a corollary we obtain the full abstraction result for CSP representation. 

Theorem 4.3.2 For any two AIA2 teT-MS 

IF ý- M 2-tj N iff traceSevq]p [- M: Tý Csp 
u) =t ra ces'v (ýr ý- N: Tý 'p u) 

Proof It follows from Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.2.2.1 

By Theorem 4.3.2, we have that observational safe-equivalence is captured by 

two traces refinements: 

Corollary 4.3.3 (Observational safe-equivalence) 

r ý- MN 4=-: ý ýr ý- M: Tý Csp 
u E-: T ýr ý- N: Tjc'pu 

ýr I- N: TýCspu I- T jr' ý- M: Tj Csp 
u 

Refinement checking in FDR terminates for finite-state processes, i. e. 

those whose labelled transition systems are finite. Our next result confirms 

that this is the case for the processes interpreting finitely abstracted terms. 

As a corollary, we have that observational safe- equivalence is decidable using 

FDR. 

Theorem 4.3.4 For any finitely abstracted term F I- M: T7 the CSP process 

ý]F F- M: Tý CS' 
u is finite state. 
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Proof Since the copy-cat processes KI are finite state, the theorem is implied T 

by the following claim: for any term r F- M: T and any environment u which 

maps each identifier in r' to a finite-state process, ý]F k- M: TjCSPu is finite 

state. 

In the fragment of CSP we are using, the only operators which can 

result in infinite-state transition systems are the infinite choice operator ?x: 

P(x) with an infinite set A, and recursion. The claim therefore follows 

by induction on the typing rules of AIA, and these observations: 

o each alphabet 
Ajrý-Tý is finite. 

9 each use of the choice operator is over a finite set. 

* the recursive process in the definition of KB, 
x ... xBk-*B is finite state by 

inspection. 

e the recursive processes UD(x : varD, v: 
AýD]) are finite state because 

AýDj is a finite set. 

9 the recursive processes in the definitions for iteration and function appli- 

cation are finite state by the inductive hypothesis. I 

Corollary 4.3.5 (Decidability) Observational safe-equivalence of finitely ab- 

stracted terms of AIA2 is decidable by two traces refinements between finite- 

state CSP processes. 

We now consider an example equivalence and prove it using the CSP 

model. 

Example Consider the process for the term 

c: com ý- newint X :=0 in c: com 
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It has the same traces as 

(Ql - run ---ý c. Q- run ---ý c. A. done -* A,. done -ý SKIP) 

11 (Q. run --> Q, - run --+ Ui,, t (x, 0)) 1 Qj, A 1, x IA1, Ql, xl 

Simplifying further yields 

Q. run -* c. Q. run -* c. A. done --ý A. done ---+ SKIP 

which is the process for the term c: com ý- c: com. 

By Corollary 4.3-5, we conclude that 

c: com ý- newint X :=0 in c: com ý--- c: com 

This simple equivalence reflects the fact that a non-locally defined com- 

mand cannot modify a local variable [51]. 1 

In addition to checking observational safe-equivalence of two program 

terms, it is desirable to be able to check properties of terms. We focus on 

verifying safety properties, and take the view that a term IF ý- M: T is safe 

if and only if all traces in traces"(ýF ý- M: TICS'u) are safe. Recall from 

Section 3.7 that a trace is unsafe if it terminates in abort; otherwise it is safe. 

Corollary 4.3.6 (Decidability) Safety of a finitely abstracted term r ý- M: 

T is decidable by one traces refinement between finite-state CSP processes: 

pp. SKIP 0 (? I: 
AýD- 

Tý \f abortl --+ p) ý; T ýr' ý- M: Tý Csp 
u 

Example Consider the term 

com x com ----> com ý- newint[0,1] x: = 0 in 

(X:: 
":::: ýX +[0,2] li if ft >bool 1) then abort) 
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f Q. 2. 
fQ. l. run fA. l. done 

1.1--- fA. l. done l. run 'One ýQý '2run Q. 

Q. run fQ ru 2. run /fA. 1. do-ne ýOLý 11fA. 
2 

\do-n-eo 

'A. 2. done f A. done 
fA . done l\ 

__j(/ 
A. done- 

Figure 4.3: A strategy as a labelled transition system 

in which f is a non-local procedure. 
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The LTS of the CSP process representing this term is shown in Fig- 

ure 4.3. It contains an unsafe play: Q. run -f. Q. run -f. Q. I ., run -f. A. 1. done - 
f. Q. 1. run -f. A. 1. done -f. Q. 2. run - abort. So, the term is unsafe. I 

4.3.4 Type Inference System 

We want to simplify writing of abstracted terms in AIA by using a type in- 

ference system. Given abstractions for all free identifiers and local variables, 

the type inference system determines all other abstractions from the former 

by inference. The judgments of the type inference system have the form: 

1ý ý-TISM: T 

and are defined by the axioms and rules given in Table 4.13. 

Abstractions [0, n] are given to integer constants n>0, and [n, 0] to 

integer constants n<0. For operations op whose concrete type is expint x 

expint --+ expint, the abstraction of the result type will be the most refined ab- 

straction such that the operation between any concrete values of the operands 

will evaluate to a concrete value as well. The rule for conditionals and mkvar 

are similar. All other rules are equivalent to the typing rules of AIA. We show 
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11: T11 ... i -Tk : 
Tk ý-TIS Xi : Til i kj 

1ý ý-Tjs n: expint[O, n] ,n>0 
1ý ý-Tls n: expint[n, O) ,n 

r' ý-Tls b: expbool, bEf tt, ff I 

F ý-TIS M: expD, IF ý-Tls N: expD2 
F ý-TIS Mop N: expbool 

1ý ý-TIS M: expint[,,,,,,,,, ] 
F ý-TIS M op N: expint[minfxl 

opx2 l, maxfxl opx2 1] 

ni < x, < mi, n2 < x2< rn2 

1ý ý-TIS skip : com 1ý ý-Tls abort : com 
1ý ý-TIS M: COM r ý-Tls N: B 

r ý-TISM; N: B 

1ý l'-TIS M: expbool 1ý l'-TIS Ntt : B, rl l'-TIS Nff : B2 

F l--TIS if M then Ntt else Nff : B, B, = 
B2 

r l--TIS M: expbool r ý-Tls Ntt : expint[,,,,,,,, ] 
r' ý-Tls Nff : expint[n2, M21 

rl I-TIS if M then Ntt else Nff : expint[minfnj, 
n2j, maxjmjM2}j 

F ý-TIS M: expbool F ý-Tls N: com 
F ý-TIS while M do N: com 

IF ý-TIS M: varD, F ý-Tls N: expD2 - r) - F ý-TIS M :=N: com 
I--' I- L-2 

r ý-TIS M varD 
r ý-TIS ýM expD 

F, x: varD ý_TIS M: BF ý_TIS v: expD, 
F ý_TIs neWD X: = v in M: B D=D1 

F ý_TIs N: B, x ... x Bk 
---> BF ý_TIS Mi : Bi_ 

1<<k F ý_TIs N(Mi,. - -, 
Mk): B 

IF ý-TlsN: T r, x: T ý-TISM : T' 
F ý-TIS let x be N in M: T' 

F ý-TIS M: expD, --+ com F ý-Tls N: expD2 
F ý-TIS mkvar MN : varD, 

D, = 
D2 

IF ý-TIS M: expint[ni, mi] --ý COM IF ý-Tls N: expint[n2, M2] 
rl ý-TIS mkvar MN : vannt(minjnj, n2}, maxf mi, M2}1 

op : expD, x expD2 --+ expbool 

1ý ý-Tls N: expint[,,,,,,, ] op: expintx expint---+ expint 

Table 4.13: Type inference system 
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that the type inference system is an extension of the underlying type system 

given in Table 2.1. 

Lemma 4.3.7 If IF ý-TIS M: T then there exists an unzque tem r ý- M: T. 

Proof We explicitly annotate all types of the subterms with the abstractions 

inferred using the rules of the type inference system in Table 4.13.1 

Example The term 

com x com ----> com ý-newint[0,11 x: = 0 in 

ýl + 1) if (11 > 1) then abort) 

produces a term with the same abstractions as the term from the previous 

example. I 

Rom now on, we proceed to work with the judgments of the form 

IF ý-TIS M: T where the abstractions of subterms are inferred. We often 

abbreviate the above notation to r ý- M: T. 

4.3.5 Compiler and Applications 

We have implemented a compiler in Java [15], which automatically converts 

a finitely abstracted AIA2 term into a CSP process which represents its game 

semantics. The resulting CSP process is defined by a script in machine readable 

CSP [98] which the compiler outputs. 

The scripts output by the compiler can be loaded into the tools ProBE 

for interactive exploration of labelled transition systems, and FDR for auto- 

matic analysis and interactive debugging. One of the functions of FDR is to 

check traces refinement between two finite-state processes. As we have seen 
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before, this can be used to decide observational safe-equivalence between two 

terms, and safety of a term. 

FDR offers a number of hierarchical compression algorithms [97], which 

can be applied during either model generation or refinement checking. The 

scripts which our compiler produces normally contain instructions to apply 

diamond elimination (which eliminates all Tevents from a labelled transition 

system) and strong bisimulation quotienting to subprocesses which model local 

variable declaration subterms. This exploits the fact that game semantics hides 

interactions between a local variable and its scope. The interaction events 

becomeTevents, enabling the model to be reduced. 

We now consider applications of the approach proposed here for two 

kinds of example: a sorting algorithm, and an abstract data type implemen- 

tation. 

A sorting algorithm We first analyse the bubble-sort algorithm. The input 

to the compiler is in Figure 4.4, where the array size is a meta variable k>0. 

The program first copies the input array x into a local array a, which 

is then sorted and copied back into x. The local array a is not visible from 

the outside of the program, so only reads and writes of the non-local array 

x are seen in the model. A labelled transition system for k=2 is shown in 

Figure 4.5. The left-hand half represents reads of all possible combinations of 

values from x, while the right-hand half represents writes of the same values 

in sorted order. 

In order to compare efficiency of the tools based on CSP and regular- 

language representation [10], we have also implemented a compiler for finitary 

IA2-We slightly change the bubble-sort term in Figure 4.4. The type of array 
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I x[k] : varint[0,01 ý- 
2 newint[o, oj a[k] :=0 in 
3 newint[O, k] i: = 0 in 
4 while (i < k) do f a[Z] : =Ix[i]; Z+ 
5 neWboolflag := true in 
6 while (flag) do 

0; 
8 flag := false-, 
9 while (i <k- 1) do 
10 if (a[i] > a[i + 1]) then 
11 flag := true; 
12 newint[0,0] temp : =! a[z*] in 
13 a[Z] : =! a[Z + 1]; 
14 a[i + 1] : =! temp; 
15 Z : =! i + 1; 
16 Z :=0; 
17 while(i < k)dofx[z'] : =! a[z]; i : =Iz+ 1; 
18 : com 

Figure 4.4: Source code of AIA2 bubble sort 

x[O] A. > 

Q. run -, x[O]. Q. q7x[OI. A. 0 

x[OI. A. 

x(l]. A. r 

_,, I x1A. 0 
x[l]. Q, q 

x[l ]. A. >O 
<[l], Q. q 

4.0 
x[l]. A. 

(fl]. Q. q 

x[l]. A 

x[OI. Q. wfite. >O 
-Q . 0]. A. o 

A01. Q. e. <0 
11. Q. write. >0 

Q, . 6te. OI. A. 0 X[']'Q'w'e 1]. Aolý,, Adone 

[OI. A. 11. Q. write. <0 

. Z. 
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Figure 4-5: LTS for AIA2 bubble sort with k=2 
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x[l]. A. 2 X[O]. Q. wrfte. 2 

X[l ]. A. 1 
ll. Q. q 0]. A. ok 

x[O]. A. 2 1.4.0]. 
Q. e. 0 1 ]. Q. write. 2 

Qrun 
0 

x[O]. Q. q x[O]. A. I x[l]. Q. q 
x[l]. A. 2 

0]. A. o x[l Q. write 

x[l]. A. 2 
x[O]. A. 0 x[l]. Q. q OI. A. o 11. Q. mite. 0 

a 

X[11. A. 0 

Figure 4.6: LTS for IA2 bubble sort with k=2 

A. done ,V 

elements is int3, i. e. it contains 3 distinct values, and the type of the index Z 

becomes intk+1. The model of the IA2 bubble-sort is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Table 4.14 contains the experimental results for model generation. The 

experiment consisted of running the compiler on the bubble-sort implemen- 

tation, and then letting FDR generate a transition system (model) for the 

resulting process. The latter stage involved a number of hierarchical compres- 

sions, as outlined above. The transition system with maximum number of 

states involved in the generation of the final model is referred to as the largest 

generated transition system. We list the execution time in minutes, the size 

of the largest generated transition system, and the size of the final transition 

system. We ran FDR on a Research Machine AMD Athlon 64(tm) Processor 

35001 with 2GB RAM. The results from the tool based on regular languages 

were obtained on a SunBlade 100 with 2GB RAM [10]. The one extra state in 

the CSP models is the special terminated state Q. The CSP approach yields 

better results in time and space. This is firstly due to composition of strate- 

gies being represented in CSP using the renaming, parallel composition and 

hiding operators, and FDR being highly optimised for verification of such net- 

works of processes. Secondly, FDR builds the models gradually, at each stage 
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k CSP Regular expressions 
T(min) Max Model T(min) Max Model 

5 4 1 775 164 5 3 376 163 
10 13 21 015 949 10 64776 948 
15 35 115 125 2 859 120 352 448 2 858 
20 70 378099 6394 240 1 153 240 6393 
30 390 5 204 232 20 339 failed 

Table 4.14: Model generation of IA2 bubble sort 

compressing the subterm models. 
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Further information about model generation for k= 20 is shown in 

Figure 4.7. FDR first produces a transition system for the subprogram which 

is the scope of the declaration of the local array a. Each component of a, 

which is indexed from 0 to 19, is represented by the process Ui,, t (a. Z, 0) (see 

Table 4.10). FDR obtains the final model by taking the transition system for 

the scope of a and composing it with transition systems for the components of 

a in turn. At each step, compression algorithms are applied. In the figure, we 

show numbers of states before and after compression, after every two steps. 

The largest generated transition system in this case is obtained after composing 

the transition system for the component a. 13 (or a[131) with the compressed 

transition system for its scope. 

We now turn to verifying absence of out-of-bounds errors. Let us mod- 

ify the IA2 bubble sort by replacing k-1 in line 9 in Figure 4.4 by k, which 

introduces an out-of-bounds error. Table 4.15 shows some experimental re- 

sults for checking the safety of this term. We did not apply compressions after 

composing the last component of a with the rest of the program. Instead, 

a composite model is generated on-the-fly during refinement checking. This 
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LL* 
- -_Before compression 0 After compressio 

400,000 

350,000 

300,000 
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200,000 
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50,000 

0 

0" -- 

41 
Ss 

-S 

a. 1 a. 3 a. 5 a. 7 a. 9 a. 11 a. 13 a. 15 a. 17 a. 19 

Figure 4.7: Effects of compressions for IA2 bubble sort with k= 20 

k Total(min) Spec Impl Check 
29 250.5 10 240 0.5 
30 317.5 12 305 0.5 
31 494.2 12.5 391 0.7 

Table 4.15: Checking safety for an erroneous IA2 bubble sort 

enabled us to check the property for array size 31, although the model gener- 

ation did not succeed for this size. The times shown in Table 4.15 are: total 

execution time needed for this check, time to process the specification, time 

to process the implementation, and time to check refinement. They are all in 

minutes. 

An abstract data type implementation Figure 4.8 contains an implemen- 

tation of a stack of maximum size k (a meta variable). There are four free iden- 
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1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 

12 
13 
14 

empty : com, overflow : com, p exp into, 
ANALYSE(com, exp into) com 
newinto buf f er[k] :=0 in 
newint[O, k] top: = 0 in 
let com push(exp into x) 

if (! top = k) then overflow 
else f buff er[! top]: =! x; top: =! top + 

I in 
let exp into pop 

if (! top = 0) then empty 
else f top: =! top - 1; 

in 
ANALYSE (push (p), pop) 
: com 

return ! buff er[! top + 1] 1 

Figure 4.8: A stack implementation 
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tifiers: commands empty and overflow, expression p, and command ANALYSE 

which takes two arguments. After implementing the stack by a sequence of lo- 

cal declarations, we export the functions push(x) and pop by calling ANALYSE 

with arguments push(p) and pop. In effect, the model contains all interleav- 

ings of calls to push(p) and pop, corresponding to all possible behaviours of 

the non-local expression p and non-local function ANALYSE. The CSP script 

produced by our compiler for this example is provided in Appendix A. 

A transition system for k=2 is shown in Figure 4.9. For clarity, labels 

push and pop are used instead of ANALYSE. 1 and ANALYSE. 2. 

By replacing empty with abort command (resp. overflow with abort), we 

can check separately for 'empty', i. e. reads from empty stacks, (resp. 'over- 

flow', i. e. writes to full stacks) errors, both of which are present for any k. For 

ýempty' (resp. 'overflow') error, the counterexample traces which the FDR de- 
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Adone V/ 

ANALYSE. A. don L YS 
. 4. 

e 
ANALY E. A. done 

op. Q. q 

Q. run ANALYSE. Q. ru ush. Q. nin 
p. Q. read p. A. Z push. A. don ush Q. ru Q-rea p. A. Z 

push. A. don 

overflowA. done push. Q. run 
. 4. Z pop. Q. q 

pop. Q. q 
overflowQ. run 

empty. Q. run 
empty. A. done 

Figure 4.9: LTS for the stack with k=2 

bugger gives correspond to: a single call of pop method (resp. k +I consecutive 

calls of push method) after which abort is executed. 

In addition to checking properties of external behaviors of given terms, 

we can also check assertions which refer to local data. Assertions can be added 

to a term using a local function assert whose argument is a boolean expression. 

If the argument is true, the assert function does nothing, but otherwise it calls 

abort. For example, we can check whether, the last value pushed onto the 

stack is the value at the top of the stack. We replace all into abstractions in 

Figure 4.8 by the more refined one int[o, oj, and the call to ANALYSE in line 13 

by the following code: 
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let com assert (expbool b) 

if b then skip else abort; 

in 

let expboolvalidateo f 

new int[0,0] y: = pin 

push(y); 

return (pop =: y); 

in 

ANALYSE (push (p) 
, pop, as s ert (val i dat e ())) 

: com 
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The assertion check fails and the generated counterexample reports that 

an error is caused by pushing a value onto a full stack. Indeed, if the stack is 

already full, pushing a new element will be ignored, and the overflow command 

is called. In that case, the top value in the stack will be different from the last 

pushed one. 



Chapter 5 

Abstraction Refinement 

Abstraction refinement has proved to be one of the most effective methods 

of automatic verification of systems with very large state spaces, especially 

software systems. Current state-of-the art tools implementing abstraction re- 
finement algorithms [17,66,241 combine model checking and theorem prov- 
ing: model checking is used to verify whether an abstracted program satisfies 

a property, while theorem proving is used to refine the abstraction using the 

counterexamples discovered by model checking. Since abstractions are conser- 

vative over- approximations the safety of any abstracted program implies the 

safety of the concrete program. The converse is not true, and the refinement 

process may not terminate if the concrete program has an infinite state space. 

This chapter introduces a purely semantic (syntax-independent) ap- 

proach to (data) abstraction refinement, based on game semantics. The verifi- 

cation procedure, which applies to programs which can contain infinite integer 

types, is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It checks whether a program fragment is 

unsafe, i. e. it may execute the designated unsafe command abort. 

The procedure starts by transforming the concrete (input) program into 
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Mo init(M) 
:=0 

Genuine unsafe play of [M, ]? 
NSAFE 

no 

Mi+,: = Refine(Mi, u) 
i: = i+1 

Unsafe play of [Mi]? 
SAFE 

Figure 5.1: Verification procedure 

the most abstract version of it, where all infinite integer types are abstracted 

to the coarsest abstraction, and the game-semantic model of the finitely ab- 

stracted program is fed to a model checker. Since our abstractions are safe, any 

abstracted program is an over- approximation of the concrete program. If no 

counterexample is found, the procedure terminates with answer SAFE. Other- 

wise, the counterexamples are analysed and classified as either genuMe, which 

correspond to execution traces in the concrete program, or potentially spuri- 

ous, which can be introduced due to abstraction. If genuine counterexamples 

exist the program is deemed UNSAFE, otherwise the spurious counterexam- 

ples are used to refine the abstractions. The procedure is then repeated on 

the refined abstracted program. The abstraction refinement procedure is a 

semi-algorithm: it terminates and reports a genuine counterexample for un- 

safe programs, but it may diverge for safe programs. 

The following is a simple example illustrating this procedure. Consider 

the (concrete) program fragment below, which uses a local variable x and a 

non-local function f. Is this program safe for all safe instantiations of f, or is 

it possible for its execution to terminate abnormally? 

newint I : ýO in f (x: =! x + 1, if (! x > 1) then abort) 
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The program is not safe if function f uses its first argument two or more times, 

then its second argument. 
We approximate the set of integers by a finite set of partitioning inter- 

vals. Let the initial abstraction have only one partition. The initial abstracted 

program is: 

newintox: = 0 in f (x: =! x + 1) if (! x > 1) then abort) 

A counterexample execution trace exists, corresponding to the function eval- 

uating its second argument. During the execution of this argument, the value 

of x is not 0 but, because of the abstraction, possibly any integer, chosen 

nondeterministically. If the chosen value is greater than I then abort occurs. 

Of course, this counterexample is spurious because it is made possible only 

by the nondeterminism caused by over-abstraction. However, the counterex- 

ample informs the refinement procedure that the abstraction of x needs to be 

improved. Iterations like this one are performed until we obtain 

newint(0,11 x: = 0 in f (x: = ! x+ 1, if (! x> 1)thenabort) 

at which point a genuine counterexample is discovered, corresponding to the 

behaviour resulting in abnormal termination. 

The abstraction refinement procedure we described uses interachon 

plays, where all internal moves are not hidden, for interpreting potentially 

spurious counterexamples and computing refined abstractions for the next it- 

eration. This makes the procedure highly inefficient for implementation since 

it is necessary to use game models where all internal moves are exposed. Here, 

we describe a tool, called GAMECHECKER, which implements efficiently the 

procedure by first identifying counterexample standard plays, where all inter- 

nal moves are hidden, and then obtaining corresponding Mterachon plays by 
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"uncovering" the hidden moves. The tool is based on representing game mod- 

els in the CSP process algebra, which can be verified for safety using the FDR 

refinement checker '. We can exploit an FDR debugging feature which allows 

identification of hidden events only in counterexample traces rather than in 

full models, in order to implement the "uncovering" operation necessary to 

compute interaction plays efficiently. 

5.1 Interaction Game Semantics 

In standard game semantics, which is presented in Chapter 3, to obtain the 

strategy a- -r :A=: ý- C, the strategies a: A =--,, B, and T: B2 =: ý* C are 

composed, and moves which interact are hidden. (Here B, and B2 are games 

for types which have equal concretisations. ) 

Let us define an alternative semantics, where moves which interact are 

not hidden. Consider composing a: A=: ý> B, and r: B2 ==ý> C to obtain 

0' 
90int7, :A ==ý, C. Let r, c B, and r2 C B2be two interacting moves, then they 

are both recorded in or -int T. Indeed, since we only have ii, = 
b2, ri and r2 

may be different. However, if types interpreted by B, and B2 do not contain 

abstractions, i. e. they are not types of integer expressions or integer variables, 

then B, = B2 and r, = r2. In such cases, we may record r, and r2 only once, 

for readability. 

We call this the interaction game semanhcs, and its building blocks 

interaction plays and interaction strategies. 

For any term IF I- M: T of AIA, its interaction semantics is denoted 

((r' ý- M: T)), and it can be easily reconciled with its standard game semantics, 

TDR is a commercial product of Formal Systems (Europe) Ltd. It is available free of charge 
for academic use. See http: //www. f sel. com. 
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by performing all the hiding at once: 

ýFI- M: Tý = «r h M: Tý) [ ýFý, ýTý 

where -[ ýTj indicates restriction to the games corresponding to base 

types occurring in r and T. 

Standard plays are alternating sequences of Opponent and Player moves. 

Interaction plays in addition contain internal moves, which do not interact in 

subsequent compositions, but which record all intermediate steps taken during 

the computation. 

Example Consider the interaction strategy of the term given in the Example 

on page 66: 

ý(x : varint[0,4] ý- X: --2::! X +[0,3] 1[0,1] : COM)ý 

One of its complete interaction plays, corresponding to the second stan- 

clard play in the Example on page 66, is: 

run q2 q2,1 q2,1,1 read' 3' 32,1,132,1,132,132,1 q2,2 12,2 12,2 

3)2 (> 3)2wrzte(> 4), write(> 4)' ok' ok, done 

We use tags on internal moves to precisely identify the coordinates of 

the subterm that corresponds to each move. For instance, q2'j is the question 

to the subterm ! x, which is the Ist immediate subterm of !x+1, which in 

turn is the 2nd immediate subterm of x: = Ix + 1. Observe also the double 

occurrences of integer internal moves, in line with how interaction plays are 

composed. In this example, those pairs are equal because, in any composition, 

any two corresponding abstractions are equal. An abstract value needs to 

be converted to another abstraction only within the strategy for assignment, 
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where a value with abstraction [0,3] is assigned to a variable with abstraction 

The interaction game semantics, rather than the standard semantics, 

will be used for the purpose of abstraction refinement. The reason is that, 

given an unsafe standard play of an abstracted term, it does not in general 

contain sufficient information to decide that it can be produced by the concrete 

version of the term (i. e. that it is a genuine counterexample), or to choose one 

or more abstractions to be refined for the next iteration. 

In traditional, state-based abstract ion-refinement an abstract counterex- 

ample to a safety property is guaranteed to be genuine if the computation 

was deterministic (or, at least, the nondeterminism was not caused by over- 

abstraction). In standard game semantics, however, all internal steps within 

a computation are hidden. This results in standard strategies of abstracted 

terms in general not containing all information about sources of their nonde- 

terminism. 

Example Consider the following abstracted term: 

ý- newintox: = 0 in if ft =ý 0) then abort : com 

Its complete standard plays are run - abort and run - done. In fact, its strategy 

is the same as the strategy of the EIAA term abortorskip. However, the 

counterexample run - abort is spurious, and the abstraction of x needs to be 

refined, but internal moves which point to this abstraction as the source of 

nondeterminism have been hidden. I 
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5.2 Conservativity of Abstraction 

For safety, we want to show that a finitely abstracted program is a conservative 

over- approximation of the concrete program, i. e. if the abstracted program is 

safe then the concrete program is also safe. 

For abstractions 7 and 7r', we say that 7r' refines 7 if, for any partition 
(i. e. abstracted value) c' of 7r', there exists a unique partition c of 7 such that 

c' C c. We say that c is the corresponding abstracted value of c' in 7r. When 7' 

refines 7, and c is a partition of 7, we say that 7r' sphts c if c is not a partition 

of 7'. We extend the refine relation to data types as follows: bool refines bool, 

and int,, refines int, if7r' refines 7r. 

Definition Let types D1', D2' and D' refine D1, D2 and D respectively. We 

say that an abstracted operation op : expD, ' x expD2' -* expD' is safely ap- 2 

prommated by abstracted operation op : expD, x expD2 ---ý expD iff for every 

C/ I C/, c' of type D, D, D' and cl, 1212 C2 of type Dj, D2 respectively, if cl C cl, 
I then there exists a unique c of type D 29 C2 and CI C OPD, 'XD2'-+D'(Cli C2 C2 

- 
1) 

7 12 

such that C ý2 OPDI x D2-*D 
(Cl 

I C2) and c' C c. 

Example Abstraction [0,1] refines [0,0] such that [0,1] splits >0 and >0 is 

the corresponding abstracted value of I and >1 in [0,0]. 1 

We note that abstracted programs may contain nondeterministic branch- 

ing, because the outcome of integer conversions and arithmetic-logic operations 

might not be a unique value. As interaction plays contain internal moves, we 

can distinguish those whose underlying computation did not pass through any 

nondeterministic branching that is due to abstraction. 
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Definition (a) Given integer abstractions 7r and 7r', and an abstracted value 

(i. e. partition) c of 7r, we say that converting c to 7r' is determMistic if 

there exists an abstracted value c' of 7r' such that cC c'. 

(b) Given an abstracted operation op : expD, x expD2 --+ expD and ab- 

stracted values cl and C2 of type D, and D2 respectively, we say that the 

application of op to c, andC2 is deteministic if there exists an abstracted 
2 

value c of type D such that V v, E Cl) V2 E C2) V1 OP V2 GC. 

(c) An interaction play uE ((IF ý- M: T)) is deterministic if each conversion 

of an abstracted integer value in u is deterministic, and each application 

of an arithmetic-logic operator in u is deterministic. 

We say that a term r' F- M' : T' refines a term r I- M: T if r' 

r, MI = M) TI = T, and each abstraction in r' ý- M' T' refines the 

corresponding abstraction in r ý- M: T. For any play t of P M' : T', let -t 

denote the image play of IF ý- M: T (see Section 3.8), o btained by replacing 

each abstracted integer c' in t by its partition c (such that c' C c) in the 

corresponding abstraction in r' ý- M: T. 

Theorem 5.2.1 Suppose IF' ý- M': T' refines rFM: T. 

(i) For any tE ýP [- M': T'j, we have iE ý]F ý- M: fl. The same Zs true 

for the ((-)) semantics. 

(ii) For any determMistic uE ((IF ý- M: T)), there emsts t Cz ((r' ý- M' : T)) 

such that U=73. 
2 Here we regard the abstracted values tt and ff as singleton sets f ttj and Iff 1. 
3 Thi's can be strengthened to apply to interaction plays which are deterministic with respect to 

the abstractions in I" [- M' : V. The latter notion allows nondetermintshc conversions of, and 

operator applications to, abstracted values which are not split by the corresponding abstractions in 
F' F- M' : V. 
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Proof By induction on the typing rules of AIA. We only consider the most 
interesting cases which involve integer abstractions. Proofs for other cases 

are similar. We prove (i) for the ((-)) semantics since the proof for the 

semantics follows from the former. 

Consider the case of any constant v. We have that q- c' G ((IF' I- v: 

expD')) and q-cE ((I' ý- v: expD)), such that vE c', vEc and c' C c. 
Moreover, q-c is deterministic and q-c=q- cl. 

Consider the case of any arithmet ic- logic operator op. Let tG ý(F' ý- 
MIOPD, N' : expD')) be of the form q. ql. c q2-c4. e' and let e'C-OPD, 'XD2, Dl 

(C d'). 112 

R-orn the induction hypothesis, there exist partitions c of type D, and d of 

type D2 such that q-c C- ((IF ý- M: expDj)), q-dE (ý]F ý- N: expD2)) , 
and c' C c, d' C d. Fýrom the safety of op : expD, x expD2 --+ expD, 

there exists e of type D such that eC OPDlxD2-*D(c, d) and e' C e. Then, 

i=q-q, - cl - q2 - d2 -eCU ý- M OPD N: expD)). 

Let u= q. qj-cj-q2 - d2 -e be a deterministic play in U ý- M OPD N: 

expD)), where eý OPDIxD2--+D(c, d) (i. e. V v, c, v2 E d, v, op v2 E e). From 

the induction hypothesis and the safety of op expD, x expD2 --+ expD, there 

must be partitions c' C c, d' Cd and e' Ce of type Dl', D2' and Yrespectively, 12 

such that q- c' E ((P ý- M')), q- d' E ((V ý- N')), and e' (E OPD/ x D'-*Dl 
(C /I d'). 

12 
Then, t= q. ql. cl. q2 e' E ((P ý- MI OPD, N' : expD')) and u- 

Consider the case of assignment. Let tE ((F' F- M': - N' : com)) be 

of the form run - q2 - tsý - write(c% - ok, - done, where c', d' are of type DI, 

D' respectively and d, n cl 0. Fýrom the induction hypothesis, there exist 2 

partitions d of type D2 and c of type D, such that q-dE ((F N: expD2)) , 

wrzte(c) ok C ((IF I- M: varDj)), and c' C c, d' C d. Then, t run - q2 - d2 

write(c), ok, - done E ý(r ý- M: = N: com)) and dn c =ý 0. 
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Let u= run. q2 - d2 - write(c), - ok, - done be a deterministic play in 

U ý- M: == N: com)), where dCc. From the induction hypothesis, there 

must be partitions c' Cc and d' Cd of type D, and D2' respectively, such 
that q- d' c ((IF' ý- N')), write(c') - ok E ((P H M')), and cl n d' =ý 0. Then, 

t= run- q2 - (ý - write(cl) 1- ok, - done E ((IF' F- M': -N ': com)) and u = i. I 

The following consequence of Corollary 3.7.3, Theorem 5.2.1 and the 

correspondence between standard and interaction game semantics (5.1) will 
justify the correctness of the abstraction refinement procedure. 

Corollary 5.2.2 Suppose IF' I- M' : T' refines IF I- M: T. 

(i) If ýF ý- M: Tý Zs safe, then IF' I- M' : T' Zs safe. 

(ii) If ((IF ý- M: T)) has a determZnz*stzc unsafe interachon play, then IF' ý- 

MI: T' is unsafe. 

5.3 Abstraction Refinement 

Recall from Section 2.1 that an abstraction, 7r is finitary if it has finitely many 

partitions, and a term is finitely abstracted if it contains only finitary abstrac- 

tions. Apart from the identity abstraction K, observe that the abstractions we 

work with, [] and [n, m] where n<0<m, are finitary. 

We have shown in Section 4.2 that for any finitely abstracted term F [- 

M: T of AIA2, the set ýr ý- M: Tý is a regular language and an automaton 

which recognises it is effectively constructible. We can show that the same is 

true for the ((-)) semantics. To obtain an automaton for ((IF F- M: T)), the 

construction is the same as for ýF [- M: Tj except that interacting moves are 

tagged with subterm coordinates rather than hidden. 
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C 

>0 

0 

-1 

<-I 

>-I 

<0 

z 

Figure 5.2: A possible definition of r- 

11 

Let ATF ý- M: Tj and Ag ý- m: T)) denote the automata which 

recognise ý]F ý- M: Tj and ((IF ý- M: T)) respectively. Since there is no hiding 

in the construction of A((F ý- M: T)) (see the Example on page 112), this 

automaton is deterministic. 

Given a finite word u and a deterministic automaton A which accepts 

u, we call u cycle-free if the accepting run visits any state of A at most once. 

Let --. < denote the following computable linear ordering between ab- 

stracted values: 

(< 0) --ý (> - 1) --ý (< - 1) --ý -I --ý 0 --ý (> 0) --ý 
(n + 1)) --< - (n + 1) --ý n --< (> n) --ý 

This ordering has the property that c --< cl whenever c' c c. For two moves 

(possibly tagged with subterm coordinates) r and r' which are equal except 

0123456 
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for containing different abstracted integer values c and c', let r --ý r' if c -< c', 

and r' --< r if c' -< c. Now, we extend this ordering to a computable linear 

ordering on all moves (in an arbitrary but fixed way), and denote it by --<. 
Let --< also denote the linear orderings on plays obtained by lifting the linear 

ordering on moves lexicographically. 

Let (n, c) 1: (n', c') be any computable linear ordering between pairs 

of nonnegative integers and abstracted integer values which is obtained by 

extending the partial ordering defined by n< n' and c -< c', and which admits 

no infinite strictly decreasing sequences, and no infinite strictly increasing 

sequences bounded above (e. g., see Figure 5.2). For any play u, let Jul denote 

its length, and max(u) denote the --ý-maximal abstracted integer value in u (or 

Z if there is no such value). Let u 1: u' mean (I u 1, max(u)) ý; (I u'l, max(u')). 

Now, let < be the linear ordering between plays such that u< u' if and only 

if either uE u', or Jul = lu'l, max(u) = max(u') and u --ý u'. 

Lemma 5.3.1 In the linear order of all plays with respect to 

(i) there Zs no Mfinite strictly decreasing sequence; 

(ii) there ts no Mfinite strictly increasing sequence which is bounded above. 

Proof This is due to the following two facts. Firstly, the E: ordering between 

pairs of nonnegative integers and abstracted integer values has the properties 

(i) and (U). Secondly, for any such pair (n, c), there are only finitely many 

plays u such that Jul =n and max(u) = c. 

The abstraction refinement procedure (ARP) is given in Figure 5.3. 

Note that, in Step 1, the initial abstractions can be chosen arbitrarily; and in 

Step 4, arbitrary abstractions can be refined in arbitrary ways, as long as the 
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The procedure checks safety of a given concrete term IF I- M: T. 

I Let F0 ý- Mo : To be a finitely abstracted term obtained from IF ý- M: T 
by replacing K by finitary abstractions. Let Z: = 0. 

2 If A((]Fi I- Mi : Tj)) accepts a deterministic unsafe interaction play, ter- 
minate with answer UNSAFE. 

3 Otherwise, if Aý(]Pj ý- Mi : Tj)) accepts only safe plays, terminate with 
answer SAFE. 

4 Otherwise, let u be the <-minimal unsafe interaction play accepted by 
A(ý]Fj [- Mi : Tj)). Let ]Pi+l ý- Mj+j Tj+j be obtained by refining 
one or more abstractions in l7i [- Mi Tj by finitary abstractions, 
provided that at least one abstracted value which occurs in u is split. 
Let i: = i+1, and repeat from 2. 

Figure 5.3: Abstraction refinement procedure 

refinement splits at least one abstracted value in u. These two choices do not 

affect correctness and semi-termination, but they allow experimentation with 

different heuristics in concrete implementations. Also, in Step 4, arbitrary 

unsafe plays can be chosen. In this case, the procedure is still correct, but we 

cannot guarantee the semi-termination. 

Theorem 5.3.2 ARP is well-defined and effective. If it terminates with SAFE 

(UNSAFE, respectively), then r' ý- M: T is safe (unsafe, respectively). 

Proof For well- defined- ness, Lemma 5.3.1 (Z) ensures that the <-minimal 

unsafe interaction play u accepted by A((]Fi k- Mi : Tj)) always exists. Since 

the condition in Step 2 was not satisfied, u is not deterministic. Therefore, 

u cannot contain only singleton abstracted values, so there is at least one 

abstracted value in u which can be split. 

Effectiveness follows from the fact that it suffices to consider cycle-free 

plays in Step 4, and from the computability of <. 
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If ARP terminates with SAFE (UNSAFE, respectively), then IF ý- M: 

T is safe (unsafe, respectively) by Corollary 5.2.2, since any abstraction is 

refined by the identity abstraction K. I 

Theorem 5.3.3 If F I- M: T is unsafe then ARP will termZnate with UN- 

SAFE. 

Proof By Corollary 3.7.3 and the correspondence (5.1), there exists an unsafe 

interaction play tC ((I' ý- M: T)). 

For each i, let Ui be the set of all unsafe uE ((]Fi I- Mi : Ti)), and let 

u! be the : ýý-rninimal element of Ui. 
z- 

It follows by Theorem 5.2.1 that, for any uE ((]Fi+l ý- Mj+j : Ti+, )), 

uE Mi : Tj)) - 
Also, we have 'U < u, since they have the same length 

and T --< c for any c. Now, Step 4 ensures that, for any i, uit ý ((I'i+l ý- Mi+l 

Ti+i))- 

Therefore t Ut < ... Ut <.. -. But foreachi uý <V <t. By 

Lemma 5.3.1 (11), ARP must terminate for IF ý- M: T! I 

ARP may diverge for safe terms. This is generally the case with ab- 

straction refinement methods since the underlying problem is undecidable. A 
I- 

simple example is the term 

e: expint ý- newint 1: ý en if (! x -.: ýIx + 1) then abort : com 

This term is safe, but any finitely abstracted term obtained from it is unsafe. 

5.4 Implementation 

We have seen so far how counterexample guided abstraction refinement ideas 

can be adapted to the setting of game semantics models (see Section 5-3). 
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However, implementing the procedure above is non-trivial because the semi- 

algorithm, as described, is highly inefficient. In this section, we describe 

GAMECHECKER, a model checking tool which implements efficiently an ab- 

straction refinement procedure for verifying safety properties of software, such 

as assertion violations, buffer overruns or array-out-of-bounds errors. The 

procedure is guaranteed to terminate for unsafe inputs. 

GAMECHECKER is available from: 

http: //www. dcs. warwick. ac. uk/-aleks/gamechecker. htm. 

5.4.1 Representing Game Models in CSP 

GAMECHECKER includes a compiler which translates any finitely abstracted 

term IF ý- M: T into a CSP process ý]F ý- M: TýCs'ur, where ur maps 

free identifiers to copy-cat processes, whose set of finite even-length traces 

traces"ffF [- M: TýCspur, ) is the set of all plays of the game strategy for 

the term. Those processes are defined compositionally, by induction on the 

structure of terms (see Section 4.3). 

The abstraction refinement procedure described in Section 5.3 requires 

models consisting of fully revealed plays, i. e., models in which semantic com- 

position of strategies does not involve hiding of the moves involved in com- 

position. The fully revealed plays allow us to discern between genuine and 

spurious counterexamples by identifying the precise subterms that produce 

abstracted moves. However, fully revealed models are much larger and there- 

fore impractical. In GAMECHECKER, this is overcome as follows: first we use 

special marker moves to identify points in plays at which abstraction gives rise 

to nondeterminism, then we use a special debugging feature of FDR that lets 

us reveal only those plays which are counterexamples rather than full models. 
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Nondeterminism due to abstraction happens when an arithmetic- logic 

operation or a conversion produces more than one result. In such an instance, 

the operation necessarily has at least one abstracted integer operand which is 

not a singleton, i. e. which abstracts more than one integer. The game strategy 
for the operation then performs a special marker move nd. c, where c is such 

an operand. Those moves are propagated through strategy compositions, so 
for any term IF ý- M: T, they appear in traceSev (ýr [- M: Tj ' ur) at the 

points where nondeterminism due to abstraction occurs. 

Example Consider ýx : var int[0,4] ý- X: ý-- 1X+1 : COMý. If the abstract value <0 

is read from x, !x+I can evaluate to both 0 and <0. The following complete 

play corresponds to choosing the result 0: 

run read' <0' nd. (<O) write(O)' ok-' done 

The move nd. (<O) records the non-singleton abstracted integer operand <0. 
I 

FDR offers a number of state-space reduction algorithms which preserve 

finite-trace sets, and which are thus compositional. The processes represent- 

ing the game strategies are particularly amenable to such reductions, because 

moves which are hidden through composition of strategies become internal 

(-r) process transitions. The compiler within GAMECHECKER inserts calls to 

FDR's state-space reduction algorithms within the process scripts it outputs. 

5.4.2 Implementing Abstraction Refinement Procedure 

GAMECHECKER checks safety of a given concrete term F ý- M: T (with 

infinite integer data types) by performing a sequence of iterations. The initial 
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abstracted term IFO ý- Mo : To uses the coarsest abstraction [] for any free 

identifier or local variable, and the abstraction [0, n] or [n, 01 for constants 

n. Other abstractions (such as those for integer expression subterms) are 
determined from the former by inference. 

Each iteration consists of model checking (by calling the FDR tool), slic- 
ing [103], and refining abstractions. Only abstractions which occur in types of 

free identifiers or local variables are explicitly refined, and others are obtained 

by inference. That yields a refined abstracted term 1'j+j ý- Mj+j : Ti+,, which 

is passed to the next iteration. 

The following are the steps of any iteration. If t is a trace which contains 

at least one special move marking a nondeterminism, let pick(t) = c, where 

nd. c is the first such move '. For ordering non-singleton abstracted integers, 

we use a bijection r to the natural numbers: r (Z) = 0, r (< n) = 21 nI+2, and 

r (> n) =2n+1. This has the property that r (c) <r (c) whenever c' C c. 

I If ýFj ý- A: Tilcspur \f Indll is unsafe, terminate with answer UNSAFE. 

2 If ý]Pi ý- A: Tiý CSpur is safe, terminate with answer SAFE. 

3 Among the counterexamples (i. e. traces of JFj ý- Mi : TjjCSpur which end 

in abort), select t such that r(pick(t)) is minimal 5. 

4 Apply the FDR trace-reveal feature to t, obtaining a fully revealed trace s. 

Call a slicing procedure to determine a set S of all occurrences of non- 

singleton abstracted integers which were involved in causing the first 

4 This definition of pick(t) is currently implemented, but other definitions are possible. The 

crucial property is that, if t is used to refine abstractions, then one of the refinements will split 

pick(t). 
5We implemented also a procedure which selects an arbitrary counterexample. It is correct, but 

it might not terminate for unsafe terms. 
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nd. c move in s. 

6 For any data type int, of a free identifier or a local variable which cor- 

responds to an occurrence of an abstracted integer b in S, refine 7r by 

splitting b. 

Steps 2 and 3 are implemented as follows. The process ýFj I- Mi 

Til CSP ur is composed in parallel with an auxiliary process Rank-of-pzck which, 

once the first move of the form nd. c has occurred, keeps in its state the value 

r(c). FDR is called to model check that parallel composition, and for any 

reachable state which has an abort transition , to return a trace which reaches 

it. By Step 1, any such trace must contain an nd-c move. The parallel com- 

position with Rank-of-pZck ensures that, for any possible value of r(pick(t)) 

with ta counterexample, at least one such counterexample is returned by 

FDR. 

Step 5 is implemented as follows. The procedure slice(i) uses as a global 

parameter s, an interaction unsafe play, and takes as argument 2, the index 

of the previous move in s to the first nd. c move. It returns a set of moves S, 

which are involved in computing s(i): 

I If move s(i) is an answer in expD, which contains an occurrence of non- 

singleton abstracted integer, then: 

if s(Z) corresponds to a free identifier then return s(Z). 

(ii) if s(i) corresponds to an arithmetic or logic operation op then return 

slice(k) U slice(i - 1), where k is the index of the answer of the 
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first operand: 

8qq... m ... q ... MI n ... 
k 

where n=m op m'. 

(iii) if s(O corresponds to the sequencing operator then return slice(i - 
1), where 

S=... q run ... done ... q ... MI m 

i-Iz 

(iv) if s(O corresponds to the if operator then return s1ice(k)Us1ice(z'- 

1), where k is the index of the answer of the guard: 

Sqq... b ... q ... M, m ... 
ki-Iz 

(v) if s(O corresponds to a de-referencing then return slice(Z 1), 

where 
sq read ... M, m ... 

2 if s(O is an answer in varD, then: 

(i) if s(Z) corresponds to a free variable and s(Z) is a non-singleton 

abstracted integer m, i. e. an answer to read, then return s(z)- 

(ii) if s(Z) corresponds to a local variable and s(Z) is a non-singleton 

abstracted integer m, i. e. an answer to read, then 

return slice(k), where k is the index of the last mrite operation on 

the variable: 

s=... Write(m') ... ok read ... m ... 

k 
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or return s(i) if there is no write operation on the variable before i. 

3 if s(Z) is an answer in com then: 

(i) if s (Z - 1) is ok and it corresponds to an assignment to a local variable, 

then return slice(k), where k is the answer of the right-hand side 
of the assignment: 

S=... run q 'M' write(m) ... ok done 

k 

(ii) otherwise, return 

4 otherwise, return 

The slicing procedure can be considered as an optimisation. The ARP 

will work correctly, even if we always refine all identifiers that occur in the 

interaction trace prior to the first nondeterminism. However, the size of the 

generated models will increase very rapidly. 

Theorem 5.4.1 If the abstraction refinement procedure termMates, its an- 

swer is correct. Moreover, it terminates for any unsafe term. 

Proof UNSAFE answers are correct because any trace which contains no 

special moves marking nondeterminism corresponds to a concrete trace. Cor- 

rectness of SAFE answers is a consequence of the conservativity of abstraction 

(see Section 5.2). 

Suppose r ý- M: T is unsafe. Let s be a fully revealed unsafe play 

of the game strategy for I' ý- M: T, and let rn be an integer in s with 

maximum absolute value. For any non-singleton abstracted integer c, we define 

d(c) = 21ml +1- r(c). Then d(c) >0 whenever Inj <_ Irnl for some nEc. 
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For any iteration i, let Di be the sum of all positive d(c) as c ranges 

over the non-singleton partitions of all abstractions in I'j ý- Mi : Ti. Steps 3-6 

ensure that Do > D, > ... > 0, so the procedure must terminate. I 

5.4.3 Using the Tool 

GAMECHECKERhas been developed in Java [15]. 

The front end can be seen in Figure 5.4. The inputs are a concrete term, 

given using C-like syntax 6, and a property, given as an unsafe command whose 

executability will be checked. The default unsafe command is abort. The 

result pane shows the iteration steps, including all reported nondeterministic 

counterexamples and applied refinements. If the procedure terminates, it is 

reported whether the term is safe or unsafe. In the latter case, a genuine 

counterexample is returned. 

By default, GAMECHECKER executes a simpler abstraction refinement 

procedure than the one presented in Subsection 5.4.2, where any shortest coun- 

terexample is selected in Step 3. This variant is more efficient per iteration, 

but it might not terminate for unsafe terms. The semi-terminating procedure 

is run by checking the Semi- Termination box in the Options menu. Figure 5.5 

shows the tool architecture. 

5.4.4 Examples 

The following are three progressively more involved examples. Further exam- 

ples can be found at the CAMECHECKER website: 

http: //www. dcs. warwick. ac. uk/~aleks/gamechecker. htm. 

'We prefer the C-like syntax for the sake of its presumed familiarity to most users. 
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M! x 

File Edit Options Help 
Term-in-context Verification results 

empiyo; Reading from input ... void overflo-wo, The Term is interpreted Succe, 
Int$2 p, Checking Term Free of NonDe 
'vDid ANALYSE(void, int$Z); false 

REAL COUNTER-EXAMPLE: 
Int$Z buffer[31; ! Begin Trace 
ýint$0,3 size* QO. run 
: boolean iseýptyo ANALYSE. O. Q. run 

, return (size == 0); . ANALYSE. 1. Q. ru niý 
1p. Q. read 

boolean isfullo f Ip. A N. Z 
' return (size 'ANALYS-E 1Adone Stan 

ANALYSE. 1. Q. run 
vnid nu. s. h. firtiII-x1_4 P. Q. read 

pA N. Z 
ANALr3E. 1. Ado ne Stop ANALYSE. 1. Q. run 
p. O,. read 

AN. Z 
MALY5E. 1. A done 
I P roperty ANALYSE. 1. Q. run 

ovierf I ow. 0. Q. run 
overflow End Trace 

5_1T M TIME; 
_1 

LQ 
. . - . .. .. 41; 

Figure 5.4: A screen-shot of the tool 

A warm-up example 

Consider the term 

(com, com) : com I- newint X :=0 in f (x: =! x + 1, if (! x > 1) then abort) 

129 

which uses a local variable x, and a non-local function f. The program is not 

safe, and this is how CAMECHECKER will discover the bug. 

The initial abstracted term is 

newint[j x: = 0 in f (x: =! x + 1) if (! x > 1) then abort) 

A nondeterministic counterexample is identified by FDR, corresponding to a 

function that evaluates its second argument: 

run ruW rUW, 
2 

nd. Z abort 
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Figure 5.5: The tool architecture 

Next, by processing the detailed output from FDR, we reconstruct a 

corresponding fully revealed play: 

T-un runf runf 
2 

Tun2 q2,, q2,,,, rea(ý,,,,,, read' Z' 

7-2,1,1,17-2,1,1 q2,1,2 12,1,2 tt2,1 nd. Z 

The slicing procedure starts by examining the subterm with coordinates 

1), whose answer move precedes nd. The coordinates specify the path in 

the syntax tree of the term to reach the subterm, in this case the boolean 

expression of if. The nd move marks that this term has been evaluated non- 

deterministically. Since this subterm represents a logic operation, the slicing 

procedure is called recursively to examine its operands, i. e. terms (2,1,1) and 

(2,1,2). The answer move of the (2,1,1) term is the abstract value Z, so the 

examination proceeds for its subterm (2,1,1,1). Here, it will be detected that 

the (2,1,1,1) term is a de-referencing of x and that the abstract value Z is 

read from x. Thus, the slicing procedure will indicate that the abstraction of 

x needs to be refined. 

The second iteration uses the refined term: 

newint[0,0] x: =: 0 in f (x: =! x + 11 if (! x > 1) then abort) 

Another nondeterministic count erexample is found, which represents a func- 
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tion evaluating its first and then its second argument: 

run rurl runf, l done" runf 2 nd. (>O) abort 

The corresponding fully revealed play is: 

run runf runf, ' run, ql, 2 ql, 2,1 readl, 2,1,1 rea(f 0' 01,2,1,1 01,2,1 

ql, 2,2 
11,2,2 11,2wrzte(l),,, write(>O)' oF okl, l 

ok, done" runf, ' rup, 2 q2,1 q2,1,1 read2,1,1,1 read' (>O)l 
(>0)2,1,1,1 (>0)2,1,1 q2,1,2 12,1,2 tt2,1 nd. (>O) 
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Similarly as in the previous iteration, the analyser starts exploring the 

nondeterministic term (2,1). By searching for non-singleton abstracted inte- 

gers recursively through its subterms, it will detect that the abstract value >0 

read from x has caused the nondeterminism. So, further refinement of x will 

be recommended. 

The third iteration term is: 

newint[O, 11 x: = 0 in f (x: = Ix + 1, if (! x > 1) then abort) 

Now, a genuine unsafe trace is detected: f increments x twice, then evaluates 

its second argument: 

run runf TuW, l done" ruW, l donef, l runf 2 abort 

The model generated for the third iteration term is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Observe that, in this case, the model contains no nd moves. 
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A semi-termination example 

The term 

CHAPTER 5. ABSTRACTION REFINEMENT 

e: expint, f (com, com) : com [- 

newint X: ý e in newinty: = 0 in 

if (! x =! x +I) then abort else f (y : -! y + 1, if (! y >I) then abort) 

is an example of an unsafe term for which the simpler abstraction refinement 

procedure, where any shortest counterexample is selected in Step 3, does not 

terminate: it keeps refining the abstraction of x. If the tool is instructed to 

perform the semi-terminating procedure presented in Section 5.4.2, then after 

a few iterations of refining the abstraction of x, the abstraction of y will be 

refined. For this particular example, a genuine counterexample is reported 

after refining the abstractions of e and x to [0,11, and the one for y to [0,1]. 

A stack example 

Consider the following implementation of a stack of maximum size k (see also 

Figure 4.8). 

empty : com, overflow com, p: exp int, 

ANALYSE(com, exp int) com ý- 

newint buf f er[k] :=0 in newint tOP: - 0 in 

let com push(exp int x) f 

if (! top = k) then overflow else Ibuf f er[! top] : =! x; top: =! top + 111 in 

let exp int pop f 

if (! top = 0) then empty else I top ! top - 1; return ! buf f er[! top + 1]JI in 

ANALYSE (push (p), pop) 
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empty overflow oub 
k Iterations Time Iterations Time Iterations Time 
5 2 0.3 7 1.2 7 1.5 

10 2 0.9 12 5.6 12 8 
15 2 2 17 18 17 23 
20 2 4 22 47 22 59 
30 2 11 32 190 32 230 
50 2 60 52 1570 52 1831 

100 2 630 failed failed 

Table 5.1: Experimental results for checking a stack implementation 
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We can check a range of properties of the stack implementation. By 

replacing empty with abort and overflow with abort command, we can check 

separately for 'empty' (reads from empty stacks) and 'overflow' (writes to full 

stacks) errors, both of which are present for any k. We can also check that 

array- out-of-bounds errors are not present in the term: arrays are syntactic 

sugar, in which abort is executed if an array is referenced out of its bounds. 

Table 5.1 contains the experimental results for checking the three prop- 

erties on the stack implementation. We ran GAMECHECKER on a Research 

Machine AMD Athlon 64(tm) Processor 3500+ with 2GB RAM. We list the 

number of iterations and the execution times in minutes for different values 

of k. Abstraction and abstraction-refinement are crucial in generating models 

that are small enough to be analysed, by ensuring that the contents of the ar- 

ray can be disregarded (the initial abstraction [] is not refined), and that the 

local variable tracking the top of the stack (top) is automatically adjusted to 

a small but safe domain (in practice, [0,0] for 'empty', and [0, k] for 'overflow' 

and 'oub' errors). 



Chapter 6 

Compositional Verification 

One of the main problems in model checking is the state exploston problem 
[32]: the explored system states need to be stored in memory, which may be 

prohibitively large for realistic systems. Given that the state explosion prob- 

lem is particulary acute in software model checking, the most desirable feature 

of this approach is scalability. Compositional modelling and verificatzon (e. g., 
[601) achieve scalability by breaking up a larger software system into smaller 

systems which can be modelled and verified independently. Hence, the prop- 

erties of a program can be established from the properties of its individually 

checked components (subprograms) without requiring to check the whole pro- 

gram as an atomic "flat" entity. 

Game semantics meets the first requirement for achieving scalability: 

compositional modelling. Game semantics is denotational, i. e. defined recur- 

sively on the syntax, therefore the model of a larger program is constructed 

from the models of its subprograms, using a notion of strategy composition. 

Assume-guarantee reasoning [75,93] addresses the second challenge: 

Compositional ve ' cation. To check that a property P is satisfied by a model rifi 
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M composed of two components M, and M2, it suffices to find an assumption 
(model) A such that 

I. the composition of M, and A satisfies P, and 

2. M2 is a refinement of A 

If such an assumption A can be found and it is significantly smaller than M2, 

then we can verify whether M satisfies P (by checking 1 and 2) without having 

to build the whole M. Developing such an assumption A is not trivial. 

In this chapter, we describe an automatic procedure which generates as- 

sumptions as above using the L* algorithm for learning a regular language. L* 

iteratively learns a minimal deterministic finite automaton, which represents 

the desired assumption, from membership and equivalence queries. In each it- 

eration, L* produces a candidate assumption A which is used to check I and 2. 

Depending on results of the checks, we may conclude that the required prop- 

erty is satisfied, or violated in which case a witness counterexample is reported, 

or the current A needs to be revised. The learning-based approach to auto- 

matic assumption generation builds the assumption incrementally guided by 

the queries, and if it finds an appropriate assumption the procedure will stop 

and use it to prove the property. This procedure is set within an abstraction 

refinement loop which automatically extracts a game-semantic model from a 

data-abstracted program and refines the program if a spurious counterexample 

is found. 

We have implemented this approach in the CAMECHECKER tool (see 

Section 5.4). We report some initial experimental results, which indicate sig- 

nificant memory savings compared to a non assume- guarantee approach. 

The assume-guarantee paradigm is the best studied approach to compo- 
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sitional reasoning [29,60,67,75,93,102]. The primary difficulty in applying 
this approach to realistic systems is that, in general, the appropriate assump- 

tions have to be constructed manually. 

The work presented in this chapter is motivated by a recently proposed 

approach [33], which uses learning algorithms to automate assume-guarantee 

reasoning. In [33], a variant of Angluin's L* algorithm [14,96] for learning a 

regular language is used to generate appropriate assumptions. Compared to 

this approach, which is applied at the design level of a software system, our 

work makes the following contributions. 

4o We apply the method at the implementation level, and verify safety prop- 

erties of open program fragments. 

o While in [33] the method is used for verifying multi-threaded programs by 

building models and checking their constituting threads independently, 

here we apply compositional verification on sequential programs where 

individually checked components can be arbitrary subprograms of the 

given input program. 

e The L* algorithm is adapted to the specific game semantics setting for 

learning a game assumption. 

* The method is integrated with a counterexample- guided abstraction re- 

finement style loop. We thus obtain a procedure which embodies both 

compositional modelling and compositional verification. 

The L* learning algorithm has found a number of applications in auto- 

matic verification. For example, adaptive model checking [59] uses learning to 

compute an accurate finite state model of an unknown system starting from 
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an approximate model; substitutability analysis of evolving software systems 
[25] verifies an upgraded software system by learning; [13] uses a symbolic im- 

plementation of the L* algorithm for compositional reasoning about symbolic 

modules; [12] uses learning along with predicate abstraction in the context of 
interface synthesis, etc. 

6.1 The Learning Algorithm 

Central to our compositional verification procedure is an algorithm for learn- 

ing assumptions, which can be represented as regular languages. We define 

an assumphon for a game A as a prefix-closed non-empty set of even-length 

sequences which satisfy the alternation condition. The algorithm is an adapta- 

tion of the L* algorithm introduced by Angluin [14] which learns an unknown 

regular language and produces an automaton that accepts it. Since L* needs to 

learn assumptions, the adaptation will consider only non-empty prefix-closed 

sets of even-length sequences (words) in which Opponent and Player moves 

alternate, thus achieving greater efficiency. 

Let A (MA, A PA) be a game. Let OA = frn C MA I AOP(Tn) AI 
I-A) 

A 

01 and pA fME MA I Aop(m) = PI denote the sets of Opponent and A 

Player moves in A, respectively. Since AA is a total function, JOA, pAj is a 

partition of MA. Given that the sequences from an assumption for a game 

A satisfy the alternation condition, it follows that they are sequences from 

(oAPA)*. 

Let a be an unknown assumption for a game A. L* iteratively learns 

the structure of oz using assistance from a Teacher who can answer two kinds 

of questions about a: 
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Membership query Given a sequence s from (OApA)*, the Teacher answers 

true if sCa, and false otherwise. 

Equivalence query Given a DFA (Deterministic Finite Automaton) D, the 

Teacher replies that D is either correct, when L(D) = a, or incorrect, 

and in the latter case gives a counterexample which is a sequence in the 

symmetric difference of L(D) and a. 

The basic data structure of the L* algorithm is a two-dimensional table, 

called observation table (S, E, T), which keeps information about a finite col- 

lection of sequences over (O'P')*, classified as members or non-members of a. 

S is a prefix-closed set of even-length sequences (and thus include the empty 

sequence E), EC (OApA)* is a suffix-closed set of even-length sequences (and 

thus include E as well), and T is a function mapping (S U S. OApA) -E 
f true, false 1, such that: 

VSC zSUS. OApA. Ve GE: T(s, e)-trueýýs-eca 

The rows of the table are the elements of (S US. OApA), while the 

columns are the elements of E. Finally T denotes the table entries. 

Let us define a function row (s) for any sCSUS. OApA as follows: 

e cz E: row (s) (e) = T(s, e) 

A table is closed if for each s-momp E S. OApA such that T(s, E) -true, there 

is some s' C- S such that row (s') = row (s - momp). A table is consistent if for 

each sI S' ES such that row (s) = row (s'), either T (s, E) =T (s', E) = false, or 

C for each momp : OApA' we have that row(s - momp) = row(s'. momp). Note 

that if the table is not consistent, then there are s, s' E S, momp E OApA' 
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and e cz E, such that row (s) = row (s') and T (s - rno mp, e) =ý T (s- mo Mp, e) 
In this case we can add momp -e to E in order to make row(s) =ý row(s'). 

We define an equivalence relation -= over sequences in SUS- O'P' 

such that s =_ s' iff row(s) = row(s'). Denote by [s] the equivalence class 

which includes s. Given a closed and consistent table (S, E, T), L* constructs 

a candidate DFA D= (Q, q0, OApAj J) as follows: Q= J[s] IsCS, T(s, F) = 

true 1, qo = [E], and for every sCS and mo mp E OApA' the transition from [s] 

on input momp is enabled iff T(s - Tnomp, 6) = true and then 6([s], Tnomp) = 

[s - momp]. For example, see Figure 6.5 for a table and its candidate DFA. 

The facts that the table is closed and consistent guarantee that the transition 

relation is well-defined. All states in the automaton are accepting, since the 

language we learn is prefix closed. Note that every transition in this automaton 

is labelled by two-letters sequence: an Opponent and a Player move. 

Figure 6.1 contains the L* algorithm. Each iteration of this algorithm 

starts with either a table with S=E=f Ej, or a table which was prepared in 

the previous iteration. Then T is updated using membership queries until the 

table is consistent and closed. If the table is not consistent, E is increased with 

a suffix which replaces the inconsistent equivalence class with two new classes. 

If the table is not closed, then S is increased with sequences that represent 

missing equivalence classes. Next a candidate automaton D is proposed and 

an equivalence query with D is made. If the answer for the equivalence query is 

true, i. e. L(D) = a, L* terminates and returns the automaton D. Otherwise, 

P analyses the counterexample c reported by the Teacher and adds all even- 

length prefixes of c to S. Then, a new iteration is started. 

Let n be the number of states of the minimal DFA M equivalent to 

the unknown language we learn. It was shown in [14, Theorem 1] that the 
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let L* (S, E) be 
repeat : 

Update T using queries 
while (S, E, T) is not consistent or not closed do 

if (S, E, T) is not consistant then 
find sES, momp C O'P', eEE: 

row(s) - row(s') and T(s - momp, e) 
E=EU Imomp - ej 
Update T using queries 

if (S, E, T) is not closed then 
find sES, momp C- O'P' 

s- momp V [t], for all tES 
S=SU is - MOMPI 
Update T using queries 

D= MakeAutomaton(S, E, T) 
if D is correct then 

return D 
else 

(s' - mo mp, e) 

let c be reported counterexample 
foreach (s C even-prefix(c) and sý S) S=SU Isl 

Figure 6.1: The L* algorithm for learning assumptions 

candidate automata made by L* strictly increase in size, i. e. each candidate 

automaton must have at least one more state than the one from the previous 

iteration, and all incorrect candidates are smaller than M. Hence, L* is guar- 

anteed to construct M using at most n-1 equivalence queries (i. e. iterations). 

It was also shown in [14] that L* terminates in time polynomial in n and the 

length of the longest counterexample provided by the Teacher. 

Each new call to L* starts normally with S=E == JEJ. But in cases 

where a previously learned assumption (language) exists (and hence a table), 

we want to start the algorithm for learning a new modified assumption by 

reusing the information proposed in the previous table. Thus with this dy- 

namic version of L*, we try to speed up the learning by reusing the previously 
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inferred sets S and E for assumption a, to learn a new modified assumption 

a' which differs slightly from a. We apply this optimisation using the fact 

that if L* starts with any non-empty valid table (i. e. valid function T) then 

it will terminate with a correct result [25, Theorem 2]. A table is said to be 

valid if the answers to the membership queries for all sequences in the table 

are correct with respect to the unknown assumption a' which is learned by L*, 

i. e. VsESUS- OAPA. VeGE: T(s, e) = true ý-ý s-eE a'. 

We can apply some further optimizations to the L* algorithm specific 

for the languages we learn. A prefix closed language has the property that 

extensions of rejected sequences are rejected, i. e., if sýa, then no extension 

of s is in a. Therefore, since the language we learn is prefix closed, before any 

membership query sEa, we first test whether it is an extension of a sequence 

already observed to be rejected. If so, we add the result immediately to the 

table. 

6.2 Compositional Verification 

In this section we describe in detail the compositional verification procedure 

which combines assume- guarantee reasoning and abstraction refinement. 

6.2.1 Overview 

We first examine how the game semantics of 3-normal AIA2 terms F ý- M: B 

is obtained. Since terms are interpreted recursively over the typing rules, 

consider a derivation tree of such a term IF ý- M: B. At the leaves, we 

have base subterms, which are language constants and free identifiers, and are 

interpreted by appropriate constant and copy-cat strategies. At each node, 
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there is a subterm obtained by a language construct c from some children 

subterms MI, ... ' M, Then, c(M,,.. ., M,, ) is interpreted by composing the 

interpretations of the subterms and of the construct orc: 

Mn)ý 
-::::::: 

(ýMlý 
, ... ) 

ýW) 
90 O'c (ýMj ti... 

) 
ýwt); O'c 

We also note that the promotion operator t is applied only to strategies 

a for games of the form ýrý =: ý- ýB'J, where B' are base types. The games 

ýB'ý are flat, i. e. all their questions are initial and Player moves can only be 

answers. So at consists of iterated plays of a, such that a new play of a can 

be started only when the previous one is completed. Basically, at contains 

plays of the form si ... SkSk+l where each si is a play of a and si, ---i Sk are 

complete. That is a regular language operation, i. e. if a is a regular language 

then at is a regular language as well. 

Now, for any strategies a,, a, and T, we have ((at at 
t 

1 n) ; T) 

(all, at, ) Tt [3]. By thus distributing t over linear composition we n 

conclude that the game semantics of IF ý- M: B can be obtained by repeatedly 

applying ; to promoted strategies for base subterms and language constructs. 

For first-order free identifiers, the application strategy is first calculated and 

then t is applied to it. In other words, t does not need to be applied to any 

composite strategy, except for the application. 

By the same argument, if IF' ý- N: B' is a subterm of F ý- M: B, the 

game semantics of IF ý- M: B is given by: 

ý]F F- M[N]: Bý - ýI'k- M[-]: N: B'ýt) 

where ýF I- M[- ]: BI(o, ) is an operator on regular languages, which is ob- 

tained from the game semantic definitions for r' ý- M: B by replacing the 
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promoted interpretation of the subterm IF' ý- N: B' by o,, and in which only ; 
is applied to languages obtained from a. 

To check safety of ý]F ý- M [N] : Bý, we use the concept of assume- 

guarantee (AG) reasoning. Recall that an assumption for a game A is a prefix- 

closed non-empty set of even-length sequences from (OA pA) *. 

Let oz be an assumption for the game ýPj ==>! TB'j. We use the following 

AG rule: 

ý]P ý- M[-]: Bý (a) is SAFE 

N: Blt <a 

ýr ý- M [N] : Bý is SAFE 

The rule states that if there is an assumption a for ýPj such 

that ý]F ý- M[-] : Bý(a) is safe and a is an abstraction of ýF' ý- N: B'ýt, 

then ý17 ý- M[N] : Bý is safe. Our goal is to construct such an approphate 

assumption ce to show that F ý- M[N] :B is safe. 

Theorem 6.2.1 The AG rule Zs sound and complete. 

Proof By monotonicity of composition of strategies with respect to the < 

ordering, we have that if a< a' then ýF I- M[-] : Bj(oz) < ý]F ý- M[-] : 

Bý (a'). To establish soundness, we use the fact that if a' is safe and a< oz' 

then a is also safe. Completeness follows by taking a= ý17' ý- N: B'Jý. I 

For any operator ý]F F- M[-] : Bý, where the hole - is in the place of a 

subterm of type r, I- B, we define the weakest safe assumption aW: ýr, j 

! ýB'ý as follows. Given an even-length sequence S of 

letT, be the set consisting of s and all its even-length prefixes. Let aw consist 

of all sequences s such that ýr ý- m [-] : Bý (T, ) is safe. 
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By the definitions of ý]F ý- M[-] : BI and ;, we have that, for any 
strategy a: ýPj ==>! ýB'ý, 

ý]F ý- M[-]: BI(a) = 
Uf ýF ý- M[-]: Bý(T, ) IsE al 

Thus, ý]F ý- M[-] : Bý(a) is safe if and only a< aw. The problem of finding 

an appropriate assumption a which satisfies both premises of the AG rule 
hence reduces to checking for a language which is subset of aW and a superset 

of ý17 ý- N: B'It. We use the L* algorithm to learn such an assumption. 
The verification procedure CompVer which uses the AG rule is pre- 

sented in Figure 6.2. Given two terms r' F- M [-] :B and IF' ý- N: B', it checks 

safety of IF I- M[N] : B. The procedure uses an AGCheck algorithm, and 

iteratively performs the following steps: 

Let ýFo ý- Mo[-] : Boý and ý10 ý- No : BOj be obtained by data abstraction, 

and S' = E00 = fel. Let i: = 0. 0 

2 Apply AGCheck on ýFj I- Mi[-] : Bil and ýFj ý- Ni : Bij, using Sio and 

Ej'. If the result is true, then terminate with answer SAFE. Otherwise, 

a counterexample c' is returned as well as updated values of Sj' and Ej'. 
I% 

3 If c' is a noncleterministic (spurious) play, obtain ýFj+j ý- Mi+, [-] : Bj+jj 

and ýFj+j I- Nj+j : Bi'+j by refining the abstractions in the current terms 

fO - Sk which were involved in causing the nondeterminism in c'. Set Sj+j -iI 
El =Ek' and i :=z+I and repeat from 2. i+l iI 

4 Otherwise, c' is a deterministic (genuine) play and the procedure terminates 

with answer UNSAFE. 

'If some sequences in Sik (E ik) contain abstracted values whose abstractions are refined, we 
replace them with sequences which are compatible with newly refined abstractions. 
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F I- MH: B IIr, I- N: B' 

Data Abstracton 
...................................................................... 

11-i I- MiH1 -Ni] 

Refinement 

AGCheck Sjoj =Sik, Eio+i 
IFF. 

: =i+ I 

k: --O 

k: =k+l k) IF 

---*IriI-MiHY(xi 
ESAFE. ]c 

L* SUM OLk false k true Si, E, ' , Ti, ) 

k: =k+ I [r/ i I- Nil+:! ý 2 Iri I-MH] (, cc) SAFE F FE 
ýa 

il., eýc 
c'is genuine? 

-1 -tru-e true 

Figure 6.2: Compositional verification procedure 

true UNSAFE 

SAFE 
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We say that a play is nondetermMistic if it contains a special marker 

move nd, which identifies points in plays at which abstraction gives rise to 

nondeterminism. This happens when an arithmetic-logic operation or a con- 

version produces more than one result (see Section 5.4). 

We continue by describing the AGCheck algorithm. Details of the data 

abstraction procedure and the abstraction refinement process can be found in 

Chapter 5. 

6.2.2 Assume- Guarantee Algorithm 

The AGCheck algorithm takes as inputs ýFj ý- Mi[-] : Bij and ýFi ý- Ni : 

Bij as well as Si' and Ejo, and returns as answer true or a counterexample. 

AGCheck is actually the L* algorithm given in Figure 6.1, where the member- 

ship and equivalence queries are answered using model checking. AGCheck 

proceeds as follows: 
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I Generate a candidate assumption Ce k 
using L*. i 

2 If ý]Fj I- Mi[-] : Bjý (a k) is not safe, then return a counterexample to the L* i 

algorithm, set k :=k+I and repeat from 1. 

3 If ý]F'j ý- Ni : Billt :5 ak is true, terminate with answer true. i-2 

4 Otherwise, among the even-length counterexamples from ýFi F- Ni : BIt, 

report a deterministic one, c. If one such does not exist, then report a 

nondeterministic one, c. 

5 Generate a strategy T. from the sequence c which contains c and all its 

even-length prefixes. If ý]Fj I- Mi[-] : Bil(-r, ) is safe, then report c to L*, 

set k :=k+I and repeat from 1. 

6 Otherwise, terminate reporting a deterministic counterexample c. If one 

such does not exist, report a nondeterministic play c'. 

If in Step 2a counterexample c is returned to L*, then c (E ak i \a W, 
k is too weak and it has to be strengthened by i. e. the current assumption ai 

removing some sequences from it. Similarly, if in Step 5a counterexample c 

is reported to L*, then cc aw\aý, i. e. the current ak must be weakened by 

adding some sequences. The result of such strengthening (resp., weakening) 

will be that at least the behaviour that the counterexample represents will be 

removed from (resp., allowed by) the next assumption a k+1 

In the above procedure, L* iteratively learns an appropriate assumption 

a, but the procedure terminates as soon as conclusive results are obtained. 

The Teacher which interacts with L* is implemented using model checking. 

To answer a membership query for a sequence s, which is a play 2 of the 
2 Here we regard a play of a game as a valid play which satisfies visibility and bracketing 

conditions. 
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corresponding game, the Teacher first builds a strategy 7-, = Is /I s/ E: even . 1. 

The Teacher then model checks ýr [- M[-]I(-r, ) for safety. If true is returned, 

then sC ce and the Teacher answers true, otherwise it answers false. The 

answer for all other sequences, which are not plays, is false. An equivalence 

query is answered by model-checking two premises of the AG rule in Steps 

2 and 3. If both checks succeed, then the answer is true, otherwise either a 

counterexample is reported to L* or an unsafe counterexample is found. 

Theorem 6.2.2 Given ýFj ý- Mi [-] : Bil and ýFi F- Ni : Bil, the AGCheck 

algonthm ts correct. 

Proof The algorithm returns true when both premises of the AG rule return 

true, and therefore correctness is guaranteed by the AG rule. An unsafe play 

is returned when there is a play s of (ýFj ý- Nj)ý which, when applied to 

ýFj ý- Mi[-] produces an unsafe play, which implies that ýrj ý- Mj[Nj] : Bij is 

not safe. I 

Theorem 6.2.3 If CompVer tenninates, Zts answer Zs correct. 

Proof This follows from the correctness of the abstraction refinement proce- 

dure, which was shown in Chapter 5, and Theorem 6.2.2.1 

6.2.3 Example 

Consider the term 

com -+ com ý- newint I : =Oin 

f (x: = x+ 1); 
if (x = 0) then abort; 
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in which x is a local variable, and f is a non-local function. We want to check 

whether this term is safe from terminating abnormally for all safe instantiations 

of f. The program is not safe if function f does not use its argument at all. 
Its model is shown in Figure 6.3. 

abort 

run run ff done 

d fl f one' done done 
run 0 ..... 00 ------ 0* 

done *. 

rrun 
f1 

0 

Figure 6.3: The strategy for the running example 

We start with applying the coarsest abstraction [] to x, which means 

that x can only have the value Z (i. e. a nondeterministic choice over all inte- 

gers). 

Let the arbitrary subterm N be f (x :=x+ 1). The model of the whole 

term is obtained by composing the model for the scope of variable declaration 

with the strategy cell.,, o, which is used for remembering the initial (0) or the 

most recently written value into the variable x. This strategy ensures "good 

variable" behaviour of x. 

In Figure 6.4 are shown the models ýf ý- M[-] (a) and Tf, x ý- f (x -= 

x+ 1)ý at the Abstraction Refinement iteration 0. The nd move ' in the first 

strategy marks that nondeterminism has occurred due to abstraction. In this 

case, the guard of the 'if' command has been evaluated nondeterministically 

to true or false, since the value of x might be any integer. 

31t is neither Opponent nor Player, but a special marker move. 
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run run a done cc read" ZX nd abo 
0 

-*0 ... l'o-o(gý ... 0- ; a; cell *OLLý+o -- *0-- X, o 
done 

(a) 

readx zx ntet, okx R 
f 

, ---o 

... 
run 

0, 

done 
done 

done 
(b) 
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Figure 6.4: Strategies at AR iteration 0: (a) U k- M [- ]I (a) (b) U, x [- f (x :=x+ 1) ý 

At each iteration, L* updates its observation table and constructs a 

candidate assumption whenever the table becomes consistent and closed. The 

first such table produced and its associated assumption are given in Fig- 

ure 6.5. Note that in observation tables we list only sequences from S- O'P' 

which are plays, and all other sequences are false by default. The equivalence 

query is then asked. The second AG premise fails and the Teacher returns 

a negative answer with a counterexample c= (run - runf - donef - done), 

which is not safe when applied to ýf I- M[-]I. Thus, AGCheck reports 

c' = (, run - runf - donef - nd - aboft). Since this play is nondeterministic, our 

procedure decides to refine abstractions that caused the nondeterminism in c' 

and to continue. In this case, the abstraction of x is refined to [0,0], which 

contains three possible values: < 0,0 and > 0. 

At the Abstraction Refinement iteration 1, the strategies ýf ý- M [-] (a) 

and If, x I- f (x :=x+ 1)] are given in Figure 6.6. 

Since we use a dynamic version of L*, it starts with an observation 

table where S, ' and El' are the same as in the previous table Too. The next 
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T11 El' 
E 
true 

Sil run done false 
run done false 
run read' true 

S1. OApA run wrZteZ' true 
run runf true 
x 

run read 

run writeZ 
0 

ff 
run run 

Figure 6.5: Observation table and assumption at AR iteration 0 

candidate assumption is shown in Figure 6.7. The second AG rule premise 
fails giving c= (run - runf - donef - done). Now, AGCheck reports a genuine 

counterexample c' = (run - runf - donef - abort), and the procedure terminates 

informing that the input term is not safe. 

6.3 Implementation 

We implemented the compositional verification procedure presented above in 

the CAMECHECKER tool (see Section 5-4). CAMECHECKER compiles an ab- 

stracted open program into a process in the CSP process algebra, whose finite 

traces set represents the game-semantic model of the program. Membership 

and equivalence queries are answered using the FDR refinement checker [46]. 

If a counterexample is reported by the procedure, CAMECHECKER is used to 
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U 04 qx. -- run run donýý... 
(. > a; cellx, o 

(<Oý 

(a) 

write< x 
ok" nd 

< 0ý. vc=t 
writel x 

6ý 

X eO 0- ok x 
readr". - .. 

>ý) 
x 

(>Oý u 

write> vo f 
run run run 0 

Ox 

done 
done 

done 
(b) 

Figure 6.6: Strategies at AR iteration 1: (a) V ý- M [-]I (a) (b) ýf, x ý- f (x 

x nin read 

xx run (write >0 , writeOx, write <0 

f 

co 

f 
run run 

Figure 6.7: Assumption at AR iteration I 

analyse the counterexample and do abstraction refinement. 
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Consider the following implementation of a stack of maximum size k 

(see Section 5.4-4). 
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empty : com, overflow : com, p: exp int, 

ANALYSE(com, exp int) : com ý- 

newint buf f er[k] :=0 in 

newint tOP: = 0 in 

let com push(int x) f 

if (! top= k) then overflow else f buff er[! top] : =! x; top: = ! top+ 111 in 

let exp int pop f 

if (! top = 0) then empty else f top: =! top - 1; return ! buf f er[! top + 1]11 in 

ANALYSE (push (p), pop) 

By replacing empty with abort command (resp. overflow with abort), we 

can check separately for 'empty', i. e. reads from empty stacks, (resp. 'overflow', 

i. e. writes to full stacks) errors, both of which are present for any n. For 

4empty' (resp. 'overflow') error, a genuine counterexample is reported after 

refining the abstraction of top to [0,0] (resp. [0, k]). The counterexample 

corresponds to a single call of pop method (resp. k+I consecutive calls of 

push method) after which abort is executed. 

empty overflow 
k Direct AG Direct AG 
3 271 107 286 147 

10 306 135 937 441 
15 331 155 1462 651 
25 381 195 2662 1071 

Table 6.1: Experimental results for checking a stack implementation 

We applied the AG procedure by learning an appropriate assumption 

for the push (resp. pop) method. In both cases, we obtain conclusive assump- 
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tions with null states since counterexamples are reported for all valid plays of 

the subterms we learn. Table 6.1 contains the experimental results for check- 

ing the two properties by using the AG procedure and the direct verification 

procedure without AG reasoning (see Section 5.4). We list the size of the 

largest generated transition system in each case for different values of k. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This final chapter looks back and summarises the main achievements presented 

in this thesis, focussing on the overall picture. We close by briefly looking 

ahead at on-going and future work. 

The aim of this thesis was to develop a fully compositional semantic 

framework for verifying safety properties of open sequential programs. As a 

main presentation vehicle, the metalanguage AIA (Abstracted Idealized Al- 

gol) was considered. AIA is an expressive programming language which com- 

bines the fundamental features of imperative and functional languages such as 

block-allocated variables, expressions with side effects, higher order functions, 

abnormal termination etc. The language incorporates abstraction annotations 

at the level of data types, which allows the writing of abstracted programs in 

a syntax similar to that of concrete programs. In Chapter 2 the language AIA 

was introduced. Chapter 3 presented a cartesian closed category of games and 

strategies on games which yields an interpretation of AIA. This model was 

shown to be fully abstract, and so it was used for proving safety of programs, 

i. e. to show that a program cannot execute the designated unsafe command 
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abort. Chapter 4 showed that for the second-order finitary AIA the model can 
be given certain kinds of concrete automata-theoretic representations, which 

are independent of the syntax. In particular, the model was represented using 

regular languages and the CSP process algebra. Once the model was con- 

structed standard model-checking methods were applied to check safety of 
finite programs. In Chapter 5 an abstraction refinement procedure was pro- 

posed which enables programs with infinite integer types to be verified, and 

which terminates for unsafe programs. A prototype tool implementing the 

procedure was outlined, and some positive experimental results were reported. 
Chapter 6 combined abstraction refinement, assume-guarantee reasoning and 

the L* algorithm for learning regular languages to yield a procedure for com- 

positional verification. Game semantics was used to construct accurate models 

of programs compositionally, and an automatic assume-guarantee procedure 

with learning was used for achieving compositional verification. 

Given the novelty of the game semantics approach to software verifica- 

tion, our practical work was concentrated on prototyping and evaluation of a 

variety of academic examples. Further work is therefore necessary to make the 

approach scale to industrial software. Some interesting extensions, which will 

bring the approach closer to realistic applications, are the following. 

New features The language fragment we study includes some basic imper- 

ative and functional features. We consider extending it with several 

features for which finite representations of the game semantic model 

are known. Finite-data programs with shared-variable concurrency and 

semaphores [53,55], as well as call-by-value procedures [49] can be anal- 

ysed via regular languages. Also, it was established in [87] that finitary 

IA with third-order procedures can be modelled using visibly pushdown 
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automata [11]. The problem of adaptation of the abstraction refinement 

procedure to a language enriched with these features is not trivial and is 

critical for software verification of a real programming language, such as 

a substantial subset of C or Java. Other interesting features to consider 

are general references [6], control primitives [76], recursive types [82], 

polymorphism [9], probabilistic constructs [35], etc. 

Predicate abstraction Extending abstractions to arbitrary predicates is crit- 
ical for achieving efficient verification. Predicate abstraction allows only 

relations between variables to be captured. This can be done by mod- 

elling programs of second-order IA with infinite data types using symbolic 

automata [65], in which data is not represented explicitly but symboli- 

cally. The construction of symbolic automata will be based on the regular 

language game semantics [51]. In this way we expect to obtain a SLAM- 

like predicate-abstract ion refinement procedure which will be applicable 

to realistic industrial-size programs. 

Liveness properties The game model for AIA is derived with respect to 

CC may termination" program equivalence, so that two programs are con- 

sidered equivalent if they can produce the same range of output values. 

This model is acceptable for reasoning about safety properties, but it 

gives no account of liveness properties. To address this problem, a model 

which is fully abstract with respect to "may and must termination" pro- 

gram equivalence is needed. We expect to construct such a model by 

reworking the idea of divergences from CSP in the context of game se- 

mantics in the similar way as it was done in [63] to obtain a may and 

must termination model of EIA. 



Appendix A 

CSP Scripts for Case Studies 

This appendix provides the CSP scripts produced by our compiler for the 

stack implementation whose analyses are presented in Section 4.3.5. We first 

present the CSP script containing functions which implement all arithmetic- 

logic operations. 

A. 1 ]Functions 

functions-csp 

minus(down, upper, v) 
if v==Z then Z 

else if v==Plus then Minus 

else if v==Minus then Plus 

else if -v>upper then Plus 

else if -v<down then Minus 

else -v 

ab s (v) 

if v>=O then v 
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else -v 

mod(down, upper, downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then 
else if vl==O then ý01 

else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl%v2>upper then ýPlusl 

else if vl%v2<down then MnusT 

else ývl%v2l 

div(down, upper, downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then 

else if vl==O then ýOj 

else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus 
then union(fdown.. upperl, fMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl/v2>upper then ýPlusl 

else if vl/v2<down then Mnusl 

else ývl/v2l 

mul(down, upper, downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if (vl==O or v2==O) then ýOj 

else if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýZj 

else if vl==Plus and v2>=upper2 
and upperl*upper2>downl*down2 then ýPlusj 

else if vl==Plus and v2==Minus 
and upper1*down2<=down1*upper2 then Mnusl 

else if vl==Plus then union(ýdown. -upperl, 
ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Plus and vl>=upperl then Musl 

else if v2==Plus and vl==Minus 
and upper2*downl<=down2*upperl then Mnusl 
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else if v2==Plus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus and v2<=down2 
and down1*down2>=upper1*upper2 then ýPlusl 

else if vl==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Minus and vl<=downl 
and down1*down2>=upper1*upper2 then ýPlusl 

else if v2==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl*v2>upper then ýPlusl 

else if vl*v2<down then Mnusl 

else ý vl*v2 I 

sub(down, upper, downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then M 

else if vl==Plus and v2<=down2 then ýPlusl 

else if vl==Plus and v2==Plus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Plus and upper1+1-v2>=down 
then union(ýupperl+l-v2.. upperl, ýPlusl) 

else if vl==Plus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Plus and vl<=downl then Mnusl 

else if v2==Plus and vl-(upper2+1)<=upper 
then union(ýdown.. vl-(upper2+1)1, ýMinusl) 

else if vl==Plus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=upper2 then Mnusl 

else if vl==Minus and v2==Minus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus and downl-l-v2<=upper 

then union(ýdown.. downl-l-v2l, ýMinusl) 

else if vl==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Minus and vl>=upperl then ýPlusl 

else if v2==Minus and vl-(down2-1)>=down 
then union(ývl-(down2-1).. upperl, ýPlusl) 

else if v2==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl-v2>upper then ýPlusl 

else if vl-v2<down then Mnusj 
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else ývl-v2j 

add(down, upper, downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then M 

else if vl==Plus and v2>=upper2 then ýPlusl 

else if vl==Plus and v2==Minus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Plus and upperl+l+v2>=down 
then union(ýupperl+l+v2.. upperl, ýPlusl) 

else if vl==Plus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Plus and vl>=upperl then ýPlusl 

else if v2==Plus and vl==Minus 
then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Plus and upper2+1+vl>=down 
then union(ýupper2+1+vl.. upperl, ýPlusl) 

else if v2==Plus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl==Minus and v2<=down2 then Mnusj 

else if vl==Minus and down1-1+v2<=upper 

then union(ýdown.. downl-l+v2l, ýMinusl) 

else if vl==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v2==Minus and vl<=downl then Mnusj 

else if v2==Minus and down2-1+vl<=upper 

then union(ýdown.. down2-1+vll, ýMinusl) 

else if v2==Minus then union(ýdown.. upperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if vl+v2>upper then ýPlusl 

else if vl+v2<down then ýMinusl 

else ývl+v2j 

greatereq(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus and v2<=(upperl+l) and v2! =Plus 
then ýtruel 

else if v2==Plus and vl<=upper2 then ýfalsej 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=downl then ýfalsel 

else if v2==Minus and vl>=(down2-1) and vl! =Minus 
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then ýtruel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truel 
else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truel 
else ývl>=v2l 

lesseq(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truej 
else if vl==Plus and v2<=upperl then ýfalsel 
else if v2==Plus and vl<=(upper2+1) and vl! =Plus 

then ýtruej 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=(down1-1) and v2! =Minus 
then ýtruel 

else if v2==Minus and vl>=down2 then Ifalsel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truel 
else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truej 
else ývl<=v2l 

greater(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus and v2<=upperl then ýtruel 

else if v2==Plus and vl<=(upper2+1) and vl! =Plus 
then ýfalsel 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=(down1-1) and v2! =Minus 
then ýfalsel 

else if v2==Minus and vl>=down2 then ýtruel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truej 

else ývl>v2l 

less(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) = 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus and v2<=(upperl+l) and v2! =Plus 
then ýfalsel 

else if v2==Plus and vl<=upper2 then ýtruel 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=downl then ýtruel 
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else if v2==Minus and vl>=(down2-1) and vl! =Minus 
then ýfalsel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truel 
else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truel 
else ývl<v2l 

noteqn(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truel 
else if vl==Plus and v2<=upperl then ýtruel 

else if v2==Plus and vl<=upper2 then ýtruel 

else if vl==Minus and v2>=downl then ýtruej 

else if v2==Minus and vl>=down2 then ýtruel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truej 

else ývl! =v2l 

eqn(downl, upperl, down2, upper2, vl, v2) = 
if vl==Z or v2==Z then ýfalse, truel 

else if vl= =Plus and v2<=upperl then ýfalsel 

else if v2= =Plus and vl<=upper2 then ýfalsel 

else if vl= =Minus and v2>=downl then ýfalsel 

else if v2= =Minus and vl>=down2 then ýfalsel 

else if vl==Minus or v2==Minus then ýfalse, truej 

else if vl==Plus or v2==Plus then ýfalse, truej 

else ývl==v2l 

cast(fromdown, fromupper, todown, toupper, v) 
if todown==Z then M 

else if v==Z then union(ýtodown.. toupperl, ýMinus, Plusl) 

else if v==Plus and fromupper>=toupper then ýPlusl 

else if v==Minus and fromdown<=todown then Mnusl 

else if v==Plus then union(ý fromupper+1.. toupperIjPlusj) 

else if v==Minus then union(ýfromdown-l.. todownl, ýMinusl) 

else if v>toupper then ýPlusj 

else if v<todown then Mnusl 
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else ývl 

Rank(down, upper, v) 
if v==Z then 0 

else if v==Minus and down>=O then 6*down+3 

else if v==Minus and down<O then (-6)*(down-l)+4 

else if v==Plus and upper>=O then 6*upper+l 

else if v==Plus and upper<O then (-6)*(upper+l)+2 

else if v>=O then 6*v+S 

else (-6)*(v+l)+4 

A. 2 Stack Implementation 

The complete CSP script for the stack implementation in Figure 4.8 with k 

is presented next. 

stack. csp 

include "functions. csp" 
transparent diamond, sbisim, normal 

UB(in, v) = (in. A-B! v -> UB(in, v)) El 

UB(in, vl)) El SKIP 
RTUB(in, v) = (in. A. B! v -> RTUB(in, v)) 

RTUB(in, vl)) El SKIP 

(in. Q. writeB? vl -> 

[I (in. Q. writeB? vl -> 

UN(in, v, S) = (in. A. N! v -> UN(in, v, S)) [I (in. Q. writeN? vl: S 

UN(in, vl, S)) [I SKIP 

RTUN(in, v, S) = (in. A. N! v -> RTUN(in, v, S)) 

(in. Q. writeN? vl: S -> RTUN(in, vl, S)) [I SKIP 
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Mem = (Update? v -> Meml(v)) 0 ([1w: floverflowlT@w -> Mem) U 
([1w: flOUBjj@w -> Mem) [I SKIP 

Meml(v) = (Update? vl -> Meml(v)) U ([1wl: floverflowll@wl 

What! v -> Meml(v)) [I ([1wl: flOUBjj@wl -> What! v -> Meml(v)) 
[I SKIP 

Minus 
Plus 
Z=5 

NumbersZ = ýZI 

Numbers0t3 = union(ýPlus, Minusl, ý 0 .. 3 1) 

datatype question =qI run I read I writeB. Bool I 

writeN. Mnus 
.. Zl 

datatype answer = done I ok I B. Bool I N. ýMinus .. ZI 

datatype var = Q. question I A. answer 

datatype nondet = GREAT. ý Minus.. ZI LESS. ý Minus .. Z 

NUMBER. ý Minus .. ZII BOOL. Bool 

channel QO, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7 question 

channel AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 answer 

channel OUB, top : var 

channel EXH 

channel ND : nondet 

channel Update, What :ýO.. 6*Zj 

channel empty : ý01. var 

channel overflow : ý01. var 

channel p: var 

channel ANALYSE: ý0,1,21-var 
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channel buffer : ý0,1,21. var 

channel top: var 

P3 = QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO. N. v 
SKIP 

M3 = SKIP QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 
AO. N. v M3 ) 

P4 = QO. q AO. N. 3 SKIP 
M4 = SKIP ( QO. q AO. N. 3 -> M4 

P5 = P3 EEQO<-Ql, AO<-All] EjflQ1, A11111 (P4 E[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
EMQ2, A21111 (QO. q -> Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 31 -> (let al=eqn(0,3,3,3, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==0 then (AO. B? val: al -> SKIP) else (AO. B. val 
ND. BOOL? val: al -> SKIPM \ flQ2, A211) \ flQ1, A1jj 

C5 = SKIP El ( QO. q -> Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 31 -> (let al=eqn(0,3,3,3, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==1) then (AO. B? val: al -> C5) else ( AO. B. val 

-> ND. BOOL? val: al -> C5 ))) 
M5 = M3 EEQO<-Ql, AO<-All] EjflQ1, A1jjj1 ( M4 EEQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 

EWQ2, A21111 C5 \ flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A111 

P6 = SKIP 

P7 (( QO-run -> overflow. O. Q. run -> P6 

overflow. O. A. done -> AO. done -> SKIP 

C7 SKIP [I (( QO. run overflow. O. Q. run P6 

overflow. O. A. done AO. done -> C7 ) 

M7 = C7 

Plo = QO. q top-Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 
AO. N. v SKIP 

M10 = SKIP [I ( QO-q -> top. Q. read -> 
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top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO. N. v -> M10 ) 

Pll = QO. q AO. N. 1 SKIP 
Mll = SKIP ( QO. q AO. N. 1 -> Mll 

Numberslt3 union(ýPlus, Minusjj 1 .. 3 1) 

P12 = P10 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] EfflQ1, A11111 (P11 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
[MQ2, A21111 (QO. q -> Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 11 -> (let al=add(1,3,0,3,1,1, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==0 then ( AO. N? val: al SKIP) else [Ival: al 
@ if (val==Plus) then (AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 3 SKIP) else 
(if (val==Minus) then (AO. N. val ND. LESS. 1 SKIP) else 

AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val -> SKIP 
flQ2, A211) \ flQ1, A1jj 

C12 SKIP 0( QO. q Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 11 (let al=add(1,3,0,3,1,1, vl, v2) within if 

(card(al)==0 then (AO. N? val: al -> C12) else ( [Ival: al @ if 
(val==Plus) then (AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 3 C12) else (if 
(val==Minus) then (AO. N. val ND. LESS. 1 C12) else 
( AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val C12 ))) 

M12 = M10 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1jj11 ( M11 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
[MQ2, A21111 C12 \ flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A111 

P9 = P12 EEQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11111 ( QO. run -> Q1. q -> 
Al. N? v: Numberslt3 ( let a2=cast(1,3,0,3, v) within if 
(card(a2)==1) then top. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> top. A. ok -> 
AO. done -> SKIP) else ( [Iva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then 
(top. Q. writeN. va2 -> top. A. ok -> ND. GREAT. 3 -> AO. done 

SKIP) else (if (va2==Minus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 

-> toD. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. LESS. O -> SKIP ) else 
(top. Q. writeN. va2 top. A. ok 

SKIP flQl, Aljj 
AO. done -> ND. NUMBER. va2 

C9 = SKIP U( QO. run -> Ql. q -> Al. N? v: Numberslt3 

a2=cast(1,3,0,3, v) within if (card(a2)==l) then 

( let 
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top. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> C9) else 
([Iva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 
-> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. GREAT. 3 C9 ) else (if 
(va2==Minus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 top. A. ok 

AO. done ND. LESS. 0 C9 ) else (top. Q. writeN. va2 
top. A. ok AO. done ND. NUMBER-va2 C9) )))) 

M9 = M12 [[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1IjI1 C9 flQ1, A111 

P14 = QO. q top. Q. read -> top-A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO-N-v 
SKIP 

M14 = SKIP QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 
AO. N. v M14 ) 

P13 = P14 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [1flQ1, A11111 (Pl[[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
[MQ2, A21111 (QO. run -> Q2. q -> A2. N? v2: ý ZI -> Q1. q -> 
Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> if (member(v1JO-21)) then let 

a2=cast(Z, Z, Z, Z, v2) within if (card(a2)==1) then 
buffer. vl. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done 
SKIP) else (Elva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then 
(buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done 
ND. GREAT. Z -> SKIP ) else (if (va2==Minus) then 
(buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done 

ND-LESS. Z -> SKIP) else (buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 

-> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. NUMBER. va2 -> 
SKIP ))))) else (if (card(greatereq(0,3,0,0, vl, O))! =1 

or card(lesseq(0,3,2,2, v1,2))! =1) then (OUB. Q. run -> 
OUB. A. done AO. done -> ND. BOOL. false -> SKIP) else 
(OUB. Q. run OUB. A. done -> AO. done -> SKIP)) 

\ flQ2, A211 \ flQ1, A1jj 

C13 = SKIP [I ( QO. run Q2. q -> A2. N? v2: ý ZI -> Q1. q 
Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 if (member(v1JO-21)) then let 

a2=cast(Z, Z, Z, Z, v2) within if (card(a2)==1) then 

buffer. vl. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done 

C13) else (Elva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then 
(buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done 

167 
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ND. GREAT. Z -> C13 ) else (if (va2==Minus) then 
(buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 -> buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO-done 
ND. LESS. Z -> C13 ) else (buffer. vl. Q. writeN. va2 

buffer. vl. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. NUMBER. va2 -> C13 
)) else (if (card(greatereq(0,3,0,0, vl, O))! =1 or 

card(lesseq(0,3,2,2, v1,2))! =1) then (OUB. Q. run -> 
OUB. A. done AO. done -> ND. BOOL. false -> C13) else 
(OUB. Q. run OUB. A. done -> AO. done -> C13)) ) 

M13 = M14 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1jjj1 ( M1 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
EMQ2, A21111 C13 \ flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A111 

P8 ( P13 [EQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 [jflQ2, A21111( P9 
[jflQl, Aljjll (QO. run -> Q2. run -> A2-done 

Al. done -> AO. done SKIP) flQl, AllT 

C8 = SKIP U (QO. run Q2. run A2. done 

-> AO. done -> C8) 

M8 =( M13 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 EfflQ2, A21111( M9 

[jflQl, Aljjj1C8 \ flQl, AllT )\ ýJQ2, A211 

[[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] 
Ql. run -> 

flQ2, A211 
Ql. run -> Al. done 

[[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] 

P15 = M5 [[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11T11 ( M7 EEQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 

EfflQ2, A21111 (M8 [EQO<-Q3, AO<-A3]1 [WQ3, A31111 (QO. run 
Q1. q -> A1. B? v -> if v then (Q2. run -> A2. done -> AO. done 

SKIP) else (Q3. run -> A3. done -> AO. done -> SKIP 

flQ3, A311 )\ flQ2, A211 ýJQ1, Aljj 

C15 SKIP U QO. run Q1. q A1. B? v -> if v then (Q2. run 

A2. done AO. done C15) else (Q3. run -> A3. done -> AO. done 

-> C15 
M15 = M5 [[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1jjj1 ( M7 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 

[fflQ2, A21111 M8 [[QO<-Q3, AO<-A3]1 [IflQ3, A31111 C15 

\ flQ3, A311 ) flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A1jj 

P17 = QO. q -> top-Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO. N. v 

SKIP 

M17 = SKIP H( QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 

AO. N. v -> M17 ) 
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P18 = QO. q -> AO. N. 0 SKIP 
M18 = SKIP U ( QO. q AO. N. 0 -> M18 

P19 = P17 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] EIflQ1, A111I1 (PJ8 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
EMQ2, A21111 (QO. q -> Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 01 -> (let al=eqn(0,3,0,0, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==1) then (AO. B? val: al -> SKIP) else (AO. B. val 
-> ND. BOOL? val: al SKIP) ))\ fIQ2, A211) \ fIQ1, A11j 

C19 = SKIP [I ( QO. q Ql. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: f 01 -> (let al=eqn(0,3,0,0, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==0 then (AO. B? val: al -> C19) else 
( AO. B. val -> ND. BOOL? val: al -> C19 ))) 

M19 = M17 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [If JQ1, A11111 ( M18 EEQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
[IfIQ2, A21111 C19 \ fIQ2, A211 )\ fjQ1, A1Ij 

P21 = QO. q AO. N. 0 SKIP 
M21 = SKIP ( QO. q AO. N. 0 -> M21 

P22 = SKIP 

P23 =(( QO. run -> empty. O. Q. run -> P22 empty. O. A. done 
AO. done -> SKIP )) 

C23 = SKIP [I (( QO. run -> empty. O. Q. run P22 

empty. O. A. done -> AO. done -> C23 
M23 = C23 

P20 =( P23 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 EjflQ2, A2jjj1(P21 
[[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11111 (QO. q -> Q2. run -> A2. done 
Q1. q -> Al. N? v: ý 01 -> (let al=cast(0,0,0,0, v) within if 
(card(al)==0 then (AO. N? val: al -> SKIP ) else ([Ival: al @ 
if (val==Plus) then (AO. N. val -> ND. GREAT. 0 SKIP) else 
(if (val==Minus) then (AO. N. val -> ND. LESS. O SKIP) else 
(AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val -> SKIP) flQ1, A1jj 
\ flQ2, A211 ) 
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C20 SKIP [I (QO. q -> Q2. run -> A2. done -> Q1. q -> Al. N? v: ý 01 
(let al=cast(0,0,0,0, v) within if (card(al)==1) then 

(AO. N? val: al -> C20) else ([Ival: al @ if (val==Plus) then 
(AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 0 C20 else (if (val==Minus) then 
(AO. N. val ND. LESS. O C20 else 
(AO. N. val ND. NUMBER. val -> C20 ))))) 

M20 =( M23 [ EQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 [I ýI Q2, A21 111 (M21 EQO<-Ql, AO<-All I 
EjflQ1, A1jjj1C20 \ flQ1, A1jj )\ flQ2, A211 

P26 = QO. q top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO. N. v 
SKIP 

M26 = SKIP QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 
AO. N. v M26 ) 

P25 = P26 [EQO<-QlIAO<-All] [1flQ1, A11111 (QO. q -> Q1. q 
Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 if (member(v1JO-21)) then 
(buffer. vl. Q. read buffer. vl. A. N? v2: NumbersZ -> AO. N. v2 
SKIP) else (if (card(greatereq(0,3,0,0, vl, O))! =1 or 
card(lesseq(0,3,2,2, v1,2))! =1) then (OUB. Q. run -> 
OUB. A. done AO. N. Z -> ND. BOOL. false -> SKIP) else 
(OUB. Q. run OUB. A. done AO. N. Z -> SKIP)) )\ flQ1, A111 

C25 = SKIP U( QO. q -> Q1. q Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> if 
(member(v1JO-21)) then (buffer. vl. Q. read -> 
buffer. vl. A. N? v2: NumbersZ -> AO. N. v2 -> C25) else (if 
(card(greatereq(0,3,0,0, vl, O))! =1 or 
card(lesseq(0,3,2,2, v1,2))! =1) then (OUB. Q. run 
OUB. A. done AO. N. Z -> ND. BOOL. false -> C25) else 
(OUB. Q. run OUB. A. done -> AO. N. Z -> C25)) ) 

M25 = M26 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] EfflQ1, A11111 C25 \ flQ1)A1jj 

P28 = QO. q -> top-Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 -> AO. N. v 
SKIP 

M28 = SKIP U( QO. q -> top. Q. read -> top. A. N? v: NumbersOt3 

AO. N. v -> M28 ) 
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P29 = QO. q -> AO. N. 1 SKIP 
M29 = SKIP U( QO. q AO. N. 1 -> M29 
NumbersOt2 = union(ýPlus, MinuslJ 0 .. 2 1) 

P30 = P28 EEQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11111 (P29 E[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
EMQ2, A21111 (QO. q -> Q1. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 -> Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 11 -> (let al=sub(0,2,0,3,1,1, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==1) then (AO. N? val: al -> SKIP) else [Ival: al @ 
if (val==Plus) then (AO. N. val -> ND. GREAT. 2 SKIP) else 
(if (val==Minus) then (AO. N. val ND. LESS. O SKIP) 
else (AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val SKIP 
\ flQ2, A211) \ flQ1, A1jj 

C30 = SKIP [I ( QO. q -> Ql. q -> Al. N? vl: NumbersOt3 Q2. q 
A2. N? v2: ý 11 -> (let al=sub(0,2,0,3,1,1, vl, v2) within if 
(card(al)==0 then (AO. N? val: al -> C30) else ( [Ival: al @ if 
(val==Plus) then (AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 2 C30) else (if 
(val==Minus) then (AO. N. val ND. LESS. O C30) else 
(AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val C30 ))) 

M30 = M28 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11111 ( M29 [[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
EfflQ2, A21111 C30 \ flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A111 

P27 = P30 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1jj11 ( QO. run -> Q1. q 
Al. N? v: NumbersOt2 ( let a2=cast(0,2,0,3, v) within if 
(card(a2)==1) then top. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> top. A. ok -> 
AO. done -> SKIP) else ( [Iva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then 
(top. Q. writeN. va2 -> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. GREAT. 3 
SKIP ) else (if (va2==Minus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 

-> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. LESS. O -> SKIP ) else 
(top. Q. writeN. va2 -> top. A. ok AO. done -> 
ND. NUMBER. va2 -> SKIP )))) flQ1, A1jj 

C27 = SKIP U( QO. run -> Q1. q -> Al. N? v: NumbersOt2 let 

a2=cast(0,2,0,3, v) within if (card(a2)==1) then 

top. Q. writeN? va2: a2 -> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> C27) else 
([Iva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 

-> top. A. ok -> AO. done -> ND. GREAT. 3 -> C27 ) else (if 
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(va2==Minus) then (top. Q. writeN. va2 -> top. A. ok 
AO. done ND. LESS. 0 C27 ) else (top. Q. writeN. va2 
top. A. ok AO. done ND. NUMBER. va2 -> C27 ))))) 

M27 M30 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1Ijj1 C27 \ flQ1, A111 

P24 =( P27 [ [QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 [IfI Q2, A2 I 111 (P25 [ [QO<-Ql, AO<-A11 I 
[IfIQ1, A1IjI1 (QO. q -> Q2. run -> A2. done -> Ql. q -> Al. N? v: 
fZj -> (let al=cast(Z, Z, 0,0, v) within if (card(al)==0 then 
(AO. N? val: al -> SKIP) else (0 val: al @ if (val==Plus) then 
(AO. N. val -> ND. GREAT. 0 -> SKIP ) else (if (val==Minus) 
then (AO. N. val ND. LESS. O SKIP ) else (AO. N. val -> 
ND. NUMBER. val SKIP )))\ flQ1, A1Ij fIQ2, A211 

C24 SKIP 0 (QO. q -> Q2. run -> A2. done -> Q1. q Al. N? v: f ZI 
(let al=cast(Z, Z, 0,0, v) within if (card(al)==1) then 

(AO. N? val: al -> C24) else U val: al @ if (val==Plus) then 
(AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 0 C24 else (if (val==Minus) then 
(AO. N. val ND. LESS. O C24 else 
(AO. N. val ND. NUMBER. val -> C24 ))))) 

M24 =( M27 E[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 [If IQ2, A21111 (M25 IIQO<-QlAO<-All] 
[IfIQ1, A1IjI1C24 \ fIQ1, A1I1 )\ fIQ2, A211 ) 

P31 = M19 EEQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A1jj11 ( M20 [EQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 

EMQ2, A21111 ( M24 [[QO<-Q3, AO<-A3]1 [MQ3, A31111 (QO. q 
Q1. q -> A1. B? v -> if v then (Q2. q -> A2. N? vl: NumbersOtO 

(let al=cast(0,0,0,0, vl) within if (card(al)==1) then 

(AO. N? val: al -> SKIP ) else (U val: al @ if (val==Plus) then 

(AO. N. val ND. GREAT. 0 SKIP) else (if (val==Minus) then 

(AO. N. val ND. LESS. O SKIP ) else (AO. N. val -> 
ND. NUMBER. val -> SKIP) )) else (Q3. q -> A3. N? v2: NumbersOtO 

(let a2=cast(0,0,0,0, v2) within if (card(a2)==1) then 

AO. N? va2: a2 SKIP ) else [Iva2: a2 @ if (va2==Plus) 

then (AO. N. va2 ND. GREAT. 0 SKIP ) else (if 

(va2==Minus) then (AO. N. va2 ND. LESS. O SKIP ) else 

(AO. N. va2 -> ND. NUMBER. va2 SKIP )))) 

\ flQ3, A311 )\ flQ2, A211 flQ1, A111 
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C31 = SKIP [I ( QO. q -> Q1. q -> A1. B? v -> if v then (Q2. q -> 
A2. N? vl: NumbersOtO -> (let al=cast(0,0,0,0, vl) within if 
(card(al)==1) then (AO. N? val: al -> C31) else Elval: al 
if (val==Plus) then (AO. N. val -> ND. GREAT. 0 C31 else 
(if (val==Minus) then (AO. N. val -> ND. LESS. O C31 else 
(AO. N. val -> ND. NUMBER. val -> C31) )))) else (Q3. q -> 
A3. N? v2: NumbersOtO -> (let a2=cast(0,0,0,0, v2) within if 
(card(a2)==1) then (AO. N? va2: a2 -> C31) else Elva2: a2 
if (va2==Plus) then (AO. N. va2 -> ND. GREAT. 0 C31 else 
(if (va2==Minus) then (AO. N. va2 -> ND. LESS. O C31 else 
(AO. N. va2 -> ND. NUMBER. va2 -> C31 ))))) 

M31 = M19 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQ1, A11111 ( M20 E[QO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 
ElflQ2, A21111 M24 [EQO<-Q3, AO<-A3]1 [HIQ3, A31111 C31 
\ flQ3, A311 ) flQ2, A211 )\ flQ1, A1jj 

NumbersOtO = union(ýPlus, Minusjj 0 .. 0 1) 

P33 QO. q -> p. Q. read -> p. A. N? v: NumbersZ -> AO. N. v SKIP 
M33 SKIP 0( QO. q -> p. Q. read -> p-A. N? v: NumbersZ AO-N-v 

-> M33 ) 

Pl = P33 
Ml = M33 

P34 ANALYSE. 1. Q. run -> Q1. run Al. done -> ANALYSE. 1. A. done 
P34 ) [I ( ANALYSE. 2. Q. q Q2. q -> A2. N? v: NumbersOtO 

(let al=cast(0,0,, Z, Z, v) within if (card(al)==1) then 
(ANALYSE. 2. A. N? val: al -> P34 ) else [Ival: al @ if 
(val==Plus) then (ANALYSE. 2. A. N. val ND. GREAT. 0 -> P34 

else (if (val==Minus) then (ANALYSE. 2. A. N. val 
ND. LESS. O -> P34 ) else (ANALYSE. 2. A. N. val 
ND. NUMBER. val -> P34 ))))) [I SKIP 

P35 =( M15 E[QO<-Ql, AO<-All] EfflQ1, A11111 ( M31 
EEQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 EMQ2, A21111 ( QO. run -> ANALYSE. O. Q. run 

-> P34 ); ( ANALYSE. O. A. done -> AO. done -> SKIP )) 
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flQ2, A211 \ flQ1, A111 ) 
C35 SKIP [I ( QO. run -> ANALYSE. O. Q. run P34 

ANALYSE. O. A. done -> AO. done -> C35 ) 
M35 ( M15 [EQO<-Ql, AO<-All] [jflQl, Alllll M31 

EEQO<-Q2, AO<-A2]1 EWQ2, A21111 C35 \ flQ2, A211 
\ flQ1, A111 ) 

P32 = sbisim(diamond((P35 [lfltop. A. N, top. Q. writeNljl1 
UN(top, O, NumbersOt3)) \ fltop1j)) 

Alpha0buffer(j) = if j==3 then 
Events else ýlbuffer. j. A. N, buffer. j. Q. writeNJI 

Proces0buffer(j) = if j==3 then sbisim(diamond(P32)) else 
(UN(buffer. j, Zj Z 1)) 

P36 = sbisim(diamond(( 11 j: fO.. 31 @ [Alpha0buffer(i)] 

Proces0buffer(j) )\ flbufferll)) 

RUN=[Iw: Events@w->RUN 
Prop=([Iw: diff(Events, ýloverflow, OUBII)@w->Prop) El SKIP 

FreeNDProcess = ([Iw: diff(Events, ýIEXH, NDII)@w->FreeNDProcess) 

SKIP 

FreeNDSearch = P36 ElEventsll FreeNDProcess 

assert Prop [I RUN [T= FreeNDSearch 

assert Prop El RUN [T= P36 
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